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The discovery of tumor-specific molecular alterations has
ushered in a new era of oncology, leading to the development
of novel therapeutic agents specific to cancer subtypes. Since
the discovery of the Philadelphia chromosome in 1960,
focused efforts to inhibit and target abnormal cell signal
transduction have transformed the treatment and outcome
for numerous cancer types, increasingly including solid
tumors.

Targeting of the epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) has been at the forefront of efforts to develop
compounds modulating signaling pathways and altering
clinical outcomes for patients with various types of solid
tumors. Extensive research efforts focusing on the EGFR
pathway in different solid tumor types have resulted in recent
approval of a number of novel therapeutic agents for locally
advanced as well as metastatic disease. In this issue, we offer
an overview of established and evolving EGFR monoclonal
antibody (MoAb) applications in common solid tumors,
with a dual focus on approved and novel agents in clinical
development.

In squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, EGFR
MoAbs are now an integral component of the standard of
care, either in combination with radiotherapy for primary
disease or with platinum-based chemotherapy for recurrent
or metastatic disease. These breakthrough developments,
which have occurred only over the past several years,
arguably represent the first major advance in systemic
therapy for head and neck cancer in the past 30 years. Novel

and potentially more effective agents with less side effects are
in development.

In colorectal cancer, the use of EGFR MoAbs has become
an integral component in the treatment of advanced disease,
but careful selection of patients based on KRAS mutation
status is now a component of practice guidelines. Similarly,
inhibition of Her2 has been an approved standard in the
treatment of Her-2 overexpressing or amplified breast cancer.
The documented resistance to trastuzumab has led the way
in developing novel monoclonal antibodies and other Her2
targeted agents for this disease.

Although EGFR MoAbs have been under clinical investi-
gation in lung cancer, the frequently observed somatic kinase
domain activating mutations affecting the EGFR oncogene
has led to widespread clinical use of EGFR tyrosine kinase
inhibitors (TKIs). Recently, de novo resistance mechanisms
have been described. Given the very active research in this
area and its broader implication on EGFR inhibition overall,
we have included a comprehensive and timely review of this
topic. Finally, other Erb B family receptors such as Her3
are now emerging as important modulators of resistance to
EGFR inhibitors, and several Her3 targeted agents are now in
clinical development.

In addition to presenting an overview of EGFR MoAb
applications, we have also reviewed issues pertinent to
toxicities, mechanisms of resistance, and interactions with
other pathways. We believe that the evolving knowledge and
therapeutic focus on the EGFR and other pathways will lead
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to the development of novel targeted agents with increased
capacity to reverse the oncogenic process of solid tumors.

Nabil F. Saba
Sue S. Yom

Missak Haigentz
Bassel El-Rayes
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Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) is overexpressed in around 20–30% of breast cancer tumors. It is associated
with a more aggressive disease, higher recurrence rate, and increased mortality. Trastuzumab is a HER2 receptor blocker that has
become the standard of care for the treatment of HER2 positive breast cancer. The effectiveness of Trastuzumab has been well
validated in research as well as in clinical practice. The addition of Trastuzumab to standard of care chemotherapy in clinical
trials has been shown to improve outcomes for early stage as well as metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer. The most clinically
significant side effect of Trastuzumab is the risk of cardiac myocyte injury, leading to the development of congestive heart failure.
The emergence of patterns of resistance to Trastuzumab has led to the discovery of new monoclonal antibodies and other targeted
agents aimed at overcoming Trastuzumab resistance and improving survival in patients diagnosed with HER2 positive breast
cancers.

1. Introduction

Human epidermal growth factor receptor HER2 overexpres-
sion is present in approximately 20–30% of breast cancer
tumors. HER2 overexpression is associated with a more
aggressive disease, higher recurrence rate, and shortened
survival [1–4]. Trastuzumab is a humanized monoclonal
antibody targeting the HER2 receptor, which was approved
for use in 1998. The mechanisms of action of Trastuzumab
have not been clearly defined, but likely include extracellular
mechanisms involving antibody-dependent cellular cyto-
toxicity (ADCC), and intracellular mechanisms involving
apoptosis and cell cycle arrest as well as inhibiting angiogen-
esis, and preventing DNA repair following chemotherapy-
induced damage [5, 6]. Trastuzumab has been shown to
be effective in combination with chemotherapy, for the
treatment of early stage and metastatic HER2 positive breast
cancer.

2. Biology

HER2 is part of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) family,
along with 3 other receptors: epidermal growth factor

receptor (HER1, erbB1), HER2 (erbB2), HER3 (erbB3), and
HER4 (erbB4). The HER2 gene is located on the long arm
of chromosome 17 and encodes a 185-kDa transmembrane
protein [7–9]. The HER2 receptor extracellular domain has
no identifiable ligand, unlike the other EGF family receptors.
It is present in an active conformation and can undergo
ligand-independent dimerization with other EGF receptors
[6, 10, 11]. The most active and tumor promoting combina-
tion is thought to be the HER2/HER3 dimer [12–15].

The mechanism of action of Trastuzumab is perceived
to be through both innate and adaptive immunities. Innate
mechanisms lead to cell cycle arrest, with a noted increase in
p27 levels, and decrease in cyclin D1 and cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 activity [16]. Trastuzumab alone does not seem to
promote a significant level of apoptosis, but is synergistic
with most chemotherapeutics in preclinical models. This
synergism is felt in part to be explained by inhibition of the
PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, which normally promotes cell
survival [17]. Nevertheless, the innate response alone does
not fully explain the effect of Herceptin on tumor regression.
Adaptive mechanisms are also present and involve antibody-
dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). This is likely
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to be T-cell mediated, through activation of the FC receptor,
leading to increased cell death [18].

3. Clinical Use

Trastuzumab has become the standard of care in the
treatment of patient with HER2 positive breast cancer.
Data from several randomized trials demonstrated that the
addition of Trastuzumab to chemotherapy regimens in the
adjuvant setting improves outcome in women with early
stage breast cancer [19–22]. In the NSABP B31-NCCTG joint
analysis, adjuvant therapy with Trastuzumab for primary
operable HER2 positive breast cancer decreases recurrence
rates and improves overall survival with a 5-year follow-up
analysis [23]. The BCIRG 006 trial showed that the addition
of 52 weeks of Trastuzumab therapy to chemotherapy was
effective in prolonging disease-free survival and overall
survival in patients with early stage HER2 positive breast
cancer. This effect was seen with both anthracycline and
nonanthracycline-based chemotherapy regimens [24]. In the
HERA trial, one year of Trastuzumab following standard
chemotherapy was effective in prolonging disease-free and
overall survival, at a four-year followup [25]. It is worth
noting that patients who crossed over from the observation
group to the Trastuzumab arm were also noted to have
improved survival. Lastly, the FinHer trial demonstrated
that Trastuzumab added to 9-weeks of chemotherapy sig-
nificantly improved recurrence survival when compared to
chemotherapy alone [26].

The ideal timing of Trastuzumab administration appears
to be concurrent administration with chemotherapy, based
on the NSABP trial [22]. However, this remains controversial
since the HERA trial continues to show a benefit for sequen-
tial Trastuzumab with a followup of 4 years [25]. In the
United States, concurrent chemotherapy and Trastuzumab
are most commonly used [27].

Trastuzumab has also been shown to be effective
in improving outcome for patients with HER2 positive
metastatic breast cancer [28]. This effect has been vali-
dated in multiple trials [17, 29]. The Hercules trial [30]
showed that combining Trastuzumab with epirubicin and
cyclophosphamide resulted in improved response to therapy
and prolonged the time to disease progression. The addition
of Trastuzumab was also effective in improving survival
when used with different chemotherapy regimens, such as
docetaxel in the M77001 trial [31]. In the HERTAX trial,
the combination of Trastuzumab and docetaxel allowed
increased time to disease progression in a higher proportion
of patients when compared with single-agent Trastuzumab
followed by single-agent docetaxel at disease progression
[32]. The HERNATA study again showed that a combination
of Trastuzumab with paclitaxel or docetaxel as first line
therapy for HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer improved
patient overall survival and median time to disease progres-
sion [33]. In the BCIRG 007, both regimens (Docetaxel and
Trastuzumab v/s Docetaxel, Carboplatin and Trastuzumab)
were highly effective in prolonging time to progression of
disease, overall survival, and both had acceptable safety
profiles [34]. There has also been data that Trastuzumab may

be a safe and effective single agent as first-line treatment for
HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer [35].

Trastuzumab has been evaluated in combination with
hormonal therapy in postmenopausal women with metastat-
ic breast cancer, that is, both hormone receptor and HER2-
positive. The TAnDEM study showed that the combination
of anastrozole and Trastuzumab was more effective in
improving outcomes when compared with anastrozole alone
[36].

Trastuzumab has been evaluated extensively in the ne-
oadjuvant setting. A review by Lazaridis et al. presented
positive data regarding the integration of Trastuzumab into
neoadjuvant treatment regimens [37]. The follow-up results
from the GeparQuattro study revealed that higher patho-
logical clinical response was achieved when Trastuzumab
was added to neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whether it is an
anthracyclines- or taxane-based regimen [38]. These results
were validated in other studies, as addition of neoadjuvant
Trastuzumab therapy appears to be effective in achieving
a higher rate of remission [39–41]. In the NOAH trial,
the addition of Trastuzumab to neoadjuvant chemotherapy,
followed by 52 weeks of Trastuzumab, was effective in
improving event-free survival in patients with HER2-positive
locally advanced or inflammatory breast cancer [42].

Lastly, a trial by Buzdar et al. evaluated the effect of
adding Trastuzumab to chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant
setting for operable HER2 positive breast cancer. The trial
was stopped early due to significantly higher rates of patho-
logical response in the Trastuzumab arm [39]. Pathologic
complete response appears to be a surrogate marker of out-
come for HER2-positive breast cancers, especially those that
are ER-negative. There still remain questions to be answered
as to the duration, optimal chemotherapy regimen to be
used with Trastuzumab therapy, and whether chemotherapy
is necessary in combination with Trastuzumab for all patients
in the neoadjuvant setting.

4. Cardiotoxicity

Cardiac toxicity in patients receiving anthracycline-based
chemotherapy has been well established. The mechanism of
doxorubicin cardiotoxicity involves direct injury to cardiac
myocytes through increased free radicals and oxidative stress
[43–45]. Doxorubicin cardiotoxicity is mostly irreversible,
which clinically leads to decreased left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) and subsequently congestive heart fail-
ure symptoms. Due to causing structural damage to the
myocytes, doxorubicin therapy renders the myocardium
more susceptible to injury and irreversible defects from
subsequent stressors, whether their insult is reversible or not
[46, 47].

Trastuzumab therapy, unlike anthracyclines, has been
associated with reversible injury to the cardiac myocytes.
This is mainly due to the fact that it does not appear to cause
structural damage to the myocardium [48]. Human epider-
mal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2/ERB2) is expressed in
the adult myocardium and is believed to modulate cardiac
function and anthracycline cardiotoxicity [49]. Neuregulin-1
(NRG-1) is a protein essential to cell cycle survival. It triggers
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a cascade of events that promotes sarcomere stability and
relieves oxidative stress [50, 51].

HER2 binds to Neuregulin-1 and initiates this cascade,
perpetuating signals to maintain cell survival, response to
stress, and prevent apoptosis. Trastuzumab blocks the HER2
receptor, causing these pathways to be interrupted [52–56].
The mechanism of Trastuzumab-induced cardiac toxicity
has not clearly been elucidated yet. It is proposed to be a
combination of increased oxidative stress as well as inhibiting
antiapoptotic mechanisms [57]. The increased oxidative
stress seems to occur due to the inhibition of NADPH oxi-
dase, as well as upregulation of the angiotensin II pathways,
which in turn cause further inhibition of NRG-1 pathways.
All of these events cause an increase in free radicals and
subsequently myocyte injury [58, 59]. In addition to that,
studies have shown that blockade of the HER2 receptor with
Trastuzumab leads to an increased ratio of proapoptotic to
antiapoptotic proteins. This leads to shortened cell survival
and accelerates apoptosis [60]. These findings, however,
do not explain the difference in cardiotoxicity between
Trastuzumab and Doxorubicin. Further studies have shown
that inhibition of the HER2 receptor leads to changes in
the tertiary structure of the cardiac contractile apparatus,
but does not induce myocardial cell death. This would
explain the transient decline in cardiac function during
treatment with Trastuzumab, and recovery with interruption
of therapy. This is in contrast to anthracycline toxicity which
induces nonreversible changes through maladaptive cardiac
remodeling, progressing eventually to heart failure [61–63].
Combined therapy with anthracyclines and Trastuzumab
affects a common pathway crucial to cell survival and dealing
with oxidative stress. Despite the fact that Trastuzumab-
induced myocardial injury is largely reversible, it leaves
myocytes more vulnerable to anthracycline-induced toxicity.
With the survival pathways inhibited and potentiated by two
drugs, cell survival is put at risk, and there is increased risk
of apoptosis. This reflects clinically in myocyte death and
depressed LVEF, leading to signs and symptoms of CHF
[57]. The criteria for Trastuzumab-induced cardiotoxicity
was defined in 2002 by The Cardiac Review and Evaluation
Committee (CREC). These included (1) cardiomyopathy
characterized by a decrease in the left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) that is global or more severe in the septum;
(2) symptoms of CHF; (3) associated signs of CHF including
but not limited to S3 gallop, tachycardia, or both; and
(4) a decline in LVEF of 5% to <55% with accompanying
signs or symptoms of CHF, or a decline in LVEF of ≥10%
to <55% without accompanying signs or symptoms. The
presence of any one symptom is enough for the diagnosis
of cardiac dysfunction [64]. Trastuzumab has been shown
to be associated with improved outcomes in treatment of
HER2 positive breast cancer, whether early or metastatic
[21]. Several studies have, however, confirmed that there is a
higher incidence of cardiac toxicity associated with the use of
Trastuzumab. The highest risk seems to occur in the setting
of anthracycline therapy followed by Trastuzumab. The com-
bination of a taxane-based regimen followed by Trastuzumab
appears to cause less cardiac dysfunction [17, 28, 31, 65]. The
myocardial injury associated with Trastuzumab was found

to be reversible in patients who were followed for a long
period of time after interruption of treatment. Patients were
able to recover their LVEF to their pretreatment baseline, and
clinical evidence of CHF was resolved [27, 49, 63].

Certain risk factors have been associated with increased
risk of cardiac dysfunction with Trastuzumab treatment.
These included age >50 years, concomitant use of an anthra-
cycline, hypertension requiring treatment, and post-AC
LVEF values of 50–54% [64]. In addition to that, elevation
in Troponin levels during the course of anthracycline and
Trastuzumab therapy was found to be a strong predictor
of subsequent decrease in cardiac function and LVEF. With
respect to Trastuzumab therapy, the Troponin rise was seen
early on, and affected patients were less likely to regain
baseline cardiac function [66, 67]. Given the proven benefit
of Trastuzumab therapy with HER2 over expression, research
focused on looking for interventions that would help to
prevent treatment-induced cardiac toxicity. Researchers first
examined nonpharmacological interventions such as aerobic
exercise. This was not found to have any benefit in pre-
venting remodeling and cardiac dysfunction associated with
Trastuzumab [68–70]. Studies have shown that beta blocker
therapy (carvedilol) and angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibitors were effective in preventing decrease in LVEF in
patients on anthracycline therapy [67, 71]. MANTICORE
101 is an ongoing trial which aims to examine the effect of
approved CHF therapy (betablocker, ACEi) on preventing
cardiac dysfunction in the setting of Trastuzumab therapy
[72].

5. Trastuzumab Resistance

Trastuzumab has become widely used for the treatment
of HER2 positive breast cancer. Despite the success of
Trastuzumab-based therapy in treating all stages of HER2-
positive breast cancer, resistance to Trastuzumab is an
important issue which affects outcome for a subset of
patients. These observations have prompted research into the
mechanisms of Trastuzumab resistance, which are thought to
underlie failure of therapy [35]. No clear etiology has been
identified, but several hypotheses have emerged. First of all,
studies have found a truncated HER2 receptor, lacking an
extracellular domain, which prevents Trastuzumab binding,
hence making it ineffective. Interestingly, the same cell
line was successfully inhibited by a combined EGFR/HER2
inhibitor, lapatinib [5, 73, 74].

Lapatinib is a dual EGFR and HER2 receptor tyrosine
kinase inhibitor [75, 76]. Lapatinib has been shown to
be effective in research in inhibiting growth of breast
cancer lines known to be resistant to Trastuzumab [77].
In patients who had documented disease progression on
Trastuzumab, the addition of Lapatinib in combination with
chemotherapy [78] or with Trastuzumab [79] was effective in
prolonging time to disease progression and overall survival.
The addition of lapatinib to letrozole for the treatment of
hormone positive HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer
was superior to letrozole alone in prolonging progression-
free survival [80]. Lapatinib is approved in combination
with capecitabine for patients with HER2-positive metastatic
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breast cancer previously treated with Trastuzumab, and in
combination with letrozole for metastatic breast cancer that
is both hormone receptor and HER2-positive. Pertuzumab
is another monoclonal antibody that targets HER2 but
attaches to a different site on the receptor and, as such,
inhibits heterodimerization between HER2 and other Her
receptors [81]. The Cleopatra study randomized patients
with metastatic HER2 positive breast cancer to placebo plus
Trastuzumab plus docetaxel (control group) or pertuzumab
plus Trastuzumab plus docetaxel. The median progression
free survival was longer in the pertuzumab group [82,
83]. Pertuzumab is now approved in combination with
docetaxel and Trastuzumab for the first-line treatment
of HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer. Trastuzumab
emtansine (Trastuzumab-DM1) is a new product in which
the Trastuzumab moiety binds to HER2 on tumor cell
surfaces and, upon internalization, the DM1 moiety is
released and binds to tubulin, thereby disrupting micro-
tubule assembly/disassembly dynamics and inhibiting cell
division and proliferation. Primary results from the EMILIA
study, a randomized trial comparing Trastuzumab DM-1 to
lapatinib and capecitabine, have shown that Trastuzumab
DM-1 significantly improved progression-free survival in
patients with metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer. Fur-
ther research is looking into inhibiting other targets such as
mTOR, P13K, or AKT pathways. Two randomized trials are
evaluating the addition of the mTOR inhibitor, everolimus,
to chemotherapy and Trastuzumab in the first-line and
Trastuzumab-resistance metastatic setting.

6. Conclusion

Trastuzumab has been proven to be effective in improv-
ing outcomes for patients with early operable as well as
metastatic HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer. It has also
been shown to increase the pathological response when used
in the neoadjuvant setting. Trastuzumab therapy has been
associated with an increased risk of cardiac toxicity, especially
when used in combination with anthracyclines. Resistance
to Trastuzumab therapy has also been documented, as
patients have had disease progression while on treatment.
A better understanding of the mechanisms of resistance to
Trastuzumab therapy constitutes the cornerstone of finding
new better tailored therapeutic agents capable of reducing
rates of treatment failure and disease progression. Multiple
new drugs are under investigation, targeting a wide array
of receptors and cell cycle regulatory proteins. Preclinical
pharmacological and genomic data will soon make its way
into the clinical domain. Integrating this knowledge into
therapeutic decision making may change the identity of
HER2 positive breast cancer from a one drug for all diseases
into a personalized individualized therapy, tailored to each
patient’s predictable response.
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HER3 (ErbB3) is a unique member of the human epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family (ErbB family). It functions only
through dimerization with other members of the ErbB family and modulates activity and sensitivity to targeted cancer therapies.
This paper briefly describes the mechanism of HER3 in signal transduction and its potential role in acquired resistance to EGFR-
and HER2-targeted therapies. We also consider recent developments in HER3-targeting therapeutics and their combination with
inhibitors of other ErbB members in clinical applications.

1. Introduction

HER3 is one member of the human epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) family which consists of four types
of transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptors, HER1 (EGFR,
ErbB1), HER2 (Neu, ErbB2), HER3 (ErbB3), and HER4
(ErbB4) (Figure 1). The general structure of ErbB members
includes an extracellular ligand-binding region, an α-helical
transmembrane segment, a cytoplasmic tyrosine-kinase-
containing domain, and a C-terminal phosphorylation tail
[1, 2]. ErbB members are widely expressed in epithelial,
mesenchymal, and neuronal tissues and regulate cell division,
proliferation, differentiation, and other normal cellular pro-
cesses [3, 4]. These membrane receptors receive extracellular
signals from their ligands including those preferentially
binding to EGFR such as epidermal growth factor (EGF),
epiregulin, betacellulin, transforming growth factor-α (TGF-
α), as well as neuregulins which only bind to HER3 and
HER4 [5, 6]. Their normal physiological expression and
function are controlled by the spatial and temporal expres-
sion of these ligands. Ligand binding triggers intracellular
signaling through the formation of heterodimers or homod-
imers between ErbB receptors. Two key signaling pathways
activated by the ErbB family are the RAS/RAF/MAPK

pathway, which stimulates proliferation, and the PI3 K/Akt
pathway, which promotes tumor cell survival [7]. As a result,
the recruitment of intracellular signaling molecules and
activation of a tightly controlled array of signaling pathways
drive and regulate cell proliferation, and organ development
and repair [1, 6].

HER3, which is the topic of our paper, is a unique mem-
ber of the ErbB receptor family. Unlike EGFR and HER2, it
cannot form a homodimer and lacks the intracellular kinase
activity [8]. Although a recent study reported a weak tyrosine
kinase activity, the prevailing view of HER3 is as an inactive
“pseudokinase” [9], since its tyrosine kinase activity is∼1000
times weaker than EGFR [10]. However, the C-terminal
region of HER3 contains six consensus phosphotyrosine
sites which bind the SH2 domain of PI3 K, implicating its
crucial role in the activation of the PI3 K/Akt pathway [11,
12]. It seems clear that activation of PI(3)K/Akt signaling
by HER3 is able to overcome EGFR-targeted inhibition.
Specifically, the redistribution of signaling functions to
different ErbB family members allows HER3 to restore
signaling activity despite significant inhibition of other ErbB
kinases [13]. This unique capability of HER3 is not noted
in EGFR, HER2, and HER4. Recent studies showed that
expression and translocation of HER3 from the nucleus to
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Figure 1: General features of the HER family. EGFR, HER3, HER4 have intact ligand binding sites. HER2 fails to bind any known ErbB
ligands and HER3 has impaired catalytic activity. Two main strategies to target HER receptors for cancer treatment include monoclonal
antibody (mAb) and tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) approaches. The HER2-HER3 heterodimer is considered the most potent HER pair as
an oncogenic unit and is illustrated as a representative dimer. Two key signaling pathways activated by the HER family dimers are the MAPK
pathway and the PI3 K/Akt pathway. Activation of HER3 leads to transcription of genes that drive cell proliferation, migration, differentiation
and angiogenesis [12, 15].

the membrane were also responsible for resistance to EGFR
or HER2 targeted therapy [13, 14]. This paper will focus
on the function of HER3 in cancer development, its role in
resistance to other ErbB targeted therapies, and its potential
therapeutic value in the treatment of malignancies.

2. HER3 Structure and Expression in
Human Cancers

HER3 was first identified in 1989 by Kraus et al. [16]. It maps
to human chromosome 12q13 and translated into a protein
showing homology to EGFR and HER2 in the extracellular
ligand-binding domain and tyrosine kinase domain [16].
The ligand-binding domain of HER3 can be divided into
four subdomains (I–IV), including two cysteine-rich regions
(II and IV) and two flanking domains (I and III) that
may define specificity for ligand binding [17]. HER3 shares
40–50% identity with EGFR and 40–45% with HER2 in
each of these subdomains [18, 19]. The kinase domain of
HER3 shares 60% and 62% similarity with EGFR and HER2,
respectively [20]. However, both EGFR and HER2 have
83% amino acid sequence identity in their kinase domains,
suggesting they are more closely related to each other than
they are to HER3 [20]. A sequence comparison of the protein
kinases reveals certain residues such as Cys-721, His-740, and
Asn-815 have nonconservative substitutions in HER3. These
changes diminish the catalytic activity of HER3 in its tyrosine

kinase domain, indicating that HER3 may signal through an
alternate biochemical response [20].

During organogenesis, HER3 expression and activation
increase during postnatal maturation [21, 22]. HER3 knock-
down mice exhibited severely underdeveloped sympathetic
ganglia and partial lack of Schwann cells [23, 24], suggesting
a unique function in the development of the fetal mouse
brain. In human fetuses, HER3 transcripts were detected in
the liver, kidney, and brain but not in heart or lung fibroblasts
[16]. Similar to EGFR and HER2, HER3 mRNA was observed
in normal keratinocyte and glandular epithelium tissues.
However, unlike other family members, HER3 was not
detectable in fibroblasts, skeletal muscle, and lymphoid cells
[16]. This indicates that HER3 may have a specialized
function in ectodermal development.

Upregulation of HER3 is commonly seen in various
malignancies such as breast cancer, colorectal carcinoma,
squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN),
uveal melanoma, and gastric, ovarian, prostate, and bladder
cancers [25–28]. In human breast cancers both HER3 mRNA
and protein are upregulated. Compared to normal breast
tissue, HER3 protein overexpression has been reported in
50–70% of human breast cancers [29–31] and seems to
be associated with metastasis [32], tumor size, and risk of
local recurrence [33]. Increased HER3 mRNA or protein is
commonly seen in tumors such as colon carcinomas and
is associated with lymph node metastasis and a shorter
time to progression [34–37]. In SCCHN, a high HER3
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expression seems to be associated with increased metastasis
and decreased overall survival [16, 38, 39]. Moreover, HER3
expression is correlated with resistance to the EGFR inhibitor
gefitinib in SCCHN [40, 41]. This suggests that HER3
expression plays a significant role in carcinogenesis and
would be a reasonable target for anticancer therapy.

In addition to its cytoplasmic and membranous local-
ization, HER3 protein has, like EGFR, been reported in
cell nuclei [42, 43]. EGFR nuclear localization has been
extensively studied and EGFR is suggested to function as
a transcription factor, in chromatin remodeling as well as
DNA repair [43]. Only a few studies have reported the
nuclear localization of HER3, and these indicated similar
functions. In immortalized human breast cells and breast
cancer cells, HER3 was shown to have a mostly nuclear
localization. However, after exposure to its ligand NRG1,
a shift of HER3 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm was
observed [44]. HER3 location seems to be specific to cancer
type and stage. For example, the predominant pattern of
HER3 staining in nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is in the
cytoplasm, but nuclear HER3 expression is highly associated
with vascular and lymphatic invasion, which correlates with
poor overall survival [45]. HER3 nuclear localization has also
been reported in prostate cancer and more so in hormone
refractory disease, and thus, is correlated with tumor pro-
gression [46]. In contrast, nuclear HER3 is independently
correlated with favorable overall survival in uveal melanoma
[47]. In SCCHN, HER3 was detected as either a cytoplasmic
or a membranous dominant protein [39]. The membranous
expression pattern is significantly prevalent in metastatic
tissues and associated with worse overall survival [48]. These
differences may be linked to the histological origin of cancer
tissues. Understanding the underlying biology of different
HER3 localization requires more studies.

3. HER3 Signaling and Function in Cancer

Although HER3 lacks an innate kinase function and cannot
form homodimers, it can still heterodimerize with other
HER family members especially when signaling through the
PI3 K/Akt pathway [3]. PI3 K/Akt lies at the hub of a plethora
of downstream pathways and contributes to many biological
processes critical for oncogenesis, including translation,
survival, nutrient sensing, metabolic regulation, and cell
cycle control. Dimer formation after ligand binding to
HER3 results in C-terminal cross-phosphorylation between
the dimer partners, creating docking sites that allow the
recruitment and phosphorylation of downstream signaling
components such as the p85 regulatory subunit of PI3 K
[7]. Through binding to numerous proteins containing Src
homology 2 domain or phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB)
domain, different intracellular pathways are activated [49,
50]. Six consensus phosphotyrosine sites in HER3 can bind
to the PI3 K p85 regulatory subunit and activate PI3 K/Akt
downstream signaling [12, 51]. The HER3/PI3 K/Akt path-
ways have been implicated in breast, ovarian, colon, gastric,
and lung cancer cells [52]. Studies of HER3 knockdown and

inhibitors have established the importance of this pathway
[53, 54].

A sequence analysis in the cytoplasmic domain of HER3
showed the binding sites for PI3 K, and also for GRB7,
GRB2, SHC, and SRC [12]. Growth factor receptor bound 7
(GRB7) is an adapter molecule and plays a role in integrin
signaling and cell migration. GRB7 interacts with HER3
mainly through its SH2 domain [52, 55]. GRB2 is not
preferentially bound by HER3 and only interacts with HER3
when GRB7 is not present [12, 56]. Unlike GRB2/7 and
SRC, SHC interacts with HER3 through the PTB domain
rather than the SH2 domain. The SHC/HER3 interaction is
essential for MAPK pathway activation [15, 57].

Because its functions are highly dependent on het-
erodimerization with other members, HER3 cannot trans-
form cells through overexpression or mutational activation
[58–60]. As an obligate partner with other family members,
HER3 plays an important role in HER2 transforming and
accelerating progression in human cancers. Transfection of
HER3 into NIH3T3 fibroblast cells results in a low level of
colony growth, but cotransfection with HER2 significantly
enhanced the transformation effect compared with HER2
or HER3 alone [16, 43]. In vivo studies also showed
that HER3 alone or in combination with EGFR was not
tumorigenic, but cells transfected with HER3 and HER2
yielded xenograft tumors that grew more aggressively than
other ErbB combinations and induced high levels of VEGF.
Thus, the HER2-HER3 heterodimer is considered the most
potent HER pair as an oncogenic unit.

HER3 seems to be as critical as HER2 for maintaining
breast cancer cell proliferation [27]. Using different methods
to knock down HER3 expression, inhibition of breast cancer
cell growth was more potent than knocking down EGFR [27,
54]. Furthermore, preferential phosphorylation of HER3,
but not EGFR, was observed in HER2-amplified breast
cancer tissues [27]. However, in melanoma and pancreatic
cancer, HER3 appears to be a preferred dimerization partner
of EGFR. In experimental models, knockdown of HER3
reduces melanoma cell migration and invasion [61] whereas
overexpression of HER3 significantly increased cell prolifer-
ation both in vitro and in vivo in pancreatic adenocarcinoma
[62]. In SCCHN, HER3 membranous expression was found
to be associated with decreased survival [48]. Elevated
neuregulin-1 (NRG-1) and activation of that HER3 were
enriched in a subset of SCCHN, suggesting HER3 might play
a role in SCCHN [63].

4. Potential Role of HER3 in EGFR- and
HER2-Targeted Therapies

Because of their extensive overexpression in cancer tissues
and important function in cancer progression, attempts to
target ErbB family members in cancer therapy have been
the focus of extensive research and have reached clinical
applications in many cancers. Most drugs targeting the
ErbB family are against EGFR and HER2 because the pro-
oncogenesis function of these receptors is well understood
[3, 64]. Two predominant types of ErbB-targeted drugs
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have been developed: monoclonal antibodies that target the
extracellular domain, such as cetuximab and trastuzumab,
and small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), such
as gefitinib and erlotinib.

Multiple antibodies targeting the EGFR have been
approved for clinical use. Cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody
targeting EGFR, is approved for treating SCCHN in combi-
nation with radiation therapy for locally advanced disease
and in combination with platinum-based chemotherapy
as a standard first line systemic therapy. In the landmark
EXTREME trial, patients who received additional cetuximab
had a significant reduction in the risk of death by 20%
compared to patients receiving chemotherapy only and, for
the first time for patients with recurrent metastatic SCCHN,
the median survival was prolonged to 10.1 months [65]. In
colorectal cancer, the efficacy of both monoclonal antibodies
against EGFR, cetuximab and panitumumab, is dependent
upon the mutational status of KRAS [66]. The EGFR-TKIs
erlotinib and gefitinib have also shown dramatic effects
against EGFR-mutant lung cancer and have been approved
for second-line therapy in patients with metastatic NSCLC
[67, 68].

HER2 amplification and overexpression have been
reported in 18–25% of breast cancer, as well as in sub-
sets of patients with gastric carcinoma, esophageal cancer,
salivary gland tumor, and ovarian cancers [17, 18, 28,
69–71]. The humanized monoclonal anti-HER2 antibody
trastuzumab (Herceptin; Genentech) is approved for use
in breast cancer and has had a major impact in treating
this disease [72]. More recently phase III Trastuzumab for
Gastric Cancer (ToGA) trial showed that adding trastuzumab
to chemotherapy significantly improves survival without
negatively impacting quality of life in patients with advanced
gastric or gastroesophageal junction cancer [73].

Despite these advances in therapy, mechanisms for EGFR
resistance are documented and are the subject of intensive
research, detailed in a separate paper published within this
special issue. In lung cancer, although EGFR-TKI treatment
leads to significant responses in patients with EGFR gene
mutations, acquired resistance to these drugs inevitably
occurs. Major described mechanisms of acquired resistance
include KRAS/BRAF [74] and EGFR T790 M secondary
mutation [74], amplification of the MET gene, as well as
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) expression [75] (detailed in
a separate paper within the same issue). Targeted treatment
of colorectal cancer has also been limited by resistance
to anti-EGFR therapy. In a recommendation from the
American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) in 2009,
patients with metastatic colorectal cancer in which codon
12 or 13 of the KRAS gene was found to be mutated were
recommended not to receive anti-EGFR antibody therapy as
part of their treatment [76]. Mechanisms of EGFR resistance
continue to be a topic of interest in different tumor types
including SCCHN where several possible mechanisms have
been described including a deletion mutation of exon 2–7
of the extracellular ligand-binding domain of EGFR leading
to a truncated form of EGFR (EGFR vIII) that is auto-
phosphorylated in a ligand-independent way. EGFR vIII has
been reported in close to 43% of SCCHN cases [77, 78].

Interestingly, resistance to EGFR-targeted therapy was
claimed to be a family affair by several researchers [74].
In addition, compensatory HER3 signaling and sustained
PI3 K/Akt activation have been implicated as playing an
important role in the resistance to HER-targeted therapy [7,
13, 79, 80] (Figure 2). After lengthy exposure to inhibitors,
cancer cells switched dependence between EGFR and HER2,
but in both cases, HER3 was the common association partner
[81, 82]. In HER2 dominant breast cancer cells, lengthy
exposure to the EGFR inhibitors gefitinib or erlotinib or the
HER2 inhibitor AG-825 led to the upregulation of HER3 and
Akt phosphorylation in correlation with HER3 translocation
from the nucleus to the membrane [13, 83]. The mechanism
for increased expression of HER3 in the membrane features
a resetting of the HER3 phosphorylation-dephosphorylation
equilibrium, which is driven by Akt-mediated negative
feedback signaling [13]. Increased HER3 ligand heregulin
expression is also a possible mechanism of cetuximab resis-
tance in colorectal cancer patients [84]. Furthermore, HER3
may work cooperatively with other receptor tyrosine kinases,
such as hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR; also
known as MET) [83]. MET proto-oncogene amplification
may be a cause of resistance to gefitinib. Phosphorylated
HER3 was found to co-immunoprecipitate with PI3 K p85
unit in a MET kinase-dependent manner suggesting a role
of HER3 in MET-induced resistance. [83]. It is worth
noting that MET is one of the major signal transduction
proteins which contribute to EGFR targeting resistance
[85–87].

Notably, in SCCHN cell lines sensitive to the dual
EGFR/HER2 reversible inhibitor lapatinib, elevated NRG1
and activated HER3 were strongly associated with lapa-
tinib sensitivity [63]. At the same time, HER3 and HER2
expression were significantly associated with resistance to the
EGFR inhibitor gefitinib but not cetuximab in SCCHN. The
combination of gefitinib and the HER2-HER3 dimerization
inhibitor pertuzumab provided additional growth inhibitory
effect over gefitinib alone [88]. The mechanism through
which HER3 functions as a biomarker for lapatinib sensi-
tivity on the one hand, and a cause of gefitinib resistance
on the other, is unclear but may be due to different
activation mechanisms which need to be further uncovered.
In breast cancer, EGFR and HER3 expression are substan-
tially increased after long-term trastuzumab exposure [82].
In pancreatic cancer, HER3 is a preferred dimerization
partner for EGFR and through the PI3 K/Akt pathway plays
a role in modulating response to erlotinib. The siRNA-
mediated inhibition of HER3 expression in pancreatic cancer
cells resulted in an acquired resistance to erlotinib treatment.
Hence, pancreatic cancer cells which lack HER3 become
less critically dependent on EGFR signaling and, therefore,
resistant to erlotinib [62]. In spite of the obvious evidence
that high HER3 expression in pancreatic cancer cells and
NSCLC cells confers increased sensitivity to gefitinib or
erlotinib than in low HER3-expressing cells [89], the above
resistance promoting function may be caused by an increase
in the level of activated HER3 rather than of total HER3
protein expression.
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Figure 2: Mechanisms by which HER3 contributes to resistance to EGFR-targeted therapy. (a) The oncogenic receptor tyrosine kinase
MET could phosphorylate HER3, leading to activation of the PI3 K/Akt pathway independent of EGFR kinase activity [57]. (b) Lengthy
exposure of cancer cells to TKIs can lead to Akt downregulation which consequently increases HER3 translocation from the cytoplasm to the
membrane through a feedback regulation. The phosphorylation of HER3 recruits PI3 K and further activates the PI3 K/Akt pathway which
plays an important role in resistance to EGFR-targeted therapy [2].

Table 1: HER3-targeted drugs under development.

Drug Type Target(s) Development phase Sponsor

MM-121 Humanized mAb HER3 Phase I/II Merrimack

U3-1287 (AMG 888) Humanized mAb HER3 Phase I U3 Pharma GmbH

MM-111 Bispecific antibody HER2-HER3 Phase I Merrimack

Pertuzumab Humanized mAb HER2-HER3 Phase III Genentech

MEHD7945A mAb HER1, HER3 Phase II Genentech

MP-470 (Amuvatinib) Pan inhibitor HER1/2/3 Phase II Astex Pharmaceuticals

AZD8931 Pan inhibitor HER1/2/3 Phase I/II AstraZeneca

5. Development of Agents That Target HER3

Both HER3 inhibitors and pan-ErbB inhibitors, which
simultaneously inhibit HER3 and other family members,
have been developed and a number of them are in early
clinical development (Table 1). Most HER3 inhibitors under
development target the extracellular domain of the protein.
Schoeberl et al. used a computational model to explore
the optimal way to therapeutically inhibit combinatorial
ligands which induce activation of the HER3-PI3 K axis. This
study revealed a dominant role of HER3 in Akt activation
and suggested that targeting this key node of the ErbB
signaling network might result in therapeutic benefits to
cancer patients [90]. However, a principal technical challenge
of targeting HER3 is that, unlike other HER family members,
HER3 lacks enzymatic catalytic activity. This feature of
HER3 indicates that its function cannot be inhibited by ATP
bindingsite inhibitor TKIs.

MM-121 is a fully humanized anti-HER3 antibody that
specifically blocks the binding of HRG1-β (a neuregulin-
1 type I polypeptide) to HER3 [90]. Preclinical studies

reported that pretreatment of pancreatic ductal adenocar-
cinoma cells with MM-121 followed by NRG-1 stimulation
resulted in ligand-induced HER3 activation [91]. The com-
bination of MM-121 with erlotinib completely abolished
Akt activation in pancreatic cancer cells [91]. MM-121 also
inhibited growth of ovarian cancer cells both in vitro and
in vivo [90]. Gefitinib-resistant lung cancer cell lines were
resensitized to gefitinib after being treated with MM-121
[92]. Meanwhile, MM-121 combined with the anti-EGFR
antibody cetuximab showed a synergic effect in a lung
cancer model [92]. At present, 9 clinical trials are recruiting
patients for phase I or phase I-II study of MM-121 in
combination with chemotherapy or other HER inhibitors
such as cetuximab/gefitinib. These clinical trials will provide
further evidence for the clinical use of MM-121 (data
from http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/). MM-111 is a bispecific
antibody, binding to two different target proteins, ErbB2 and
ErbB3, and inhibiting the signaling downstream of these two
cell receptors resulting in an inhibitory effect on the PI3 K
pathway [93]. The safety and clinical activity of MM-111 is
now under study in several phase I clinical trials.
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Another HER3-targeted drug is U3-1287 (AMG888),
the first fully humanized HER3 monoclonal antibody. This
mAb inhibits proximal and distal HER signaling and induces
rapid internalization of HER3 [94]. U3-1287 showed growth
inhibition ability in vitro in multiple tumor cell lines
such as breast, lung, and colorectal cancer and in vivo in
pancreatic, NSCLC, and colorectal cancer xenograft models
[95]. A phase I clinical trial of U3-1287 in the treatment
of advanced solid tumors has been completed, the result of
which has not been published yet (NCT00730470). Another
ongoing phase Ib/II study found that this antibody was well
tolerated in NSCLC patients when combined with erlotinib
(NCT01222483) [94]. A phase Ib/II trial using U3-1287 in
combination with trastuzumab and paclitaxel is currently
recruiting patients with newly diagnosed metastatic breast
cancer (data from http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/).

In addition to monoclonal antibodies, inhibition of
HER3 dimerization with other ErbB family members is
a valid approach. Pertuzumab targets the dimerization
interface of HER2 thus disrupts ligand-induced HER2-HER3
dimerization. Several clinical trials showed a significant
clinical benefit in HER2-positive breast cancer patients [3,
53, 96]. More evidence will be obtained from ongoing
clinical studies using pertuzumab to treat other cancers
such as gastric cancers, neuroendocrine tumors, and prostate
cancers.

The first-generation pan-ErbB inhibitor canertinib (CI-
1033) inhibits all ErbB family members without affecting
other tyrosine kinases. Several phase I-II clinical studies
showed limited effect, preventing further clinical develop-
ment of this drug [12, 52, 55]. Other multitarget inhibitors
such as MEHD7945A, MP-470, and AZD8931 are still under
clinical development.

6. Summary and Future Directions in
HER3-Targeted Therapy

For decades, research around the ErbB family receptors has
focused on the dysregulated catalytic kinase activities of
EGFR and HER2. Recently, the important role of HER3
as an obligate partner for HER receptor dimerization and
in primary and acquired resistance to HER2- or EGFR-
targeted therapy has brought considerable attention to HER3
from cancer researchers. Unlike other members of ErbB
family, HER3 has unique biological functions through its
heterodimerization with other HER receptors.

The increasing awareness of HER3 function in cancer
progression and drug resistance has several implications
for future research directions. First, due to the relationship
of HER3 signaling with sensitivity or resistance to HER-
targeted therapy, HER3 may be considered a valuable
biomarker to monitor the efficacy of HER-targeted therapy.
Secondly, the combination of HER3 and EGFR/HER2-
targeted agents may be an efficient way to conquer drug
resistance and, thus, enhance antitumor activity. Moreover,
because the PI3 K/Akt pathway, which is downstream of
HER3, plays an important role in cancer progression and
drug resistance, it is reasonable to hypothesize that PI3 K/Akt

inhibitors can also enhance the antitumor activity of HER-
targeted drugs. Last, but not least, HER3 pathway inhibition
can also be achieved by reducing the release of HER3 ligands,
heregulin, and neuregulin.

In conclusion, HER3 is a focal point in HER family-
induced cancer oncogenesis and, as such, constitutes a new
potential biomarker and target for future cancer therapy.
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Colorectal cancer is the second most common malignancy among men and women in the United States, and the 5-year survival
rate remains poor despite recent advances in chemotherapy and targeted agents. The mainstay of therapy for advanced disease
remains the cytotoxic chemotherapy including 5-FU, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin. The USFDA approval and introduction of
targeted therapies, including cetuximab and panitumumab (monoclonal antibodies targeting the epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR)) and bevacizumab (monoclonal antibody targeting the vascular epithelial growth factor (VEGF)), has improved the
median survival of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer to around 24 months. Clearly, better and more efficacious drugs
are needed, and target-specific agents remain the future of cancer treatment. On this front, rapid advances are being made, which
are likely to change the future of the management of metastatic colorectal cancer. However, absence of specific biomarkers for the
use of targeted agents, in the subset of population who will benefit from the treatment, remains a major drawback. In this paper,
we review agents that are in phases 1 and 2 clinical development, specifically targeting the EGFR and its subsequent downstream
pathways.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause
of cancer-related deaths in the United States. The American
Cancer Society estimates that in 2011 around 141,210 Amer-
icans were diagnosed with CRC of which 49,380 succumbed
from the disease [1]. Over the past several decades, the
incidence and mortality of CRC have declined. The treat-
ment for colorectal cancer has transitioned from single agent
chemotherapy to combination cytotoxic therapies and
target-specific agents. Fluoropyrimidines, irinotecan, and
oxaliplatin are the main drugs for cytotoxic chemotherapy.
The standard of treatment for metastatic CRC (mCRC) is
FOLFOX (5 fluorouracil, leucovorin, and oxaliplatin)
or FOLFORI (5 fluorouracil, leucovorin, and irinote-
can). Bevacizumab, cetuximab, and panitumumab are the

target-specific agents approved by FDA for the treat-
ment of colorectal cancer [2, 3]. The present com-
bination of cytotoxic chemotherapies and the addition
of target-specific agents have increased the overall sur-
vival of metastatic colon cancer to around 24 months
[4–7].

2. EGFR Signaling Pathway

Human tumors are rich in growth factors and their receptors.
Among the mostly widely studied is the EGF receptor family
[8, 9]. The EGFR gets activated after a ligand binding,
which in turn activates 2 pathways, the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK
pathway and the PI3-AKT-mTOR pathway. Drugs which
act on this receptor can be classified into 3 subcategories
(Figure 1):
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing various drugs acting on EGFR and its subsequent pathways. MEK: MAPK (mitogen-activated protein
kinase) kinases/extracellular-signal-regulated kinases, ERK: extracellular-signal-related kinase; PTEN: phosphatase and tensin homolog,
mTOR: mammalian target of rapamycin.

(A) drugs that inhibit the extracellular domain,

(B) drugs inhibiting RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway,

(C) drugs inhibiting PI3-AKT-mTOR pathway.

Cetuximab (an IgG1 monoclonal antibody) and panitu-
mumab (fully human IgG2 monoclonal antibody) are the
only monoclonal antibodies against EGFR that are approved
for treatment of metastatic CRC. Only small subsets of
patients show clinical benefit to cetuximab and panitu-
mumab. Patients who have KRAS mutation are resistant to
cetuximab [6]. Mutations of KRAS lead to activation of
RAS-RAF-MEK pathway which renders an inhibition in
the receptor further upstream fairly ineffective. Recently
BRAF mutation and loss of PTEN were also attributed to
resistance to cetuximab and panitumumab therapy [10–
12]. KRAS mutations are seen in 40–50% of CRC, while
BRAF mutations are seen in 10% of colorectal cancer.
The best response to cetuximab and panitumumab appears
to be in patients who have a combination of wild-type
KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA and express the phosphatase and
tensin homolog (PTEN) protein [12–14]. PTEN is a tumor
suppressor protein that inhibits the PI3/AKT pathway, and
loss of this protein will activate this pathway leading to tumor
progression.

3. Novel Drugs in Phase 2 Clinical Development

3.1. Inhibitors of EGFR/Drugs Acting on Extracellular Ligand

Binding Domain

(1) BIBW 2992/Afatinib. Afatinib is a highly selective
inhibitor of EGFR and HER2 currently undergoing phase 1
trials for various solid tumors [15, 16]. It is a second-
generation EGFR-TKI (tyrosine kinase inhibitor) and has
shown promising results in advanced non-small-cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) [17]. The LUX-lung clinical trial program
was a phase 2b/3 randomized, double-blinded trial which
showed promising results in NSCLC with a statistically
significant increase in median PFS by 2 months. The main
toxicities included diarrhea and skin rash which in most
cases were managed by dose interruption or reduction
[18]. There are currently phase 2 trials for BIBW2992 in
metastatic (m) CRC. A phase 2 trial has been conducted by
alternating BIBF 1120, a potent angiokinase inhibitor, and
afatinib in 46 patients who already received several lines
of chemotherapy. Seven patients remained progression-free
after 16 weeks. Most of the patients tolerated the drugs
with manageable toxicity [19]. Currently a phase 2 trial is
ongoing (National Clinical Trial (NCT) 01152437), which
compares the efficacy of cetuximab and afatinib. Patients
with mCRC who had progressed on oxaliplatin or irinotecan
and have not received any anti-EGFR therapy are eligible for
the study. Patients with wild-type KRAS are randomized to
cetuximab or afatinib, while those with mutant KRAS will
receive afatinib.
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Table 1: Phase 2 trials of erlotinib in colorectal cancer.

Study Status Results NCT identifier

Erlotinib, capecitabine, and oxaliplatin Completed
The arm with erlotinib showed
higher response rate and PFS

NCT 00123851

Erlotinib alternating with chemotherapy
for second-line treatment

Unknown Pending NCT00642746

Bevacizumab and erlotinib in
combination with FOLFOX

Completed
High number of withdrawal due
to toxicities limiting conclusion
on efficacy

NCT00116506

Capecitabine in combination with
erlotinib

Terminated
14 patients enrolled, severe
toxicities median survival 76
weeks

NCT00459901

Dual epidermal growth factor inhibition
with erlotinib and panitumumab with
and without chemotherapy

Recruiting Pending
NCT00940316

Erlotinib in treating patients with
recurrent CRC

Completed Pending
NCT00032110

Dual inhibition of EGFR signaling using
cetuximab and erlotinib

Active, not recruiting Pending
NCT00784667

Intermittent versus continuous Tarceva
study

Completed Pending
NCT01243047

Erlotinib and combination chemotherapy
in treating mCRC

Completed Pending
NCT0049101

Bevacizumab in combination with Xelox
and Tarceva

Active, not recruiting Pending
NCT01135498

Erlotinib in treating patients with history
of stage 1, 2, or 3 colorectal cancer or
adenoma

Recruiting Pending NCT00754494

Table 2: Phase 3 clinical trials of erlotinib in colorectal cancer.

Study
Number of
enrollment

Expected date of completion NCT identifier

Chemotherapy and Avastin followed by
maintenance treatment with Avastin ±
Tarceva

240 December 2011 NCT 00598156

Combination chemotherapy and
bevacizumab ± erlotinib in unresectable
mCRC

640 Unknown NCT00265824

(2) Necitumumab/IMC-11F8. Necitumumab is a fully
human IgG1 monoclonal antibody against EGFR [20].
Preclinical trials have shown that the efficacy of necitu-
mumab can be compared to cetuximab [21]. Currently this
drug is undergoing phase 3 trials for NSCLC. A phase 2 trial
in CRC has been completed and has not been published. This
study compared patients with mCRC either randomized to
mFOLFOX-6 regimen or combination of necitumumab and
mFOLFOX-6 (NCT 00835185). Preliminary data presented
at 2008 annual American Society for Clinical Oncology
(ASCO) meeting suggests that the combination is well
tolerated with notable benefit in tumor activity [22, 23].
The median PFS (progression-free survival) or OS (overall
survival) has not yet been reported.

(3) Erlotinib. Erlotinib is an oral, reversible EGFR-TKI.
Erlotinib has been approved for use in metastatic NSCLC
in patients who have stable disease after 4–6 cycles of first-
line chemotherapy, as a maintenance therapy [24]. Several
trials have shown its efficacy as a first-line agent compared
to standard chemotherapy in EGFR mutant patients with
NSCLC [25]. Erlotinib has also been approved for its use in
pancreatic cancer [26]. Erlotinib is being tested in a number
of phase 2/3 trials in advanced CRC [27–30] (Tables 1 and 2).

(4) Gefitinib. Gefitinib is a reversible EGFR-TKI used in
the treatment of locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC
with EGFR mutation, approved in Europe [31] and not in
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the United States. It is currently being tested for mCRC
in phase 2 clinical trials. A number of trials are under
progress and a couple of them have been published. A
phase 2 trial combining capecitabine and gefitinib as second-
line therapy in advanced CRC showed no added efficacy
and resulted in severe skin toxicities [32]. A trial involving
combination of raltitrexed and gefitinib in one arm and
raltitrexed alone has been tested on 76 patients as a second-
line chemotherapy in advanced mCRC. This combination
was well tolerated, but there was no difference in PFS
between the arms [33]. The combination of FOLFOX-4 and
gefitinib (IFOX) has been tested on previously untreated
patients with mCRC. This trial showed increased efficacy in
patients treated with IFOX when compared to FOLFOX-4
alone in a similar setting. The median OS was 20.5 months.
Grade 3-4 diarrhea was reported in 67% patients, and
Grade 3-4 neutropenia was reported in 60% of the patients,
which is higher than FOLFOX-4 alone. The limitations of
this study were that it does not have a control arm to
compare efficacy [34]. Conflicting results were published on
the efficacy of the combination of gefitinib and FOLFOX
as first-line chemotherapy [35]. A multicenter phase 2 trial
did not show any added benefit with gefitinib as a first-line
agent [36]. A phase 2 randomized multicenter trial compared
FOLFIRI to a combination of FOLFIRI and gefitinib and
showed no overall benefit but has shown significant increase
in toxicities [37]. All the above-mentioned phase 2 trials
with gefitinib as first line or maintenance therapy in mCRC
showed increased toxicities of gefitinib. Various phase 2 trials
are being conducted on gefitinib in mCRC, and results are
available from few trials [38, 39] (Table 3).

3.2. Novel Drugs in Phase 1 Clinical Development That

Act on EGFR

(1) Zalutumumab. This is a novel human IgG1 monoclonal
antibody against EGFR. It is currently being tested in phase
2 trials for squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck, and
the results appear to be encouraging [40]. A phase 1 study on
zalutumumab and irinotecan in mCRC after failed irinotecan
and cetuximab, presented at 2009 annual ASCO meeting,
showed stable disease warranting further studies [41].

(2) Lapatinib. This is an oral drug and a dual inhibitor of
EGFR-TKI and HER2. It is currently undergoing phase 4
trials in HER 2 positive advanced metastatic breast cancer.
A phase 1 trial in advanced solid tumors that includes mCRC
has been published. It shows efficacy towards certain types
of solid tumors [42]. Its efficacy and toxicities in a phase 2
CRC-specific studies are yet to be tested.

(3) Nimotuzumab. An IgG1 human monoclonal antibody
with efficacy in head and neck cancer is undergoing phase 2
clinical trials in China. It is being tested in combination with
irinotecan, as a second-line agent for mCRC having wild-
type KRAS (NCT 00972465).

3.3. Drugs Inhibiting RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK Pathway. Various
targeted therapies that inhibit the components of this path-
way are in clinical trials. The RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK which is

involved in regulation of cell cycle is activated in many can-
cers due to mutations in BRAF or RAS genes [43, 44]. This is
a system of protein kinases where a member of RAF (A-RAF,
B-RAF, and C-RAF) kinase phosphorylates and activates the
MEK kinases (MEK1 and 2) which phosphorylates to further
activate ERK1 and 2, which in turn phosphorylate to activate
a number of substrates that are key components in cell cycle
regulation. This pathway is coordinated by the binding of
active RAS (HRAS, NRAS, and KRAS) to RAF [45].

(1) BMS-908662. This drug is a RAF inhibitor and currently
undergoing phase 1/2 trials in mCRC alone or in combi-
nation with cetuximab in patients with mutated KRAS or
BRAF. The study is recently completed, and the results are
pending (NCT 01086267).

(2) MSC 1936369B. This is a MEK inhibitor that is tested in
phase 2 CRC studies. This is being investigated as a second-
line agent in combination with FOLFORI in patients whose
tumors harbor a KRAS mutation (NCT01085331).

(3) Selumetinib/AZD6244. This is an orally available drug
and a selective inhibitor of MEK1/MEK2. The drug is cur-
rently undergoing phase 2 trials in colon cancer, melanoma,
hepatocellular carcinoma, and biliary cancer [46]. A phase 2
randomized multicenter study comparing oral capecitabine
and selumetinib as a second-line or third-line chemotherapy
in advanced CRC demonstrated good tolerability and equal
efficacy. The median PFS between both arms was not signif-
icantly different. The most common side effects reported in
selumetinib are dermatitis, diarrhea, and asthenia [47]. This
drug is currently being tested in many phase 2 trials in mCRC
(Table 4).

(4) PLX 4032/Vemurafenib. This drug is an oral selective
inhibitor of oncogenic V600E mutant BRAF kinase. This
mutation is found in up to 50% of patients with malignant
melanoma but also found in a small subset of colorectal
cancer patients. A phase 1 study is investigating this drug in
mCRC (NCT00405587). Several studies have shown promis-
ing results in malignant melanoma leading to its approval
by the USFDA for this indication [48]. A phase 1 trial
evaluating the role of PLX 4032 in patients with advanced
CRC with mutant BRAF was presented at 2010 annual
ASCO meeting. The results were modest when compared to
melanoma but clearly indicate that targeting mutant BRAF is
a therapeutic option in colorectal cancer [49]. A preclinical
study presented at 2012 annual Gastrointestinal Cancers
Symposium, combining PLX4032 which is a BRAF inhibitor,
and MEK inhibitor suggested synergistic effect of combined
pharmacological blockade of the entire pathway [50].

(5) Sorafenib. Sorafenib is an oral RAF and multitargeted
TKI. Though initially discovered as potent RAF inhibitor,
it is now know that it also inhibits vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor (VEGFR) and platelet-derived growth
factor receptor (PDGFR). Its inhibiting action on RAF
is in the order of RAF > wild-type BRAF > oncogenic
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Table 3: Phase 2 clinical trials of Gefitinib in colorectal cancer.

Study Status Results NCT identifier

IRESSA + Xeloda after failure of first-line
chemotherapy

Completed Pending
NCT 00242788

Gefitinib and combination chemotherapy in
advanced or recurrent CRC

Completed Pending
NCT 00052585

Oxaliplatin ± gefitinib in metastatic or
locally recurrent CRC

Completed
Gefitinib and oxaliplatin
combination is ineffective in
advanced CRC

NCT 00026299

Gefitinib in treating patients with mCRC as
a single agent

Completed
Gefitinib as a single agent is
ineffective in advanced CRC

NCT 00025350

ZD 1839 in treating patients with advanced
CRC that has not responded to
chemotherapy

Completed Pending NCT 00030524

Table 4: Phase 2 clinical trials of selumetinib in colorectal cancer.

Study Status Results NCT identifier

MK2206 and AZD6244 in patients with advanced
colorectal cancer

Recruiting Pending NCT 01333475

Phase 2 efficacy study of AZD6244 in colorectal cancer Completed Pending NCT00514761

Selumetinib + irinotecan as 2nd-line patients with
KRAS and BRAF mutation

Recruiting Pending NCT01116271

B-RAF V600E [51]. Sorafenib is now FDA approved for
its use in advanced renal cell carcinoma and unresectable
hepatocellular carcinoma. Its efficacy is now being tested
in various solid tumors, and phase 2 trials are in progress
for CRC. A phase 2 study was conducted in Saudi Arabia
on 35 patients with mCRC who progressed on first-line
chemotherapy. Patients were randomized to combination of
cetuximab and sorafenib or cetuximab alone. Results show
that the combination arm had higher partial response rate
and an improved PFS especially in patients with wild-type
KRAS status as compared to those with a mutation [52].
Several phase 2 trials of sorafenib in CRC are ongoing
(Table 5).

(6) MEK 62/ARRY-438162. This is a potent selective
inhibitor of MEK1/MEK2. This is currently in phases 1
and 2 trials for many advanced solid tumors with KRAS,
NRAS, and BRAF mutations (NCT01363232, NCT01337765,
NCT01363232). A phase 1 multicenter study on the safety
of MEK 62 on biliary cancer has been recently presented at
2012 Gastrointestinal Cancers Symposium. The same study
is being expanded to include patients with CRC with KRAS
and BRAF mutations [53].

3.4. Drugs Inhibiting PI3 K-Akt-mTOR Pathway. This path-
way is important for cell growth and survival. Abnormal
activation of this pathway predisposes to development of
many cancers, and genetic mutations in this pathway are
common in many malignancies. Hence this pathway has
gained importance in recent years as a target for drug
development. Inhibitors of this pathway are in phases 1
and 2 clinical trials. PI3KCA mutations are seen in 25%

of colorectal cancers [54]. Mutations in PTEN, AKT2, and
PDK1 are also implicated in CRC [55]. PTEN inhibits this
pathway, and loss of PTEN or mutation leads to increased
cell proliferation and decreased apoptosis [56].

(1) MK-2206. This is an oral AKT inhibitor. A phase 2 trial
of MK 2206 and AZD6244 in advanced CRC is recruiting
patients. This trial aims at simultaneously blocking the
PI3 K-AKT and RAS-MAPK pathways (NCT01333475). The
first human phase 1 trial of MK 2206 in advanced solid
tumors was recently published. The drug was well tolerated,
showing AKT blockade. Toxicities reported were skin rash,
nausea, purities, hyperglycemia, and diarrhea [57].

(2) Everolimus. This is an oral derivative of rapamycin and
approved by the FDA for management of patients with
advanced renal cell carcinoma who have failed one prior line
of therapy [58]. Rapamycin is an mTOR inhibitor approved
in many countries to prevent rejection of solid organ trans-
plants. A nonrandomized phase 2 trial on fifty metastatic
colorectal cancer patients who failed first-line chemotherapy
and cetuximab or panitumumab was enrolled in the study.
Patients received bevacizumab every 2 weeks and daily
everolimus. The drug was well tolerated. The median OS was
8.1 months showing only modest clinical efficacy [59]. There
are many phase 2 trials under investigations in advanced
CRC (Table 6).

(3) Temsirolimus. This is an intravenous mTOR inhibitor
approved by the USFDA for advanced renal cell carcinoma
[60]. It is currently undergoing phase 4 clinical trials in
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Table 5: Phase 2 clinical trials of sorafenib in colorectal cancer.

Study Status Results NCT identifier

Sorafenib versus placebo + FOLFOX or FOLFORI in
the second-line treatment of colorectal cancer

Recruiting Pending NCT00889343

Sorafenib + capecitabine in patients with pretreated
advanced CRC

Recruiting Pending NCT01290926

BAY 43-9006 plus cetuximab to treat colorectal cancer Recruiting Pending NCT00326495

Sorafenib + FOLFORI in CRC after failure of
oxaliplatin therapy

Recruiting Pending NCT00839111

Sorafenib + capecitabine in previously treated CRC Recruiting Pending NCT01471353

Sorafenib + irinotecan in metastatic CRC and KRAS
mutation

Completed Pending NCT00989469

Sorafenib, cetuximab, and irinotecan in treating
patients with mCRC

Ongoing, not recruiting Pending NCT00134069

Sorafenib and bevacizumab versus single agent
bevacizumab

Ongoing, not recruiting Pending NCT00826540

External-Beam radiation therapy, capecitabine, and
sorafenib in treating patients with locally advanced
rectal cancer

Recruiting Pending NCT00869570

Table 6: Phase 2 clinical trials of everolimus in colorectal cancer.

Study Status Results NCT identifier

Panitumumab, irinotecan, and everolimus as 2nd-line
in wild-type KRAS

Recruiting Pending NCT01139138

Efficacy and safety of everolimus with advanced CRC
who failed prior chemo- and targeted therapy

Completed Pending NCT00419159

Irinotecan, everolimus, and cetuximab in metastatic
CRC with KRAS mutation

Recruiting Pending NCT01387880

RAD001, FOLFOX, and bevacizumab in treatment of
colorectal cancer

Recruiting Pending NCT01047293

Bevacizumab and everolimus in mCRC as a 2nd-line
therapy

Completed Pending NCT00597506

Phase 2 trial of RAD001 in refractory colorectal cancer Completed Pending NCT00337545

RAD001 and AV-951 in metastatic CRC Ongoing, not recruiting Pending NCT01058655

Safety study of rapamycin administered before and
during radiotherapy to treat rectum cancer

Recruiting Pending NCT00409994

mantle cell lymphoma. This drug is currently in phases
1 and 2 trials for advanced CRC. This drug has been
evaluated in patients with KRAS mutation whose cancer
was irinotecan resistant, and the results are yet to be
reported. (NCT00827684). Rare but serious side effects
include interstitial lung disease, acute renal failure, and bowel
perforation.

4. Discussion

Despite recent advances in our knowledge at the molecular
level of colorectal cancer, the prognosis still remains poor.
The 5-year survival rate in a tertiary oncology center in the

United States is around 10% for advanced CRC [61]. Though
the 5-year survival rate has not changed with the recent
advances, the 2-year survival rate significantly improved for
metastatic colorectal cancer, around 40 percent in recent
years compared to 20 percent a decade ago [62]. Chemother-
apy still remains the mainstay of treatment [63]. Combining
traditional chemotherapy with targeted therapies has shown
benefit in several studies [64–66]. With this idea in mind
and with preclinical data of the efficacy of the combination
of anti-EGFR and anti-VEGF therapy, clinical trials were
launched. However, the activity observed in preclinical
studies did not hold its ground once the clinical results
were announced. In CAIRO2 (capecitabine, irinotecan,
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and oxaliplatin in advanced colorectal cancer) and PACCE
(panitumumab advanced colorectal cancer evaluation study)
trials, the addition of anti-EGFR antibody to a combination
of chemotherapy and bevacizumab significantly reduced the
PFS [67, 68]. Targeted drug therapy is a rapidly emerging
field, but lack of specific biomarkers to channelize the
treatment only to the subset of patients who get benefit from
it still remains unsolved.

The resistance to cetuximab and panitumumab in
patients with KRAS mutation is well known. It is now a
standard of care to evaluate for KRAS mutation in metastatic
colorectal cancer [13, 69–72]. While KRAS mutation is
an excellent well-documented marker of exclusion, it is
not, however, a reliable marker of inclusion. In spite of
excluding the patients with a KRAS mutation in their cancer
from receiving anti-EGFR therapy, the response rates in
the patients with WT KRAS are of the order of 17%–60%
[6, 13, 69, 70, 73–75]. More importantly, there appears
to be a negative outcome when patients with a KRAS
mutation are treated with the anti-EGFR drugs [76, 77].
This suggests that there are other potential markers of
resistance [78]. This search for other biomarkers of resistance
has mainly revolved around the mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) pathway and the PI3 K-AKT-mTOR-PTEN
pathway.

Some studies indicate that BRAF mutations (around 10%
in CRC), which are further downstream of the KRAS gene,
are markers of resistance to cetuximab or panitumumab.
Further studies have now indicated that BRAF is a better
prognostic rather than a predictive biomarker [10, 79–
84]. Patients with this mutation have poorer prognosis and
appear to respond less robustly to the anti-EGFR antibodies
[10]. The routine testing of BRAF has still not found its place
in clinical practice. As regards the PI3 K-PTEN pathway,
multiple components of the pathway have been implicated in
its aberration; leading to its overactivity including mutations
in PIK3CA, PTEN, PIK3R1 (regulatory subunit of the
PIK3CA gene), p85α [85], and AKT1. Furthermore, loss of
PTEN expression in CRC has been shown to be mediated by
promoter hypermethylation [86, 87].

A number of studies indicate that loss of PTEN is
associated with poorer outcomes in metastatic CRC and
a less robust response when therapy is indicated with
the anti-EGFR drugs. Our group was one of the first to
demonstrate in vitro that mutations in the PIK3CA gene
and loss of PTEN expression predicted for resistance to
cetuximab in a panel of CRC cell lines [88]. Since then,
several clinical studies have been reported, with conflicting
results; with some reports suggesting a predictive role of
this pathway and others refuting this finding [11, 89–96].
Notably, a recent report suggested that mutations in exon 20
of PIK3CA specifically predicted for resistance to cetuximab
[93]. When initially approved, the use of cetuximab was
restricted to patients whose tumors “over expressed EGFR”
as documented by IHC staining; however, subsequently
this restriction was removed when clinical evidence did
not support this approach. Baseline EGFR in determining
response to cetuximab remains controversial with studies
differing in their results [96, 97].

As further data regarding the role of the PI3 K pathway
evolves, there is the potential to markedly improving the
clinical benefit rate and excluding almost 60–70% of patients
from the use of anti-EGFR therapy. While we continue to
refine the use of drugs already available, there is clearly a
need for newer drug approaches that may be useful in this
deadly cancer. The drugs mentioned in this paper offer a
beacon of hope on the horizon that approaches targeting the
EGFR and its downstream pathways are abundant. The key
question is going to be whether the further development of
these drugs should be biomarker driven or should it be tested
in all comers. There are risks and benefits to both of these
approaches. The need for further biomarkers in both clinical
practice and the process of drug development is urgent to
enable clinicians to predict responses to different targeted
therapies. Many targeted drugs are in phase 2 and 3 trials, the
results are being waited to incorporate them in the treatment
of colorectal cancer.
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Patients with metastatic colorectal cancer have a poor prognosis and present a challenge to clinicians. The role of the antiepidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) pathway in tumorogenesis and tumor progression has been well defined. This paper will review the
use of anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of operable, as well as metastatic colorectal cancer both in the setting
of KRAS mutation unselected patients and later in KRAS wild-type patients. Active investigations designed to further identify
predictive biomarkers that may be potentially druggable are reviewed as well.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed
cancer and the third leading cause of cancer death in both
men and women in the US [1]. It is estimated that over
140,000 new cases of colorectal cancer (CRC) were diagnosed
in 2011 and approximately 50,000 died of this disease [2].
Until a little more than a decade ago the only drug approved
for this disease was fluorouracil (5FU), and the median
survival with stage IV disease was 12 months. With the
development of drugs such as irinotecan and oxaliplatin, the
median survival associated with this disease has increased to
over 20 months. The ongoing development of antiepidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) agents and the identification
of predictive markers to identify enriched populations who
will benefit from anti-EGFR therapy represent active areas of
clinical and translational research. This paper will acquaint
readers with the pathophysiology that guided the develop-
ment of anti-EGFR therapies for colorectal cancer and will
synthesize the huge amount of clinical data that supports
limiting the use of cetuximab and panitumumab alone or in
combination with irinotecan as second- or third-line therapy
for metastatic colorectal cancer without mutations of the
KRAS gene.

2. EGFR

The EGFR is a cell surface 170,000 dalton tyrosine kinase
transmembrane receptor and a member of the human epi-
dermal growth factor receptor (HER)-ErbB family of recep-
tor tyrosine kinases [3]. Dysregulation of the EGFR pathway
occurs in a variety of ways including genetic mutation, gene
amplification, protein overexpression, structural rearrange-
ment, and autocrine ligand production [4].

The ErbB family is composed of 4 transmembrane
receptors that interact with each other: EGFR/ErbB1/Her1,
ErbB2/Her2/neu, ErbB3/Her3, and ErbB4/Her4 [3–5]. This
interaction can result in either homodimerization or het-
erodimerization. Following dimerization, the intracellu-
lar tyrosine kinase portion is phosphorylated leading to
downstream activation of complex interacting signaling
pathways which include the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK and the
Ras/PI13 K/PTEN//AKT/mTOR pathways [5]. These path-
ways have been shown to regulate cellular replication, inva-
sion, cellular repair, protection from insult, and induction of
apoptosis. As diagrammed in Figure 1, signaling is thought
to operate via both vertical and horizontal pathways. As
intracellular signaling is found to be a vastly complex
network, there is increasing rationale to target more than one
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Figure 1: EGFR signaling pathway (reprinted with permission from BioCarta Pathways. All rights reserved).

signaling pathway or multiple targets within a single pathway
in order to effectively regulate cancer. The design of an
anticancer therapy employing an inhibitor of EGFR function
was hypothesis-driven, based on knowledge available in the
early 1980s [6]. EGFR and the Src oncogene product were
shown to have the novel enzymatic activity of a tyrosine
kinase [6]. Subsequent studies established that EGFR was
a cellular oncogene and demonstrated that high levels of
EGFR correlated with poorer prognosis in solid tumors [6].
Preclinical studies hypothesized that blockade of the EGFR
binding sites with an “antireceptor” monoclonal antibody
(mAb) would lead to the inhibition of cell growth, thereby
making it an effective anticancer therapy [6].

3. EGFR Antagonists

There are two classes of EGFR antagonists currently in
clinical use: anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies and EGFR
tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) [5] (Figure 2). Initial clini-
cal trials of these agents did not assess subjects’ tumors for the
absence of KRAS mutations which have since been found to
confer resistance to anti-EGFR mAbs. Restricting eligibility
for clinical trial participation to only patients with wild-
type KRAS (wtKRAS) CRC as opposed to mutated KRAS
(mutKRAS) CRC has been a crucial step in optimizing the
use of EGFR targeting mAbs. Cetuximab and panitumumab
are the two anti-EGFR mAbs that have demonstrated clinical
benefit and have gained FDA approval for the palliative
treatment of chemotherapy resistant wtKRAS metastatic col-
orectal cancer (mCRC). Both mAbs bind to the extracellular
domain of the cell receptor and inhibit dimerization, tyrosine

kinase activation, and subsequent cell signal transduction
[5].

Cetuximab is a human-murine chimeric monoclonal
antibody that binds to EGFR with high specificity and with
a higher affinity than the natural ligands epidermal growth
factor or TGF-0 [3, 12]. Thus, the mechanism of action is
thought to be inhibition of ligand induced phosphorylation
of EGFR [5]. Inhibition of natural ligand binding to
EGFR results in several different downstream effects, all of
which may contribute to the antitumor activity seen with
cetuximab [4]. Cell growth and cell proliferation are turned
off, apoptosis is induced, and EGFR is downregulated by
internalization and degradation. Cetuximab also has been
shown to decrease production of matrix metalloproteinases,
enzymes which have been linked to metastatic potential
[4]. Panitumumab was the first fully humanized IgG2
mAb directed against EGFR. The mechanism of action of
panitumumab is similar to that of cetuximab. Panitumumab
binds to EGFR, thereby preventing receptor dimerization
and activation of downstream molecular signaling [9].

4. Cetuximab Monotherapy in
Chemotherapy Refractory CRC Not Selected
by KRAS Status (Table 1)

The clinical development of cetuximab predated panitu-
mumab. Similar to many new drugs, cetuximab and pani-
tumumab were initially evaluated as single agents in patients
with mCRC resistant to all available cytotoxic chemotherapy
agents. The first trial demonstrating that treatment with
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Figure 2: Reprinted with permission from Erica A. Golemis, Ph. D. All rights reserved.

Table 1: Trials using Anti-EGFR mABs for chemotherapy-resistant mCRC not selected by KRAS status.

Trial (author) Phase Protocol Number
enrolled

Results
HR (95% CI)

P value
PFS OS

— (Saltz et al.) [7] II Cetuximab 57 PR 9%

CO.17 (Jonker et al.) [8] III
Cetuximab

BSC
287
285

6.1 mos.
4.6 mos.

OS: 0.77 (0.64–0.92) <0.005

— (Peeters et al.) [9] III
Panitumumab + BSC

BSC
231
232

8 wks.
7.3 wks.

PFS: 0.54 (0.44–0.66) <0.0001

BOND (Cunningham
et al.) [10] II

Cetuximab + irinotecan 218 PR 22.9%
PR: N/A <0.001

cetuximab 211 PR 10.8%

EPIC (Sobrero et al.)
[11]

III
Cetuximab + Irinotecan 648 4.0 mos. 10.7 mos.

PFS: 0.69 (0.61–0.77)
OS: 0.97 (0.84–1.11)
RR: N/A

<0.0001
0.71
<0.0001

RR 16.4%

Irinotecan 650 2.6 mos. 10.0 mos.

RR 4.2%

BSC: best supportive care, PR: partial response, OS: overall survival, PFS: progression-free survival, RR: response rate, and N/A: not applicable.

cetuximab alone was active in patients refractory to cytotoxic
chemotherapy was reported by Saltz et al. in 2004. Patients
were required to have disease resistance to irinotecan or
an irinotecan containing regimen. Fifty-seven patients were
treated and response rate was the only reported outcome in
this phase II trial. Nine percent of subjects attained a partial
response (PR) [7].

In 2007 Jonker et al. published results of a phase III
trial looking at cetuximab or best supportive care (BSC)
in patients refractory to fluoropyrimidine, irinotecan, and
oxaliplatin. This trial is particularly notable due to the
fact that it demonstrated an OS benefit in association with
cetuximab. Patients were randomized to receive weekly infu-
sions of cetuximab or BSC alone. In comparison with BSC,
cetuximab treatment was associated with an improvement in
OS (6.1 mos. versus 4.6 mos.: hazard ratio (HR) for death,

0.77; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.64 to 0.92; P = 0.005)
[8]. It is important to note that these studies were performed
prior to the identification of KRAS mutations as predictors
of anti-EGFR mAb resistance.

5. Panitumumab Monotherapy in
Chemotherapy Refractory CRC Not Selected
by KRAS Status (Table 1)

An open-label phase III trial of panitumumab plus BSC
versus BSC alone in patients with mCRC refractory to
chemotherapy demonstrated a mean PFS of 8 weeks for
panitumumab and 7.3 weeks for BSC (HR 0.54; 95% CI,
0.44 to 0.66, P < 0.0001). Twenty-two (10%) patients in the
panitumumab group attained a PR with a median response
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Table 2: Trials using Anti-EGFR mABs as monotherapy for chemoresistant mCRC selected by KRAS status.

Trial (author) Phase KRAS Protocol Number
enrolled

Results
HR (95% CI) P value

PFS OS

— (Amado et al.) [14] III
WT

Panitumumab
BSC

124
119

12.3 wks.
7.3 wks.

8.1 mos.
7.6 mos.

PFS: 0.45 (0.34–0.59)
OS: 0.99 (0.75–1.29)

<0.001
NR

MUT
Panitumumab

BSC
84

100
7.4 wks.
7.3 wks.

4.9 mos.
4.4 mos.

PFS: 0.99 (0.73–1.36)
OS: 1.02 (0.75–1.39)

NR
NR

BSC: best supportive care, WT: wild type, MUT: mutated, and NR: not reported.

duration of 17 weeks. Importantly, crossover was allowed as
part of the study design and 176 BSC patients (76%)
subsequently received panitumumab which likely prevented
a survival benefit to emerge [9].

6. Cetuximab Plus Chemotherapy for
Chemoresistant mCRC Not Selected by
KRAS Status (Table 1)

Chronologically, the next clinical trial efforts designed to
optimize the use of anti-EGFR mAbs assessed the feasibility
and benefit of concurrent chemotherapy plus mAbs. The
BOND trial compared the combination of cetuximab plus
irinotecan to cetuximab alone in patients with irinotecan
refractory CRC. Response activity favored the combination
arm, 22.9% PR versus a 10.8% PR in the cetuximab
alone arm (P ≤ 0.001). Progression free survival also
favored the combination arm: 4.1 versus 1.5 months [10].
While monotherapy did demonstrate efficacy in this trial,
the better RR and PFS support the combination for this
patient population [10]. This finding also suggests that
cetuximab overcomes irinotecan resistance. This may occur
by weakening efflux of irinotecan, impairing DNA repair
activity and restoring drug-induced apoptosis.

In an open-label phase III trial (EPIC) in patients with
mCRC resistant to first-line fluorinated pyrimidines and
oxaliplatin, Sobrero et al. found that concurrent cetuximab
plus irinotecan compared with irinotecan monotherapy was
associated with both improved progression-free survival
(PFS) (4.0 versus 2.6 mos; HR, 0.692; 95% CI 0.617–0.776;
P < 0.0001) and response rate (RR) (16.4% versus 4.2%;
P < 0.001). Overall survival (OS) however, 10.7 months
versus 10 months was comparable between the two groups.
The authors suggested that the lack of survival difference
may have been due to the fact that 46.9% of patients in
the irinotecan group ultimately were treated with cetuximab
upon disease progression [11].

7. Development of KRAS as a Predictive Marker

RAS proteins are members of the superfamily of small GTP-
binding proteins otherwise known as RAS-like GTPases.
These proteins are involved in signal transduction across
membranes, particularly those induced by growth factors
[13]. KRAS, the human homolog of the Kirsten rat sarcoma-
2 virus oncogene encodes a small GTP binding protein
that acts as a self-inactivating signal transducer by cycling
from GDP- to GTP-bound states in response to stimulation

of cell surface receptors including EGFR [14]. KRAS can
harbor oncogenic mutations that yield a constitutively active
protein. Such mutations are found in approximately 30% to
50% of CRC tumors and are common in other tumor types
[14]. KRAS mutations are currently the most recognized
molecular predictive markers in CRC and predict the efficacy
of anti-EGFR antibodies [15]. In 2006, Lièvre et al. reported
that in a screening analysis for KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA
mutations by direct sequencing tumors from 30 cetuximab
treated mCRC patients wtKRAS survival compared with
mutKRAS was significantly higher (16.3 versus 6.9 months;
P = 0.016) [16].

8. Anti-EGFR mAB Monotherapy for
Chemoresistant mCRC Selected by KRAS
Status (Table 2)

Subsequently, when KRAS mutational status as a predictor of
anti-EGFR mAb benefit was retrospectively assessed among
92% of 463 subjects enrolled in a prospective trial of
panitumumab monotherapy versus BSC, clinical benefit was
limited to wtKRAS patients. Wild-type KRAS status was
associated with significantly better PFS (12.3 weeks versus
7.3 weeks) and RR (17% versus 0%). Also, in multivariate
analysis wtKRAS patients had a longer OS (HR, 0.67; 95% CI,
0.55 to 0.82; treatment arms combined). The observed dif-
ference in OS between wtKRAS and mutKRAS was driven by
survival benefit in wtKRAS patients who crossed over to pan-
itumumab upon disease progression in the BSC arm [14].

These findings lead investigators to design trials that
utilized KRAS mutational status as a tool to better identify
groups of patients who would benefit from anti-EGFR
therapy. Universal evaluation of KRAS mutational status to
appropriately select mCRC patients for anti-EGFR targeted
therapy also became a community oncology best practice. In
2009, the American Society for Clinical Oncology published
a provisional clinical opinion in which it recommended
evaluation of KRAS mutational analysis in all mCRC patients
and restriction of anti-EGFR antibody therapy to wtKRAS
tumors [17].

9. Anti-EGFR mAbs Plus Chemotherapy in
Chemotherapy-Resistant mCRC Selected by
KRAS Status (Table 3)

Trials evaluating chemotherapy combined with anti-EGFR
mAbs in this patient population have had mixed results.
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Table 3: Trials using Anti-EGFR mABs with chemotherapy in chemoresistant mCRC selected by KRAS status.

Trial (author) Phase KRAS Protocol Number
enrolled

Results
HR (95% CI) P value

PFS OS

PICCOLO
(Seymour et al.)
[18]

III
WT
WT

Irinotecan + panitumumab
Irinotecan

Total number of
patients = 324

10.4 mos.
10.5 mos.

OS: 0.91 (0.73–1.14) 0.44

Study 181
(Sobrero et al.)
[19]

III
WT

FOFIRI + panitumumab
FOLFIRI

303
294

6.7 mos.
4.9 mos.

14.5 mos.
12.5 mos.

PFS: 0.82 (0.69–0.97)
OS: 0.92 (0.78–1.10)

0.023
0.366

MUT
FOFIRI + panitumumab

FOLFIRI
238
248

5.3 mos.
5.4 mos.

11.8 mos.
11.1 mos.

PFS: 0.95 (0.78–1.14)
OS: 0.93 (0.77–1.13)

0.561
0.482

WT: wild type, MUT: mutated, PFS: progression free survival, and OS: overall survival.

Table 4: Anti-EGFR mAbs monotherapy or in combination with chemotherapy for therapy naı̈ve mCRC selected by KRAS.

Trial (author) Phase KRAS Protocol Number
enrolled

Results
HR (95% CI) P value

PFS OS

Crystal
(Van Cutsem et al.)
[20]

III
WT

FOLFIRI + cetuximab
FOLFIRI

172
176

9.9 mos.
8.7 mos.

24.9 mos.
21.0 mos.

PFS: 0.68 (0.50–0.94)
OS: 0.84 (0.64–1.11)

0.07
NR

MUT
FOLFIRI + cetuximab

FOLFIRI
105
87

7.6 mos.
8.1 mos.

17.5 mos.
17.7 mos.

PFS: 1.07 (0.71–1.61)
OS: 1.03 (0.74–1.44)

0.44
NR

OPUS
(Bokemeyer et al.)
[21]

II
WT

FOLFOX + cetuximab
FOLFOX

61
73

7.7 mos.
7.2 mos.

PFS: 0.57 (0.35–0.90) 0.0163

MUT
FOLFOX + cetuximab

FOLFOX
52
47

5.5 mos.
8.6 mos.

PFS: 1.83 (1.09–3.05) 0.192

PRIME
(Douillard et al.)
[22]

III
WT

FOLFOX + panitumumab
FOLFOX

325
331

9.6 mos.
8.0 mos.

23.9 mos.
19.7 mos.

PFS: 0.80 (0.66–0.97)
OS: 0.83 (0.67–1.01)

0.02
0.072

MUT
FOLFOX + panitumumab

FOLFOX
221
219

7.3 mos.
8.8 mos.

15.5 mos.
19.3 mos.

PFS: 1.29 (1.04–1.62)
OS: 1.24 (0.98–1.57)

0.02
0.68

WT: wild type, MUT: mutated, PFS: progression free survival, OS: overall survival, and NR: not reported.

The PICCOLO trial randomized patients with wtKRAS
mCRC resistant to one or more prior chemotherapy reg-
imens to treatment with irinotecan plus panitumumab or
irinotecan alone. This study did not meet its primary end-
point of improved OS, but a trend was seen toward survival
benefit beyond 12 months, especially in wtKRAS/wtBRAF.
Patients with BRAF-mutated tumors actually had significant
disbenefit with panitumumab [18]. The putative mechanism
of resistance of BRAF mutations and BRAF as a clinical
predictor of EGFR targeted therapy is detailed later in this
paper. Sobrero et al. compared (fluorouracil, leucovorin,
and irinotecan) FOLFIRI alone with FOLFIRI plus panitu-
mumab as second-line treatment in 597 subjects. Median
PFS (6.7 versus 4.9; P = 0.023) favored the panitumumab
arm. Median OS, however, (14.5 versus 12.5, P = 0.366)
was not improved with panitumumab, possibly because of
postprogression EGFR targeted treatment received by 35%
of subjects on the FOLFIRI alone control arm [19].

10. Anti-EGFR mAbs Monotherapy or in
Combination with Chemotherapy for
Therapy Naı̈ve mCRC Selected by
KRAS (Table 4)

The CRYSTAL trial compared FOLFIRI alone with FOLFIRI
in combination with cetuximab as treatment of therapy

naı̈ve mCRC. This study concluded that first-line treatment
with cetuximab plus FOLFIRI, as compared to FOLFIRI
alone, reduced the risk of PFS only in patients with wtKRAS
tumors. The hazard ratio for PFS was 0.68 (95% CI, 0.5
to 0.94) in patients with wtKRAS tumors and favored the
investigational arm [20]. Unfortunately, the extended PFS
was not translated to an improved OS. A smaller phase
II trial, OPUS, in the same patient population compared
FOLFOX alone to FOLFOX with cetuximab. There was a
longer PFS (7.7 mos. versus 7.3 mos.; P = 0.0163) in
the cetuximab arm but there was no difference in OS
[21]. Again wtKRAS patients were the ones that derived
benefit from the mAb treatment. In 2009, the PRIME trial
confirmed that when administered as first-line therapy,
panitumumab in combination with FOLFOX prolonged PFS
in wtKRAS mCRC patients (9.6 mos. versus 8.0 mos.; P =
0.02). There was a nonsignificant increase OS observed in
the investigational arm [22]. These trials therefore do not
support the use of anti-EGFR mAbs as part of first-line
therapy for mCRC.

11. Anti-EGFR mAbs Combined with
anti-VEGF mAbs Selected by KRAS

Additional clinical development of anti-EGFR mAbs inc-
luded investigations of these mAbs in combination with
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Table 5: Trials using anti-EGFR mAbs plus bevacizumab in chemotherapy-resistant mCRC not selected by KRAS.

Trial (author) Phase Protocol Number enrolled Results HR (95% CI) P value

BOND-2 (Saltz et al.) [25] II

Cetuximab + bevacizumab 40
TTP 4.9 mos.

RR 20%

OS 11.4 mos.

Cetuximab + bevacizumab + irinotecan 43
TTP 7.3 mos.

RR 20%

OS 11.4 mos.

BOND-2.5 (Segal et al.) [26] II Cetuximab + bevacizumab + irinotecan 33 TTP 3.9 mos.

9% PR MS 10.6 mos.

TTP: time to progression, RR: response rate, OS: overall survival, PR: partial response, and MS: median survival.

bevacizumab, an antivascular endothelial growth factor.
Bevacizumab had been shown to improve RR, PFS, and
OS in combination with infusional 5FU (alone or in
combination with either irinotecan or oxaliplatin) as part of
first- or second-line therapy of mCRC [23, 24].

12. Anti-EGFR mAbs with Bevacizumab in
Combination with Chemotherapy for
Chemotherapy-Resistant mCRC Not
Selected by KRAS (Table 5)

In 2007, Saltz et al. evaluated the combination of cetuximab
and bevacizumab in a phase II trial, BOND-2. Patients were
naı̈ve to both mAbs and were randomized to receive cetux-
imab plus bevacizumab with or without irinotecan (CBI or
CB, resp.). This study concluded that the mAb doublet with
or without irinotecan was feasible with toxicities similar to
those expected for each agent [25]. Response rate,, time to
progression (TTP), and OS favored the triple drug regimen,
although these results were not confirmed in a subsequent
study, BOND-2.5 [26]. This study evaluated CBI in patients
with mCRC who had previously progressed on a chemother-
apy plus bevacizumab regimen. The RR and TTP seen with
CBI did not appear to be as encouraging as the 37% RR and
7.3 months TTP seen in the BOND-2 trial [26]. KRAS status
was not evaluated in either BOND-2 or BOND-2.5.

13. Chemotherapy Plus Bevacizumab with
or without anti-EGFR mAbs in
wtKRAS Treatment Naı̈ve mCRC (Table 6)

Trials assessing anti-EGFR mAbs in combination with beva-
cizumab and chemotherapy have consistently demonstrated
that double mAb regimens are inferior to bevacizumab and
chemotherapy [27]. Tol et al. compared the combination of
capecitabine, oxaliplatin, and bevacizumab with or without
weekly cetuximab. They concluded that the addition of
cetuximab to this trial resulted in a statistically significant
decrease in PFS and inferior quality of life [27].

The PACCE trial in 2009 sought to combine drugs known
to be effective in mCRC while avoiding overlapping toxicities.
This trial evaluated panitumumab added to bevacizumab

and chemotherapy as first-line treatment for mCRC [28].
The trial had four treatment arms: FOLFIRI plus beva-
cizumab plus or minus panitumumab and FOLFOX plus
bevacizumab plus or minus panitumumab. Panitumumab
was discontinued after a planned interim analysis of 812
FOLFOX patients demonstrated worse PFS and OS in the
panitumumab arm [28]. The negative outcome of this
study raised the possibility of negative interactions between
EGFR inhibitors and bevacizumab when combined with
chemotherapy. Notably, subjects with mutKRAS disease had
a trend towards poorer survival rates when treated with
panitumumab [28]. A report from a phase III study inves-
tigating capecitabine, oxaliplatin, and bevacizumab with
or without cetuximab in first-line mCRC (CAIRO2) also
showed inferior PFS in the investigational arm (10.7 versus
9.8 mos.; P = 0.019) [30].

Saltz and colleagues compared FOLF (leucovorin
400 mg/m2 plus 5-FU 400 mg/m2 bolus followed by 2.4
gram 48-hour infusion every 48 hours) in combination with
bevacizumab and cetuximab to FOLFOX plus bevacizumab
for first-line treatment of mCRC. The authors hoped that
replacing oxaliplatin with two targeted therapies would
achieve superior 12-month PFS with a better tolerated
regimen. The trial demonstrated that the combination of
FOLF + bevacizumab + cetuximab is inferior to FOLFOX
plus bevacizumab in terms of PFS at 12 months (44.6%
versus 32.3%; P = 0.03). Overall survival also was not
statistically different (21.3 mos. versus 19.5 mos., P = 0.13)
although the trial was not powered for OS. Furthermore,
patient satisfaction was lower in the investigational arm
possibly because cetuximab specific side effects are more
troubling to patients than oxaliplatin specific side effects
[29]. This trial adds to evidence from the PACCE and Tol
trials that combining anti-EGFR mAbs to bevacizumab based
chemotherapy is an inappropriate treatment for mCRC.

14. Recently Published Trials of
Anti-EGFR mAbs Combined with
Other Targeted Therapies (Table 7)

The addition of brivanib alaninate, a TKI targeting vascu-
lar endothelial and fibroblast growth factor receptors, to
cetuximab has shown encouraging activity in an early phase
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Table 7: Trials using anti-EGFR MAbs with other targeted therapies in chemotherapy-resistant mCRC in KRAS WT patients.

Trial (author) Phase Protocol Number
enrolled

Results
HR (95% CI) P value

PFS OS

AGITG CO.20
(Siu et al.) [31]

III
Cetuximab + brivanib alaninate

cetuximab
376
374

5.0 mos.
3.4 mos.

8.8 mos.
8.1 mos.

PFS: 0.72 (0.62–0.84)
OS: 0.88 (0.74–1.03)

<0.0001
0.12

— (Watkins et al.)
[32]

II/III

Dalotuzumab 10 mg/kg 1 week +
cetuximab + irinotecan

versus Total enrolled
345 WT

3.3 mos. 10.8 mos.
PFS: NR
OS: NRdalotuzumab 7.5 mg/kg q 2 weeks

versus
5.4 mos. 11.6 mos.

placebo + cetuximab + irinotecan 5.6 mos. 14.0 mos.

WT: wild type, PFS: progression free survival, OS: overall survival, NR: not reported.

Table 8: Clinical trials of cetuximab in stage III colon cancer.

Trial (first author) Phase Protocol Number enrolled Results HR (95% CI) P value

NCCTG NO147
(Goldberg et al.) [33]

III
FOLFOX 6 + cetuximab 318 3-year DFS 62.3%

OS 79.1% DFS: 1.48 (1.08–2.03)
OS: 1.67 (1.00–2.80)

0.02
0.07FOLFOX 6 340 3-year DFS 70.3%

OS 86.1%

NCCTG NO17
(Huang et al.) [34]

III
FOLFIRI + cetuximab 45 3-year DFS 80%

OS 90% DFS: 0.6 (0.3–1.1)
OS: 0.4 (0.1–1.0)

0.09
0.04FOLFIRI 111 3-year DFS 65%

OS 83%

DFS: disease-free survival, OS: overall survival.

clinical trial. However, despite positive effects on PFS and
objective response rates, the combination of these two drugs
did not significantly improve OS [31]. The addition of
dalotuzumab, an anti-insulin-like growth factor receptor
(IGFR) mAb to cetuximab and irinotecan worsened PFS and
OS in pts with chemorefractory wtKRAS mCRC in a phase
II/III study conducted by Watkins et al. [32].

15. Cetuximab in the Adjuvant Setting (Table 8)

Typical of drug development in oncology, once a drug
demonstrates clinical benefit in metastatic disease, its efficacy
is often assessed as adjuvant therapy for earlier stage,
operable tumors. Intergroup study N0147 evaluated the
addition of cetuximab to adjuvant FOLFOX-6 in patients
who had undergone complete resection of stage III colon
cancer. Worsened disease-free survival (DFS) and a trend
toward inferior OS was observed in patients with mutKRAS
treated with cetuximab [33]. In 2010, the same intergroup
study reported updated data on 156 subjects treated on arms
with FOLFIRI alone or with cetuximab. FOLFIRI resulted
in a 3-year DFS lower than that expected for FOLFOX.
However, trends for improved 3-year DFS (80% versus 65%;
HR = 0.6 (95% CI, 0.3 to 1.1); P = 0.09) and 3-year OS
(90% versus 83%; HR = 0.4 (95% CI, 0.1 to 1.0); P = 0.04)
with the addition of cetuximab to FOLFIRI were observed
in patients with resected stage III CRC regardless of KRAS
status [34]. While only 27 subjects had wtKRAS tumors
treated with adjuvant FOLFIRI plus cetuximab, the resulting
3 year DFS of 88% is provocative. These outcomes from

N0147 raise two important hypotheses: (1) the possibility
that chemotherapy choice may be an important factor in the
further development of anti-EGFR mAbs as adjuvant therapy
and (2) KRAS mutational status may be an important factor
in personalizing adjuvant treatment for resected stage III and
possibly high risk-stage II CRC.

PETACC-8 a randomized, multicenter, European phase
III trial is comparing the efficacy of cetuximab plus FOLFOX-
4 with that of FOLFOX-4 alone in patients with stage III
colon cancer. The primary end point of this study is DFS time
analyzed after a minimum followup of 3 years per patient
[35].

16. Monoclonal Antibodies as
Neoadjuvant Therapy for Potentially
Resectable Stage IVA mCRC

The role of neoadjuvant chemotherapy for unresectable
colorectal liver metastasis has been established as a method
of downsizing tumors for the purpose of curative resection.
Folprecht et al. conducted an open-label study randomizing
patients to receive neoadjuvant cetuximab plus either FOL-
FOX6 or FOLFIRI (CELIM trial). The primary endpoint was
RR. There was no difference in the two groups in terms
of response rates (difference 11%, 95% CI −8–30; odds
ratio (OR) 1.62, 0.74–3.59; P = 0.23). Not surprisingly a
retrospective analysis based on KRAS status showed that the
response in the wtKRAS tumors was 70% versus 41% in the
mutKRAS tumors (OR 3.42, 95% CI 1.35–8.66; P = 0.008).
Furthermore, tumors that were both wtKRAS and wtBRAF
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had a 72% RR as compared to the tumors that harbored a
mutation in either gene (72% versus 40%, P = 0.003). The
matured survival data recently reported by this group showed
no difference in OS between the wtKRAS and mutKRAS
groups (36.1 versus 27.4 months) however [36].

17. Monoclonal Antibodies and Rectal Cancer

The German Rectal Cancer Study Group reported that
preoperative chemoradiation improves local control and
sphincter preservation and is associated with reduced toxicity
but does not improve survival compared with postoperative
therapy [37]. Retrospective analyses have demonstrated
lower pathologic complete response (pCR) rates and shorter
DFS in patients with rectal cancer expressing EGFR who were
treated with neoadjuvant radiation therapy. This suggested
that radiosensitivity might be increased by targeting the
EGFR [38]. Studies are investigating the role of radiation
sensitizing agents and the combination of radiotherapy with
targeted agents in an attempt to improve local control and
DFS [37]. Phase I/II studies of combinations of cetuximab
and chemoradiotherapy have demonstrated that cetuximab
can be given safely, but the pCR rates have been low [38].
To date, these studies have failed to demonstrate correlation
between KRAS status and efficacy of mAbs.

18. Emerging Strategies to Identify and
Overcome Anti-EGFR Resistance

While only KRAS mutations are currently validated as
predictive markers to treatment with mAbs, many wtKRAS
patients still do not benefit from these drugs. Research is now
concentrated on other EGFR downstream effectors, proteins
that may be potential predictors of response to mAbs. BRAF
proteins are downstream from KRAS and studies have shown
that BRAF mutations also play a role in resistance to mAbs.
The V600E is the most common point mutation that involves
the BRAF gene and is present in approximately 10% of CRCs
[5]. Studies looking at the response to mAbs in wtBRAF
tumors have shown that tumors that are both wtKRAS
and wtBRAF have better response rates, suggesting BRAF
as a therapeutic target. This was demonstrated in the DUX
study in which wtKRAS tumors had a 41% RR, but when
wtKRAS/wtBRAF tumors were analyzed the RR was 52%
[39]. A retrospective analysis of mCRC patients who received
therapy with EGFR mAbs showed that 11 out of 113 (10%)
tumors had a BRAF V600E mutation, and none of them
responded to EGFR monotherapy [40].

Two studies retrospectively evaluated simultaneous
mutations in KRAS and BRAF and response to mAbs. The
Laurent-Puig group collected samples from 173 patients
with mCRC. One hundred and sixteen of these tumors
were wtKRAS, 100 of which were also wtBRAF. They found
that BRAF mutations were weakly associated with lack of
response (P = 0.063) but strongly associated with shorter
PFS (P < 0.001) and shorter OS (P < 0.001) [41]. Similarly,
Ruzzo et al. found that among 66 wtKRAS tumors, nine or
14% were mutBRAF. Wild-type BRAF tumors had improved

RR (33%; P = 0.04), and although there was a trend towards
prolonged PFS (5.1 versus 3.3 mos.; P = 0.076), this was not
statistically significant [42].

Bokemeyer et al. analyzed the pooled data of 845 subjects
with wtKRAS tumors from the Crystal and the Opus trials.
BRAF mutations were present in 70 of the 800 evaluable
tumors. They found that the prognosis was poorer in the
mutBRAF tumors as compared to the wtBRAF tumors.
The small number of mutBRAF tumors in these studies
reflects the frequency of this mutation [43]. Although data
to this point does not merit using BRAF mutational status
to guide anti-EGFR mAbs selection, further investigation is
warranted.

One of the main pathways activated by EGFR is
the P13 K/PTEN/AKT signaling cascade. Mutations in the
PIK3CA gene, which encodes for the p110 catalytic subunit
of the PI3 K, occur in about 15% of tumors [5]. These muta-
tions can be found together with KRAS and BRAF mutations,
and this makes it difficult to define the relative contribution
of this mutation to anti-EGFR mAbs resistance. Apart from
KRAS and BRAF, two other groups of molecules related to
the EGFR pathway have also emerged as potential biomarker
candidates: EGFR ligands and fragment crystallizable-
gamma receptors (FcγR) polymorphisms. EGFR is activated
by a variety of ligands such as amphiregulin (AREG),
epiregulin (EREG), and transforming growth factor-α. It
has been shown that higher levels of AREG and EREG
have a positive predictive value in determining response to
cetuximab, and when treated with cetuximab these tumors
have better PFS [40].

Although attempts at developing drugs targeting KRAS
have largely been unsuccessful, several BRAF inhibitors have
been discovered. Sorafenib is an oral multikinase inhibitor
that targets both wtBRAF and oncogenic BRAF V600E and
has in vitro activity in CRC cell lines with this muta-
tion. The NEXIRI phase II trial combining sorafenib with
irinotecan showed that this combination in patients with
chemotherapy-resistant mutKRAS tumors has encouraging
activity. Median PFS and OS were 3.5 months and 7.7
months, respectively [45]. PLX4032 (RG7204) is an oral
inhibitor of the mutBRAF kinase with pronounced activity
in mutBRAF melanoma patients. A phase I study of PLX4032
included a cohort of patients with mutBRAF mCRC. Clinical
activity in these patients was modest (PFS 3.7 months)
but does support mutant BRAF as a therapeutic target in
colorectal cancers [46].

The issue of cross-resistance between panitumumab and
cetuximab was evaluated in a trial of twenty patients with
wtKRAS mCRC treated with cetuximab and irinotecan
followed by panitumumab monotherapy after progression.
No patients responded. The PFS was 1.7 months and the
OS was 5.2 months. At this time, the use of panitumumab
following cetuximab failure cannot be recommended [47].

19. The Monoclonal Antibody Rash (Table 9)

The most common side effects of anti-EGFR mAbs are
dermatologic including an acne-like rash, xerosis (dry skin),
and fissures of the skin. Although some degree of acneiform
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Table 9: The relationship between the development of rash and clinical outcome when using anti-EGFR mAbs in mCRC.

Trial (first author) KRAS Protocol Grade of rash
Results

HR (95% CI) P value
PFS OS

— (O’Callaghan et al.) [44]

WT
BSC versus

0/1
1.9 mos. 5 mos. PFS: 0.57 (0.38–0.86)

OS: 0.85 (0.56–1.31)
0.008
0.46cetuximab 2.2 mos. 8 mos.

WT
BSC versus

2+
1.9 mos. 5 mos. PFS: 0.32 (0.21–0.49)

OS: 0.52 (0.34–0.8)
<0.001
0.003cetuximab 5.1 mos. 9.8 mos.

MUT
BSC versus

0/1
1.9 mos. 5 mos. PFS: 0.97 (0.65–1.46)

OS: 1.47 (0.95–2.27)
0.89
0.08cetuximab 1.8 mos. 4.0 mos.

MUT
BSC versus

2+
1.9 mos. 5 mos. PFS: 0.82 (0.52–1.3)

OS: 0.82 (0.47–1.41)
0.89
0.46cetuximab 1.8 mos. 6.6 mos.

WT: wild type, MUT: mutated, PFS: progression-free survival, and OS: overall survival.

rash occurs in most patients, severe eruptions resulting in
significant pain or infectious sequelae are less common [48].
Available retrospective evidence suggests that the appearance
and severity of a skin rash is positively correlated with
objective tumor response to mAb therapy and with OS
in mCRC [49]. In patients receiving cetuximab or panitu-
mumab monotherapy for mCRC, longer survival times were
observed in patients with rash of any grade as compared with
patients experiencing no rash [48]. Retrospectively observed
rash-to-survival correlations suggest that individualized dose
titration based on the appearance and severity of skin rash
may allow for optimization of therapy and has led to the
initiation of “dose-to-rash” trials [49]. In the EVEREST trial,
patients with no or slight skin reactions after 22 days of
standard cetuximab therapy were randomized to continue
receiving a standard dose or to begin a dose escalation every
two weeks until a grade 2 skin toxicity developed or a ceiling
dose of 500 mg/m2 was achieved. As compared with the
standard-dose arm, the dose-escalation arm demonstrated
an improved RR (risk ratio: 30% versus 13%). This finding
supports the relationship between tumor RR, mAb dose,
and skin rash [50]. The NCIC Clinical Trials CO.17 trial
demonstrated a strong correlation between benefit from
cetuximab therapy and both rash and KRAS status. Rash was
graded weekly by NCI CTC 2.0 criteria. More severe rash
was observed in the subjects with wtKRAS tumors than in
the mutKRAS patients (57% versus 44.4%; P = 0.08). In
addition, rash severity was positively correlated with PFS and
OS in the wtKRAS patients [44].

STEPP was a phase II open-label trial of skin toxicity
evaluation in mCRC patients receiving panitumumab plus
FOLFIRI or irinotecan only in the chemoresistant setting.
This randomized study examined differences between pre-
emptive and reactive skin treatments for the rash associated
with panitumumab therapy. Patients randomized to the
preemptive treatment arm received daily skin treatment
and oral doxycycline from 24 hours before their first dose
of panitumumab through week 6. Patients in the reactive
treatment arm received treatment only after development
of skin toxicity. As compared with the reactive treatment,
preemptive treatment reduced the incidence of grade 2 or
greater skin toxicities by more than 50% without additional
side effects [51].

20. Electrolyte Imbalances

Grade 3/4 hypomagnesemia has been consistently reported
across clinical trials of cetuximab and panitumumab [49].
Some data point to a direct relationship between the duration
of cetuximab exposure and hypomagnesemia. The mecha-
nisms responsible for hypomagnesemia in association with
anti-EGFR mAbs have not been well defined [52]. Increased
EGFR expression in the ascending loop of Henle, where 70%
of filtered magnesium is reabsorbed, may result in damage
to the renal tubule, and interfere with magnesium transport,
causing a magnesium wasting syndrome [52, 53]. Symptoms
of hypomagnesemia can be cardiovascular, neuromuscular,
or behavioral. Hypocalcemia has been reported in associ-
ation with hypomagnesemia and can contribute to neuro-
muscular symptoms. This hypomagnesemic hypocalcemia
can only be corrected by replacing magnesium levels. The
pathophysiology of hypocalcemia in this setting is related to
hypomagnesemia-induced PTH resistance [54].

Hypokalemia has similarly been associated with anti-
EGFR therapy, although to a lesser extent than hypomagne-
semia. Patients with grade I hypomagnesemia are generally
asymptomatic and do not require replacement therapy. In
patients with grade 2 hypomagnesemia, oral supplemen-
tation is generally ineffective and poorly tolerated due to
diarrhea. Weekly intravenous treatment with magnesium
sulfate 4 g has been shown to be effective for patients with
magnesium levels of 0.9 to 1.0 mg/dL (0.37–0.41 mmol/L).
For patients with grade 2 hypomagnesemia who are asymp-
tomatic and do not have cardiac risk factors, weekly
monitoring without magnesium supplementation may be
considered. Grades 3-4 hypomagnesemia are associated with
symptoms of fatigue, cramps and somnolence which can
mistakenly be attributed to cytotoxic chemotherapy and
therefore go unreported. Replacement therapy is particularly
important for these patients to prevent cardiac arrhythmias
and sudden cardiac death [54].

21. Conclusion

Although anti-EGFR targeted therapy has become an impor-
tant component of the treatment of mCRC, only a subset
of patients benefit from these treatments. It is becoming
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evident that KRAS mutational status is only a small aspect
of why some patients respond to these treatments while
others do not. There are many trials underway investigating
the role of anti-EGFR antibodies either as single agents or
in combination with other targeted therapies (Table 10).
As summarized in this paper, clinical and translational
investigators have been productive in trying to identify either
optimal strategies or expanded roles for EGFR-targeted
therapy as treatment for colorectal cancer. Unfortunately,
despite these efforts, data to date suggests that anti-EGFR
mAb use should be restricted to patients with wtKRAS
mCRC resistant to fluorinated pyrimidines, oxaliplatin, and
irinotecan (or for patients intolerant to irinotecan) either as
monotherapy or in combination with irinotecan.
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Targeting of the EGF receptor (EGFR) has become a standard of care in several tumor types. In squamous cell carcinoma of
the head and neck, monoclonal antibodies directed against EGFR have become a regular component of therapy for curative
as well as palliative treatment strategies. These agents have anti-tumor efficacy as a single modality and have demonstrated
synergistic tumor killing when combined with radiation and/or chemotherapy. While cetuximab has been the primary anti-EGFR
monoclonal antibody used in the US, variant anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies have been used in several clinical studies and
shown benefit with improved toxicity profiles. Next generation anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies may demonstrate multi-target
epitope recognition, enhanced immune cell stimulation, or conjugation with radioisotopes in order to improve clinical outcomes.
Identification of the specific patient subset that would optimally benefit from anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies remains an elusive
goal.

1. Introduction

In 2012, head and neck cancers of the oral cavity and pharynx
will make up an estimated 2.5% of cancer diagnoses in
the United States and for the 40,250 new cases diagnosed,
there will be an estimated 7,850 deaths [1]. Worldwide,
head and neck cancers are approximately 5% of all new
cancer diagnoses, with a large proportion of these cases
originating in developing countries [2]. Locally advanced
squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) has
cure rates of only 30–60%, even with combined therapeutic
approaches [3]. Local recurrence rates of 30–50% and distant
metastasis rates of 13–22% illustrate the need for more
effective therapies [4, 5].

Towards this end, molecular analysis of SCCHN has
found the overexpression of the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) at rates of up to 90% in tumors and EGFR
overexpression has been associated with a poor prognosis
[6–11]. The deregulation or inappropriate activation of the
EGFR family members has been shown to drive oncogenic

transformation, tumor cell proliferation, and cell survival
pathways in a variety of malignancies [12–14]. Ligand bind-
ing or mutations within the EGF receptor cause activation of
downstream signaling pathways, such as Ras/Raf/MAPK and
PI3 K/Akt [15–17].

Thus, agents that specifically target EGFR and conse-
quently its downstream signaling pathways are appealing
candidates to enhance tumor cell killing, especially in
high-expressing tumors such as SCCHN. Currently, therapy
for targeting EGFR can be divided between small molecule
tyrosine kinase inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies. In
this paper, we will address the benefits of select monoclonal
antibodies as anti-EGFR therapy in SCCHN (Table 1). This
paper will focus on both curative as well as palliative treat-
ment strategies. Furthermore, we aim to discuss treatment
responses that have been enhanced with anti-EGFR mono-
clonal antibody therapy in combination with chemotherapy
and/or radiation therapy. Finally, we will discuss novel
approaches under development to improve the antitumor
properties of EGFR directed monoclonal antibodies.
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Table 1: Anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies in clinical use.

Antibody Species IgG Activate ADCC∗ Skin reactions

Cetuximab Chimeric human/mouse IgG1 Y Y

Panitumumab Fully human IgG2 N Mild

Zalutumumab Fully human IgG1 Y Y

Nimotuzumab Humanized IgG1 Y N

Matuzumab Humanized IgG1 Y Mild
∗ADCC: antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity.

2. Early Development of Anti-EGFR
Monoclonal Antibodies

Cetuximab (Erbitux; formerly IMC-C225) was the first
monoclonal antibody used clinically to target the EGF
receptor. It is a chimeric IgG1 antibody derived from both
mouse and human immunoglobulin genes [40]. Cetuximab
is specific for the EGFR/Her1receptor, does not cross-react
with other Her receptor family members, and targets the
extracellular EGFR domain [41, 42]. Cetuximab binds with
a higher affinity than the native EGF ligand to modulate
ligand-mediated dimerization and activation of the receptor
[43]. In addition to blocking downstream EGFR signaling
pathways crucial for tumor survival, cetuximab also stim-
ulates antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) by
recruiting activated immune cells into tumors to augment
tumor cell killing [44–46].

Original work by Masui et al. demonstrated that anti-
EGFR monoclonal antibodies were able to inhibit the
growth of human tumor xenografts in nude mice when
given at the time of tumor implantation [47]. In vitro,
the antibodies demonstrated a primarily cytostatic effect
against tumor cell lines, while in vivo, treatments with anti-
EGFR antibodies were unable to prevent the growth of
established tumors in xenograft models [41, 47]. Limitations
in the in vivo setting may have been an inability of
the antibody to penetrate into the core of the artificially
placed tumors as well as the immunologic consequences
using an immunodeficient mouse model (i.e., failure to
fully activate the ADCC response). Additional preclinical
work determined that an anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody
added to cisplatin therapy significantly enhanced xenograft
growth inhibition [48]. Several investigators also found that
the addition of an EGFR monoclonal antibody enhanced
radiation sensitivity of head and neck cell lines in vitro, as
well as in nude mouse xenografts [18, 49, 50]. The radiation
response of A431 tumor xenografts was enhanced with EGFR
monoclonal antibody therapy and this response was noted
to be maintained with continued antibody treatment after
radiation [51, 52]. More recently, Zhang et al. combined
cetuximab and radiation therapy with the addition of
cisplatin chemotherapy which resulted in the decreased
survival of several human head and neck cancer cell lines
[53].

In 1991, the first phase I trial of a mouse monoclonal
antibody (IgG1) against EGFR was completed in advanced
lung cancer patients and demonstrated antibody uptake at
the tumor site [54]. Similarly, Perez-Soler et al., using an

IgG2 mouse monoclonal antibody, and Modjtahedi et al.,
using an IgG2 rat monoclonal antibody, targeted EGFR in
patients with lung cancer and squamous cell carcinoma of
the head and neck without significant toxicity [55, 56]. The
tolerability of the early mouse monoclonal antibody studies
along with the positive results from the preclinical combina-
tions of chimeric anti-EGFR antibodies with chemotherapy
and radiotherapy lead to the development of single agent
as well as combinational phase I studies with cetuximab
in humans [24, 57, 58]. These studies demonstrated that
patients were able to tolerate the combination of anti-
EGFR antibodies alone or in combination with either
chemotherapy or radiation therapy. Only mild to moderate
adverse events were noted with the most common adverse
reaction being an acneiform rash.

3. Cetuximab: Curative Treatment

Nonsurgical curative treatment of locally advanced squa-
mous cell carcinoma of the head and neck includes
chemoradiation using concurrent platinum-based therapy
as the most widely accepted standard of care. The ben-
efit of adding cisplatin is often limited by toxicities or
may not be feasible due to patient comorbidities such as
diminished renal function, preexisting neuropathy, and poor
auditory function. The clinical tolerability of cetuximab
along with the preclinical data demonstrating benefit of
adding cetuximab to radiation in vitro and in vivo led
investigators to explore the use of cetuximab combined
with radiation therapy in the curative setting (Table 2).
Bonner et al. demonstrated in a phase III trial of 424
SCCHN patients randomized to radiation therapy alone
or cetuximab and radiation therapy that the addition of
cetuximab to radiation therapy increased the duration of
locoregional control compared to radiation alone (24.4
months versus 14.9, HR 0.68, 95% CI 0.52–0.89, P = 0.005)
[18]. Overall survival at 3 years also favored the cetuximab
cohort (55% versus 45%, P = 0.05). The cetuximab and
radiation arm had higher rates of rashes/skin reactions
and infusion reactions; otherwise, there was no difference
in grade 3/4 adverse events between treatment arms. This
definitive study resulted in the FDA approving cetuximab
for use in combination with radiation for the treatment of
locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck in 2006. A follow-up report found that the overall
5 yr survival was 45.6% versus 36.4% in the cetuximab and
radiation arm versus the radiation alone arm, respectively
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Table 2: Cetuximab in the curative setting.

Study Year Phase Number of Patients/agent Response (%)/Survival (months)

Cetuximab + radiation therapy

Bonner et al. [18, 19] 2006
2010

III n = 424
3 yr PFS 42 versus 31∗

3 yr OS 55 versus 45∗

5 yr OS 45.6 versus 36.4∗

Cetuximab + chemoradiation

Pfister et al. [20] 2006 II n = 22; cisplatin

CR 13

PR 81

SD 0

DCR 94

3 yr PFS 56

3-yr OS 76

Langer et al. [21] (ECOG 3303) 2008 II n = 61; platinum therapy

CR 23

PR 25

SD 31

DCR 79

Merlano et al. [22] 2011 II n = 45; cisplatin

CR 71

PR 20

SD 0

DCR 94

Ang et al. [23] (RTOG 0522) 2011 III n = 895; cisplatin
2 yr PFS 63 versus 64

2 yr OS 83 versus 80

CR: complete response, PR: partial response, SD: stable disease, DCR: disease control rate (CR + PR + SD), PFS: progression-free survival, and OS: overall
survival; ∗statistically significant.

[19]. Their data also suggested improved overall survival in
patients experiencing at least a grade 2 acneiform rash during
treatment.

With positive outcomes supporting the combination of
cetuximab and radiation, investigators began to determine
if cetuximab could be used in combination with standard
platinum-based chemoradiation regimens. Pfister et al.
undertook a phase II study of 22 patients with locally
advanced SCCHN using weekly cetuximab with radiation
combined with two high-dose cisplatin treatments [20].
Toxicities included mucositis, nausea/vomiting, dehydra-
tion, and abnormal renal function along with the known
cetuximab-related grade 3/4 toxicities of acneiform rash
(10%) and infusion reactions (5%). Due to high levels
of toxicity, the trial was stopped early; however, long-
term follow-up of the participants found a 3 yr survival of
76%, 3 yr progression-free survival rates of 56%, and 3 yr
locoregional control rates of 71%. Langer et al. reported
using cisplatin (3 cycles) and weekly cetuximab concurrently
with radiation therapy in 61 patients with locally advanced,
unresectable SCCHN patients [21]. Objective responses were
seen, but 97% of patients experienced a grade 3 or higher
toxicity resulting in the observation that chemoradiation
with cisplatin and cetuximab, while feasible, should be
reserved for fit patients. An attempt to reduce toxicity was
considered by Merlano et al. in a phase II study who
used 3 cycles of low-dose cisplatin (20 mg/m2) given over

5 days with 5-FU in combination with weekly cetuximab and
alternating weeks of daily XRT [22]. Median progression-
free survival of over 21 months and overall survival of
32.6 months was reported. With regard to toxicity, all 45
patients in the trial experienced mucositis (36% grade 4)
and radiodermatitis. Additionally, nearly 50% of patients
required total parenteral nutrition support. Thus, toxicities
are often the limiting factor in potentially beneficial regimens
combining cetuximab with chemotherapy and radiation.

In 2011, results of the RTOG 0522 Phase III trial
comparing cisplatin (given as 2 doses q 3 week) and radiation
with and without weekly cetuximab in 895 locally advanced
SCCHN patients were reported [23]. There was no difference
in either progression-free survival (HR 1.05, 0.84–1.29; P =
0.66) or overall survival (HR 0.87, 0.66–1.15; P = 0.17)
at two-year followup, despite increased toxicity, including
mucositis and skin reactions in the cetuximab arm.

Questions remain if cetuximab combined with radiation
is superior to cisplatin-based chemoradiotherapy. Caudell
et al. retrospectively reviewed 31 patients treated with
cetuximab and radiation and 103 patients with platinum-
based chemotherapy and radiation and, after multivariate
analysis, found no difference in 3 yr locoregional control
rates and 3 yr overall survival between the treatment arms
[59]. In contrast, a retrospective study from Koutcher et
al. reviewed 174 locally advanced SCCHN patients treated
with either cisplatin/XRT or cetuximab/XRT [60]. Results
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Table 3: Cetuximab in the palliative setting.

Study Year Phase Number of Patients/agent Response (%)/Survival (months)

Cetuximab alone

Baselga et al. [24] 2000 I n = 17 SD 69

Vermorken et al. [25] 2007 II n = 103

CR 0

PR 13

SD 33

DCR 46

ORR 13

Cetuximab + chemotherapy

Baselga et al. [26] 2005 II n = 96; platinum therapy

CR 0

PR 10

SD 43

DCR 53

ORR 10

Herbst et al. [27] 2005 II n = 131; cisplatin/paclitaxel or cisplatin/5-FU

CR 2

PR 12

SD 50

DCR 64

ORR 13

Burtness et al. [28] 2005 III n = 117; cisplatin
ORR 26 versus 10

PFS 4.2 versus 2.7

OS 9.2 versus 8.0

Bourhis et al. [29] 2006 I/II n = 53; platinum/5-FU

CR 4

PR 32

SD 38

DCR 74

ORR 36

Vermorken et al. [30] (EXTREME) 2008 III n = 442; platinum/5-FU

ORR 36 versus 20

DCR 81 versus 60

PFS 5.6 versus 3.3 mo∗

OS 10.1 versus 7.4 mo∗

CR: complete response, PR: partial response, SD: stable disease, DCR: disease control rate (CR + PR + SD), ORR: overall response rate, PFS: progression-free
survival, and OS: overall survival; ∗statistically significant.

demonstrated 2 yr overall survival of 66.6% versus 44.5%,
2 yr progression-free survival of 92.8% versus 87.4%, and
2 yr local control failure rates of 5.7% versus 39.9%, in
cisplatin/XRT combinations versus cetuximab/XRT com-
binations, respectively. Grade 3/4 toxicities were similar
between treatment arms. Recently, Lefebvre et al. reported
results from 153 patients with untreated, but surgically
resectable, stage III/IV larynx or hypopharynx SCCHN who
were randomized to treatment with either cisplatin + XRT
or cetuximab + XRT following induction chemotherapy
and found similar rates of laryngeal preservation (86%
versus 82%) and survival (85% versus 86%) between the
treatments with the cisplatin + XRT treatment arm expe-
riencing higher rates of late toxicity [61]. An on-going
phase III trial (RTOG 1016; NCT01302834) is compar-
ing radiation therapy with cisplatin versus cetuximab in
locally advanced SCCHN with 5 yr overall survival as the
primary endpoint to determine which agent may be the

most efficacious in patients with p16 positive oropharyngeal
tumors.

4. Cetuximab: Palliative Treatment

Initial studies were designed to evaluate cetuximab in
SCCHN patients with recurrent or metastatic disease
(Table 3). In the trials discussed above, several patients
demonstrated stable disease with cetuximab treatment alone
[24]. Vermorken et al. conducted a phase II trial (n =
103) in recurrent or metastatic stage III/IV SCCHN patients
with progressive disease on platinum-based therapy where
patients received weekly infusions of cetuximab alone until
disease progression [25]. Analysis of the intent-to-treat
population demonstrated a single agent disease control rate
of 13% (CR + PR + SD) while a subgroup that received
platinum-based therapy with cetuximab showed disease
control rates of 46%. Most common toxicities were grade 1
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or 2 acne-like skin reactions. One death from an infusion-
related reaction to cetuximab was reported.

In the palliative setting, two phase II trials demonstrated
the benefit of combining cetuximab with platinum-based
therapy in patients with recurrent or metastatic SCCHN
who had progressed on prior treatment. Baselga et al. (n =
96) found an overall response rate of 10% using combined
platinum-based therapy and cetuximab in a population with
prior platinum exposure [26]. Disease control rates (CD +
PR + SD) were 53% and a median survival of 183 days
was reported in the intent-to-treat group. Sixty percent
developed skin reactions, typically an acneiform rash, but
less than 15% had a grade 3 or 4 skin reaction. Three of
ninety-six patients had cetuximab-related infusion reactions.
Herbst et al. enrolled 132 patients with stable or progressive
disease after platinum-based therapy to a trial of cetuximab
combined with cisplatin [27]. The stable disease group
exhibited an objective response rate of 18% and a disease
control rate of 76%, while the progressive disease group
(cohort 1) had rates of 20% and 64%, respectively. A second
group with progression on prior treatment, with a longer
delay before starting the experimental arm, demonstrated
objective response rates of 6% and disease control rates of
52%. Infusion reactions were noted in approximately 13%
of patients and the most common adverse event was an
acne-like rash occurring in 70% of patients. In 2006, the
FDA approved cetuximab as a single agent for the treatment
of patients with recurrent or metastatic SCCHN for whom
prior platinum-based therapy had failed.

A phase III trial designed for patients with recurrent
or metastatic head and neck cancer without prior palliative
treatment (n = 117) compared the use of cetuximab and cis-
platin versus cisplatin alone [28]. The primary endpoint was
progression-free survival; however, PFS was not significantly
different between the treatment arms (4.2 months versus 2.7
months, P = 0.09, HR 0.78, 95% CI 0.54–1.12). Similar
results were found for overall survival (9.2 months versus 8.0
months, P = 0.21); however, when survival was evaluated
on the basis of time to develop skin toxicity, the estimated
hazard ratio was 0.42 (95% CI 0.21–0.86) and P = 0.01.
The objective response rate for the combinational therapy
arm was 26% versus 10% in the cisplatin control group.
Grade 3 and 4 toxicities were more frequent in the cetuximab
and cisplatin cohort (90% versus 73%). Skin rash occurred
in 77% of the patients on the cetuximab and cisplatin arm
versus 24% in the cisplatin alone group.

Further supportive evidence for the use of cetuximab
with chemotherapy in the palliative setting was seen in a
phase I/II trial (n = 53) of cetuximab combined with either
carboplatin or cisplatin and 5-FU, which demonstrated an
overall response rate of 36% [29]. Adverse events were
common, but only 15% of patients experienced a grade 3 or
4 adverse event. Acne-like rash was common in 56% of the
treatment cohort.

These studies demonstrated that cetuximab could be
used with cisplatin/5-FU treatments with modest, but toler-
able, increases in adverse events and that the combination
of cetuximab and cisplatin had improved response rates over
chemotherapy alone. In 2008, Vermorken et al. investigated

the use of cetuximab/platinum/5-FU versus platinum/5-FU
as the first line treatment of patients with recurrent and
metastatic SCCHN [30]. This phase III study evaluated 442
patients randomized to cetuximab + platinum-therapy/5-
FU versus chemotherapy alone with a primary endpoint of
overall survival. Treatment could be with either cisplatin
or carboplatin at the discretion of the treating physician.
Patients received up to 6 cycles of chemotherapy and
responding patients remained on cetuximab alone until
progression. In the cetuximab group, overall survival was
10.1 months versus 7.4 months in the chemotherapy alone
group (HR 0.80; 95% CI 0.64–0.99; P = 0.04). Progression
free survival was 5.6 months in the cetuximab group versus
3.3 months in the chemotherapy alone group (HR 0.54; 95%
CI 0.43–0.67, P < 0.001). The incidence of grade 3 and 4
adverse events was similar between study groups; however,
the cetuximab group had more cases of sepsis, hypomagne-
semia, skin reactions, and infusion reactions compared to the
chemotherapy alone group. This study resulted in the FDA,
in November 2011, approving cetuximab in combination
with platinum-based therapy plus 5-FU for the first-line
treatment of patients with recurrent locoregional disease
and/or metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck.

Also in the palliative setting, cetuximab has been shown
to be active in combination with other chemotherapy agents.
Hitt et al. investigated the use of cetuximab with weekly
paclitaxel as a first-line treatment for recurrent and/or
metastatic disease and found an overall response rate of 54%
and disease control rates (CR + PR + SD) of 80% with a
median survival of 8.1 months [62]. Additionally, several
small trials have demonstrated effective disease control using
cetuximab in combination with taxanes and platinum-based
therapy as first- and second-line interventions for recurrent
and metastatic SCCHN [63–65]. Argiris et al. evaluated a
combination of cetuximab with bevacizumab, an anti-VEGF
monoclonal antibody, and noted partial response rates of
18% and stable disease 55% in heavily pretreated patients
(n = 45). The median progression-free survival and overall
survival were 2.8 and 7.6 months, respectively. Of note, the
study generated 25 grade 4 adverse events and three grade 4
events [66]. Finally, a recent abstract found the combination
of bendamustine and cetuximab in relapsed squamous cell
carcinoma of the head and neck resulted in partial response
rate of 36% and stable disease in 36% of patients (n = 28)
who had failed prior therapy [67].

5. Cetuximab Summary

For treatment of SCCHN with curative intent, cetuximab
combined with radiation therapy clearly has a benefit over
radiation therapy alone. However, the addition of cetux-
imab to standard chemoradiation schemes using platinum-
based therapy does not appear to enhance tumor response
beyond that of standard chemoradiation, which remains the
standard of care. As mentioned above, it is unknown if
cetuximab is superior, equal to, or inferior to cisplatin-based
chemoradiation, but this question will be pursued by future
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clinical trials. Questions also remain as to the benefit of
cetuximab in combination with other chemotherapy agents
and radiation as well as in other treatment regimens includ-
ing induction chemotherapy and/or maintenance therapy.
With respect to treatment of recurrent and/or metastatic
SCCHN, the addition of cetuximab to platinum-based
therapy and 5-FU improves patient survival and has recently
been approved as first line therapy in the US. The above
studies demonstrate clinical improvement with cetuximab,
but there are also concerns for increased toxicity when
combined with chemotherapy and/or radiation.

6. Alternative Anti-EGFR Monoclonal
Antibodies (Table 4)

Panitumumab (Vectibix, formerly ABX-EGF) was the first
fully humanized monoclonal IgG2 antibody developed
against EGFR. Development of an IgG2 antibody resulted
in an immunoglobulin species that is more resistant to
enzyme degradation and consequently has a longer half-
life [68, 69]. Additionally, the humanized IgG2 antibody
was also designed to be less immunogenic and to reduce
the risk of hypersensitivity reactions; however, there is
a question as to whether an IgG2 monoclonal antibody
is effective in recruiting ADCC for an immunologically
mediated anticancer effect [70].

The SPECTRUM trial was a phase III study to evaluate
panitumumab in combination with chemotherapy versus
chemotherapy alone as first line therapy for metastatic
and/or recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck [37]. The trial enrolled 657 patients with recurrent
or metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the head and
neck who were randomized to platinum-based (cisplatin
or carboplatin) chemotherapy + 5-FU or panitumumab in
combination with platinum/5-FU therapy and measured
overall survival as the primary endpoint. Cycles could be
repeated up to six times and patients on the panitumumab
arm had the option of receiving maintenance therapy until
toxicity or disease progression. Median survival in the pan-
itumumab arm was 11.1 months compared to 9.0 months
in the chemotherapy alone arm; however, this difference
was not statistically significant (HR = 0.87, 95% CI: 0.73–
1.05; P = 0.14). The safety profile was similar between
treatment arms. Initial subgroup analysis of performance
status, age, sex, prior radiotherapy, region, or site of dis-
ease found no significant difference between the cohorts.
However, when overall response was assessed by RECIST
criteria, the panitumumab containing arm demonstrated
higher rates of partial responses (35 versus 24%) and better
disease control (CR + PR+ SD; 84 versus 72%, P =
0.004).

Further subgroup analysis of the SPECTRUM trial found
that in an HPV-negative population subset, panitumumab-
treated patients demonstrated overall survival benefit of 11.6
months versus 8.6 months (HR 0.73, P = 0.02); however,
this trend was not present in an HPV-positive subset (HR
0.96, P = 0.88) [71]. The potential benefit to HPV-negative
populations is intriguing, but it should be noted that this

analysis was performed retrospectively and samples were
from the primary tumor and not the recurrences.

Additional trials have combined panitumumab with
chemotherapy and radiation to augment tumor response.
Wirth et al. investigated escalating doses of paclitaxel given
with panitumumab, carboplatin, and radiation therapy for
previously untreated, advanced stage SCCHN [35]. This
regimen was associated with moderate toxicity; however, for
all patients that completed therapy, an objective response of
over 95% was demonstrated.

Zalutumumab (formerly HuMax-EGFr) is also a fully
humanized anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody, an IgG1 iso-
type [72]. In a phase III trial (n = 286) with zalutumumab
versus basic supportive care with optional methotrexate in
platinum-refractory recurrent/metastatic SCCHN patients,
Machiels et al. reported no significant difference in overall
survival (6.7 months for zalutumumab arm and 5.2 months
for control arm, HR 0.77 (97.06% CI 0.57–1.05), P =
0.065); however, progression-free survival was longer in the
zalutumumab arm versus controls (9.9 weeks versus 8.4
weeks, HR 0.63 (95% CI 0.47–0.84), P = 0.0012). Overall
the tumor response rate was 6.3% in the zalutumumab arm
[38]. The safety profile was similar as the other anti-EFGR
monoclonal antibodies with a grade 3-4 rash occurring most
frequently (21%), although severe infusion-related reactions
only occurred in 4% of patients.

Nimotuzumab (formerly h-R3 mAb) is a humanized anti-
body (approximately 10% murine genes) with intermediate
affinity to the EGF receptor. It was designed as an IgG1 iso-
type to enhance ADCC and potentiate tumor suppression, as
well as to contain fewer foreign antigens to reduce infusion-
related reactions [73]. A phase I trial revealed the antibody
was well tolerated with no serious adverse events and no
acneiform rash was detected [74]. To evaluate nimotuzumab
combined with radiation alone, Crombet et al. designed
a phase I/II trial of 24 previously untreated, surgically
unresectable, and locally advanced SCCHN patients [31].
Only mild to moderate adverse events were reported with
the antibody in combination with radiation (mucositis, fever,
hypotension, and tremors) and curiously, no skin rash was
apparent. Disease control rates reported in the high-dose
group were 87.5% with CR rates of 56%. Additionally, it
was noted that several of the patients experiencing a PR
were able to become surgically resectable. Similarly, Rojo et
al. designed a phase Ib trial with nimotuzumab in combi-
nation with radiation therapy in patients unable to receive
chemotherapy due to poor nutritional status, cardiovascular
comorbidities, or refusal to receive chemotherapy [32]. They
determined that patients could tolerate nimotuzumab in
combination with radiation and specifically did not experi-
ence the common acneiform rash typically associated with
the inhibition of EGFR. The study was also undertaken to
look for biomarkers of the EGFR/MAPK signaling pathway;
nimotuzumab inhibited EGFR-phosphorylation, but had
minimal effects on ERK1/2 and AKT phosphorylation. An
additional randomized trial using combined nimotuzumab
and radiation therapy in unresectable SCCHN patients
demonstrated a median survival of 12.5 months versus 9.47
months for radiation therapy alone [33].
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Table 4: Summary of alternative Anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies.

Study Year Phase Agent Number of Patients/agent Response (%)/Survival (months)

Locally advanced

Antibody + radiation

Crombet et al. [31] 2004 I/II Nimotuzumab n = 16∗∗
CR 56

DCR 88

3 yr OS 67

Rojo et al. [32] 2010 I Nimotuzumab n = 10

CR 20

PR 70

SD 10

DCR 90

Rodrı́guez et al. [33] 2010 II Nimotuzumab n = 106
CR 60

OS 12.5 mo

Babu et al. [34] 2010 II Nimotuzumab n = 36 4 yr OS 34

Antibody + chemoradiation

Wirth et al. [35] 2010 I Panitumumab n = 19; paclitaxel/carboplatin

CR 69

PR 31

SD 0

DCR 100

Gupta and Madholia [36] 2010 I Nimotuzumab n = 17; weekly cisplatin

CR 59

PR 18

SD 12

DCR 89

Babu et al. [34] 2010 II Nimotuzumab n = 40; cisplatin 4 yr OS 47

Palliative

Vermorken et al. [37] (SPECTRUM) 2010 III Panitumumab n = 657; platinum therapy/5-FU
ORR 36 versus 25

PFS 5.8 versus 4.6

OS 11.1 versus 9.0

Machiels et al. [38] 2011 III Zalutumumab n = 286; optional methotrexate

DCR 48 versus 27

ORR 6.3 versus 1.1

PFS 2.5 versus 2.1

OS 6.7 versus 5.2

Guo et al. [39] 2011 I Nimotuzumab n = 71; cisplatin/docetaxel/5-FU

CR 6

PR 55

SD 25

DCR 86

CR: complete response, PR: partial response, SD: stable disease, DCR: disease control rate (CR + PR + SD), ORR: overall response rate, PFS: progression-free
survival, and OS: overall survival; ∗statistically significant; ∗∗high-dose treatment group.

The benefit of nimotuzumab with radiation and
chemotherapy was demonstrated by Gupta et al. who used
weekly cisplatin with radiation and nimotuzumab in patients
with locally advanced SCCHN [36]. The study found an
objective response rate of 76% and no grade III or IV
events were detected. However, without controlled data, it
is difficult to ascertain the importance of this observation
given the negative result of the RTOG 0522 trial. A phase
IIb trial by Babu et al. evaluated inoperable SCCHN patients
in treatment arms comparing nimotuzumab and chemora-
diation (N + CRT) to chemoradiation (CRT) alone and

nimotuzumab and radiation therapy (N + R) to radiation
therapy alone (RT) [34]. Local regional control rates were
higher in the arms combined with nimotuzumab. Four-year
survival rates (using intent-to-treat analysis) demonstrated
47% in N + CRT versus 21% in the CRT only arm (P =
0.01) and 34% in N + RT versus 13 in RT only arm (not
significant). Also, a biomarker study was performed on this
same patient group and it was found that EGFR expression
by IHC correlated with patient survival, but phosphorylated-
MAPK expression did not [75]. Thus, the survival benefits
seen with nimotuzumab do not appear to correlate with
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the inhibition of the downstream signaling molecules of
EGFR and suggest alternative mechanisms of enhanced
tumor cell killing.

In the palliative setting, the combination of nimo-
tuzumab with chemotherapy (cisplatin, docetaxel, and 5-FU)
in 71 locally advanced head and neck patients who were not
candidates for surgery or radiation therapy was reported by
Guo et al. [39]. No serious adverse reactions were noted and
overall response rate was 61% (CR + PR).

Matuzumab (formerly EMD72000; Merck KGaA) is a
humanized IgG1 monoclonal antibody targeting the EGFR
receptor. An early phase I trial tested matuzumab in nine
SCCHN patients and was found to have a favorable toxicity
profile [76]. A second phase I trial with matuzumab
confirmed a safe toxicity profile in a panel of solid tumor
patients, including four head and neck patients [77].
However, no additional trials evaluating the efficacy of
matuzumab alone or in combination with radiation and/or
chemotherapy in SCCHN patients have been reported.

7. Alternative Anti-EGFR Monoclonal
Antibody Summary

For palliative therapy for recurrent and/or metastatic
SCCHN, the non-cetuximab monoclonal antibodies have
not demonstrated significant benefit to date. However,
limitations of panitumumab in the SPECTRUM trial may be
as a result of the IgG2 isotype and failure to activate ADCC
against the tumor. Zalutumumab also did not show a benefit,
but the antibody containing treatment arm did not have
a standard of care chemotherapy regimen. Nimotuzumab
appears promising in combination with chemotherapy; its
advantages are a humanized IgG1 which can activate ADCC
but also reduces the risk of infusion reactions, treatment
side effects including rash, and the development of human
anti-mouse antibodies which could interfere with therapy.
While these agents have demonstrated promise in Phase I
and II studies, well-controlled, randomized phase III trials
are necessary to demonstrate their efficacy against SCCHN.

8. Future Directions

The mechanism of action of EGFR targeting monoclonal
antibodies is proposed to be a blockade of tumor survival
signals that affect proliferation, apoptosis, and DNA repair
as well as the stimulation of the immune system to recognize
and target tumor cells for destruction. The specific isotype
(IgG1 � IgG2) of an antibody has a direct impact on its
ability to activate ADCC [78]. Other antibody factors may
also regulate ADCC activation. Posttranslational modifica-
tions, such as glycosylation, are important in stabilizing Fc
receptor binding [79, 80]. Patel et al. demonstrated that
a glycosylated form of cetuximab had a greater than four-
fold increase in ADCC-mediated cell lysis compared to an
aglycosylated form of cetuximab in colon cancer cell lines
[81]. Towards this end, Paz-Ares et al. presented results of a
Phase I study (n = 75) with a glycoengineered IgG1 anti-
EGFR monoclonal antibody (RO5083945; also known as

GA201/RG7160) and demonstrated moderate adverse events
such as infusion reactions (77%), rashes (80%; 25% grade
3) and hypomagnesemia (56%). In a population of heavily
pretreated metastatic solid tumor patients (including six
head and neck patients), 4% had a complete or partial
response, while 36% had stable disease [82]. Currently,
RO5083945 is being tested in clinical trials as a single agent in
head and neck cancer (NCT01046266) and in combination
with chemotherapy in colon and nonsmall cell lung cancer
(NCT01326000; NCT01185847).

Other modifications to EGFR monoclonal antibodies to
enhance ADCC effects have also been proposed. Schlaeth
et al. modified the Fc region of cetuximab to enhance NK-
cell recognition and found an enhanced cytotoxicity in K-
Ras mutant lung carcinoma and colon cancer cell lines [83].
Another approach was the generation of a bispecific antibody
(MDX-447) directed against EGFR and the high affinity
Fc receptor to enhance ADCC [84, 85]. A phase I trial
demonstrated that MDX-447 was tolerated as a single agent
in a population of metastatic solid tumors (n = 64, 23% head
and neck patients); however, a treatment arm in combination
with growth factor support given to enhance ADCC was not
tolerated [86]. Additionally, a recent in vitro study found that
the double modification of Fc-glycosylation and Fc-protein
recognition did not significantly enhance ADCC above the
effects of each individual Fc modification [87].

Other manipulations of the immune system may prove
useful to enhance the effectiveness of monoclonal antibodies.
Research has demonstrated the upregulation of immune
receptors, such as PD-1 (inhibitory) and CD137 (stim-
ulatory), on NK cells, T-cells, and macrophages occurs
when binding to the Fc domains of monoclonal antibodies
[88–90]. Thus, targeting cetuximab-induced upregulation
of T-cell expressed PD-1 or CD137 with an additional
antibody could enhance the ADCC contribution to tumor
cell kill. Recently, it was demonstrated that treatment with
an antibody blocking the PD-1 receptor resulted in objective
responses of nonsmall cell lung cancer, melanoma, and renal
cell carcinoma [91].

Many preclinical and clinical studies have found added
benefit in targeting multiple signaling pathways with com-
binations of antibodies and small molecule inhibitors, but
often with higher rates of toxicity. Other investigators have
specifically modified monoclonal antibodies in order to
target multiple signaling pathways. An antibody targeting
EGFR and the insulin growth factor receptor (IGF-R1)
demonstrated antitumor effects against head and neck,
colon, and pancreatic tumor cell lines as well as in mouse
xenograft models [92]. Another group generated a dual-
targeted antibody to VEGF and EGFR. Using head and
neck, lung, and colon xenografts, they found suppressed
tumor growth by the dual-targeted antibody, but inter-
estingly, to a lesser extent than the combined treatment
with individual cetuximab and bevacizumab antibodies [93,
94]. Similarly, other investigators generated a dual-targeted
antibody, MEHD7945A, which targets EGFR and another
growth factor receptor family member, Her3. Schaefer et al.
established MEHN7945A inhibited EGFR, AKT, and ERK1/2
phosphorylation in vitro and caused growth inhibition in
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a NSCLC mouse xenograft model [95]. A phase I trial
evaluating the safety of MEHN7945A in humans is underway
(NCT01207323).

Alternative modifications of monoclonal antibodies have
included conjugation to a radioactive isotope referred to as
radioimmunotherapy (RIT). In several preclinical studies,
investigators found efficacy and tolerability of anti-EGFR
antibodies linked to In-111, I-131, and Bi-213 (an alpha-
emitting isotope) [96–98]. More recently, Liu et al. used
radiolabeled Y-90 panitumumab to demonstrate a decreased
proliferation of a head and neck cell line and improved
survival of head and neck mouse xenografts [99]. While not
in SCCHN, patients, a prior clinical trial used 188-Re labeled
nimotuzumab in patients with glioblastoma multiforme and
reported good tolerance to therapy [100].

One of the limitations of anti-EGFR antibody therapy
is that currently, there are no biomarkers available to help
clinicians predict which patients are most likely to benefit
from treatment. Hitt et al. found that in recurrent/metastatic
SCCHN the combination of weekly cetuximab and paclitaxel
resulted in objective responses; however, no correlation
between EGFR expression or copy number and overall
survival was identified [62]. While it has been demonstrated
that HPV-positive oropharyngeal tumors are associated with
improved outcomes, it is unknown if anti-EGFR therapy is
optimal for either HPV-positive or HPV-negative patients
[23, 101]. Thus, additional research is needed to find
biomarkers that can be reflective of antibody response as well
as prognostic of outcome.

In summary, cetuximab has clearly demonstrated an
advantage in both the curative and palliative treatment
settings for SCCHN. Related anti-EGFR antibodies, such as
nimotuzumab, have also shown efficacy, as well as a more
tolerable side effect profile. Additional preclinical studies and
future prospective clinical trials are necessary to find specific
subsets of patients who will optimally benefit from treatment
with anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies.
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Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) is a prevalent disease both in the United States and worldwide
with an overall poor prognosis, in part due to limited activity of existing therapy. Primary therapy is largely dictated by the
anatomical origin of the cancer and whether distant disease is present. Many patients with localized disease are treated with
chemoradiotherapy, either in the definitive or adjuvant setting, and those with metastatic disease are treated with palliative
chemotherapy. The chemotherapy used in SCCHN can be toxic, whether given with radiation or alone. The epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) is highly expressed in SCCHN and serves as a logical therapeutic target. EGFR-directed monoclonal
antibodies (MoAbs) have higher activity in SCCHN than small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Cetuximab, a widely
studied EGFR MoAb, is FDA approved in the metastatic setting, as well as with radiation for locally advanced disease. Despite
improvements in survival when cetuximab is incorporated with chemotherapy for metastatic disease, the prognosis of patients
remains poor. Novel EGFR MoAbs are being developed with the goal of improving efficacy and tolerability. This paper will
summarize the use of EGFR-directed MoAbs in treating SCCHN with a focus on novel agents being tested.

1. Introduction

Approximately 52,140 individuals (37,870 men and 14,270
women) were diagnosed with cancer of the oral cavity,
pharynx, and larynx in the United States in 2011, and an
estimated 7,900 people died of this disease [1]. Worldwide,
an estimated 263,900 diagnoses and 128,000 deaths from
oral cavity cancer occurred in 2008 [2]. This paper will
focus on the most common histology of malignancy arising
in the head and neck, squamous cell carcinoma (SCCHN),
which highly expresses the epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) protein. While smoking and alcohol use are known
synergistic risk factors in developing this disease, the inci-
dence and prevalence of smoking- and alcohol-unrelated,
human papillomavirus- (HPV-) associated oropharyngeal
cancers is increasing [3, 4]. Biologically, and clinically, HPV-
related and unrelated cancers likely represent two distinct
diseases, though presently these are treated in the same
manner, unless on a clinical trial [5].

Surveillance epidemiology and end results (SEER) data
(2000–2008) for cancers of the oral cavity and pharynx reveal
that 34.5% of patients presented with local disease, 44.2%
with regional involvement, and 14.2% had distant metastases
[6]. This underscores the importance of effective therapy
to eradicate local disease and achieve durable local control.
Dual modality treatment with chemotherapy and radiation
has dramatically improved local disease control and resultant
survival; however, these surviving patients continue to have
a significant risk of distant failure with metastatic disease.
Palliative cytotoxic chemotherapy for metastatic disease has
been marginally effective at improving survival, and difficult
for many patients to tolerate. The high prevalence of the
EGFR protein overexpression in SCCHN makes this a logical
therapeutic target, and many studies have shown EGFR
monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) to be more active than small
molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors in this disease. Here, we
will review the current use of EGFR MoAb-directed therapy
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in SCCHN- as well as provide an overview of novel EGFR
MoAbs in development.

2. EGFR in SCCHN

Activation of the proto-oncogene EGFR is an early event
in head and neck carcinogenesis. EGFR mRNA is highly
expressed in SCCHN and contributes to the pathogenesis of
this disease [7–10]. High levels of EGFR protein expression,
as detected by immunohistochemistry (IHC)- have been seen
in up to 90% of SCCHN tumors and is associated with poor
prognosis [8, 11].

Wheeler et al. prospectively evaluated patients surgically
treated (with no EGFR-directed therapy) for SCCHN and
patients treated with radiation plus cetuximab, an EGFR-
targeting MoAb [12]. EGFR protein expression was elevated
in both groups of patients- and correlated with elevated
EGFR gene copy number. Consistent with EGFR expression
as a poor prognostic factor, total EGFR and activated (phos-
phorylated) EGFR PY1068 were independently associated
with decreased progression free survival (PFS).

Although HPV infection appears to correlate with
improved prognosis in SCCHN, its relationship with EGFR
expression is under investigation [13, 14]. Kumar et al.
retrospectively correlated EGFR and p16 protein expres-
sion (a marker of oncogenically active HPV infection)
in oropharyngeal tumors- and found that patients whose
tumors expressed low EGFR and high p16 had better clinical
outcomes in comparison to those whose tumors expressed
high EGFR and low p16 [15]. Though EGFR is an attractive
target in treating SCCHN, neither increased expression
nor gene copy number has been shown to be predictive
of response to EGFR-directed therapy (referenced below).
Analysis of ongoing trials and prospective studies will be
necessary to further define the relationship between EGFR
and HPV status as it relates to treatment response and patient
survival.

3. Induction Chemotherapy (ICT)

As advances in concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CRT) for
locally advanced SCCHN improve local control and overall
survival, distant failure has become a significant cause
of mortality in this patient population, especially among
patients with presenting with advanced nodal disease.
Evidence exists that induction chemotherapy (ICT) may
decrease distant metastatic failure; however, no clear survival
advantage has been shown with the use of ICT over
conventional CRT [16, 17]. In a comparison of two induction
regimens in patients with SCCHN ultimately treated with
CRT the addition of docetaxel to a cisplatin/5-FU induction
regimen significantly improved locoregional control and
overall survival [18].

Whether ICT can be made more tolerable and effective
by incorporating EGFR MoAb use has been the focus of
investigation. Cetuximab, a chimeric IgG1 EGFR-directed
MoAb, has been extensively studied in clinical trials among
many tumor types. Kies et al. examined weekly ICT with
carboplatin (AUC 2), paclitaxel (135 mg/m2), and cetuximab

(400 mg/m2 loading, then 250 mg/m2 weekly), followed by
either definitive radiation (RT), CRT sensitized with cisplatin
(100 mg/m2 days 1 and 22), or surgery in 47 patients with
oropharyngeal SCCHN [19]. The ICT regimen was tolerable,
with the most common grade 3 or 4 toxicities being skin rash
and neutropenia, and importantly all patients received their
intended subsequent definitive therapy. ICT yielded a 19%
complete response (CR), 77% partial response (PR), and 4%
stable disease (SD) rate. Overall survival (OS) at 1 and 3
years was 95% and 91%, respectively. Of six recurrences, five
included distant metastatic involvement. This phase II trial
showed that the addition of cetuximab did not significantly
increase toxicity or compromise the ability to deliver the
intended definitive therapy.

In a phase II study ECOG 2303 study, Wanebo et al.
treated 70 stage III/IV SCCHN patients with induction
cetuximab (400 mg/m2 loading, then 250 mg/m2 weekly)
plus paclitaxel (90 mg/m2 weekly), and carboplatin (AUC2)
followed by RT sensitized with weekly cetuximab (250 mg/
m2), paclitaxel (30 mg/m2), and carboplatin (AUC 1) [20].
This regimen resulted in 59% clinical CR after ICT, a PFS of
66%, 2 year OS of 82%, and 8% distant failure rate. Toxicity
data were not reported, but the trial did provide further
information regarding the efficacy of introducing EGFR
MoAb use in an induction regimen.

Although phase II trials of ICT have had encouraging
results, no survival benefit has been shown with the use of
ICT overconcurrent CRT. Results of two large trials exam-
ining ICT were recently presented at ASCO. The DeCIDE
(NCT00117572) trial randomized 280 patients with high-
risk SCCHN (N2/N3 disease) to RT-plus docetaxel, fluo-
rouracil, and hydroxyurea versus two cycles of ICT (docetaxel
75 mg/m2, cisplatin 75 mg/m2, and fluorouracil 750 mg/m2
days 1–5) followed by the same CRT regimen [21]. No
differences were seen in 3-year OS with a rate of 75% in the
ICT arm and 73% in the CRT arm, despite a significantly
lower rate of distant failure favoring the ICT arm (10% versus
19%, P = 0.025). The phase III PARADIGM trial evaluated
induction TPF (docetaxel, cisplatin, 5-FU) × 3 followed by
CRT (weekly carboplatin and daily RT, or weekly docetaxel
and accelerated boost RT) versus CRT (accelerated boost
with bolus cisplatin × 2) in patients with locally advanced
SCCHN. Accrual was poor prompting early termination with
only 145 of 300 planned patients enrolled. No difference in
3-year OS was observed—73% in the ICT group, and 78%
in the CRT group. Three year PFS were similar, 67% and
73% in the ICT and CRT groups, respectively [22]. Whether
EGFR MoAbs may improve efficacy and tolerability of ICT
regimens remains an active area of investigation.

4. EGFR MoAb Use with Definitive
Radiotherapy

The treatment disposition of SCCHN is largely dictated
by primary tumor site and stage. Surgical resection is an
accepted primary therapy for SCCHN of the oral cavity, and
some early-stage oropharyngeal tumors. Most patients with
locally advanced (stage III-IVA/B) oropharyngeal cancers
are treated with CRT [23–25]. While definitive RT in
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combination with cisplatin-based radiosensitization remains
the current standard of care for locally advanced unresectable
SCCHN or for organ preservation regimens, the toxicities of
treatment—including potentially permanent ototoxicity and
nephrotoxicity—can often be prohibitive [24, 26].

Combining radiation with an EGFR-targeted therapy
such as cetuximab is a biologically sensible approach to
potentiate the effects of radiation with less toxicity than
expected with a cisplatin-based CRT. Radiation therapy has
been shown to increase EGFR expression in cancer cells,
which potentially promotes radioresistance, further increas-
ing its attractiveness as a therapeutic target [27, 28]. Using
SCCHN cell lines, Lu et al. have recently shown that radiation
induces HIF-1a expression; furthermore, experimentally
increasing HIF-1a expression decreased radiosensitization
with cetuximab, and blocking HIF-1a expression augmented
responses to radiation with cetuximab in cetuximab-resistant
cell lines [29].

In a landmark trial, 213 patients with locally advanced
SCCHN were treated with radiation therapy (RT) alone
and 211 patients were treated with RT plus weekly cetux-
imab [25]. Patients treated with cetuximab plus RT had
significantly superior median PFS (17.1 months versus 12.4
months, P = 0.006), locoregional control (24.4 months ver-
sus 14.9 months, P = 0.005), and OS (49 months versus 29.3
months, P = 0.03). The results from this study were recently
updated and continue to show significant improvements in
OS (49 versus 29.3 months, P = 0.018) and a 5-year OS of
45.6% versus 36.4% with the addition of cetuximab to radia-
tion. Notably, the development of a grade 2 or greater rash
was significantly associated with improved survival, com-
pared with patients who developed grade 1 or no rash
[30]. Unfortunately, the effect of HPV status on treatment
response and survival data is unknown; however, it is of note
that a majority of patients on this trial had oropharyngeal
tumors and were young—two characteristics on subset anal-
ysis that were associated with improved cetuximab efficacy.
The authors note that the trial was not powered to detect sta-
tistical significance in this subgroup analysis so conclusions
cannot be drawn.

Preclinical studies in SCCHN cell lines have shown a
synergistic effect of cetuximab with cisplatin, and clinical
data in the metastatic setting (discussed below) confirm the
activity of this combination [31]. RTOG 0522 was designed
to test the hypothesis that the addition of cetuximab to
cisplatin with RT in the frontline therapy of locally advanced
SCCHN will improve PFS over standard cisplatin-based CRT
[32]. A total of 895 patients were evaluable (447 treated
with cetuximab plus cisplatin/RT and 448 treated with
cisplatin/RT). With a median followup of 2.4 years, no sig-
nificant difference in PFS or OS was seen between the study
arms. One hypothesis for the lack of benefit to the addition
of cetuximab to cisplatin plus radiation is whether HPV
positivity may negatively influence the response to cetuximab
or may have been a confounding factor in the control arm.

In a separate analysis, Young et al. evaluated 212 patients
with SCCHN for HPV status via IHC analysis of p16,
EGFR gene copy number by FISH, and EGFR protein
expression by IHC. EGFR expression was positive in 87%

and increased gene copy number in 20% of tumors, with
both associated with worse failure-free and overall survival.
p16 was positive in 43% of the overall population (57% of
oropharyngeal cancers), and it was associated with improved
failure-free and overall survival. Notably, only 2 of 126
(1.6%) oropharyngeal cancers were positive for both p16 and
EGFR [33].

Whether HPV positivity truly confers a clinically sig-
nificant differential response to cetuximab versus cisplatin
remains unknown and is the focus of the ongoing trial
RTOG 1016. This trial is enrolling patients with locally
advanced HPV-positive SCCHN to be treated with radiation
therapy plus either cisplatin (100 mg/m2× 2 doses) or weekly
cetuximab (400 mg/m2 loading, then 250 mg/m2 weekly).
The primary endpoint of this trial is to determine whether
the use of cetuximab, rather than cisplatin, with radiation
therapy, will result in comparable 5-year overall survival.
Local and distant failure rate, toxicity data, and biomarker
analysis correlated with survival will be obtained, with the
comprehensive goal of answering the clinically practical
question of treatment stratification based on HPV status.

5. EGFR MoAb Use in Recurrent/Metastatic
(R/M) SCCHN

Despite recent advances in primary therapy for head and
neck cancer, locoregional recurrence is still common, and
approximately 20% of patients with SCCHN will develop
distant metastasis [34]. The majority of patients with unre-
sectable recurrence will have palliative chemotherapy as their
primary treatment option.

ECOG 5397 evaluated the use of cisplatin in combination
with cetuximab for the first-line treatment of 117 patients
with R/M SCCHN and found no significant difference in
PFS (4.2 versus 2.7 months; cetuximab versus placebo, resp.)
or OS (9.2 versus 8.0 months). Objective response rate was
significantly increased with the use of cetuximab (26% versus
10%, P = 0.03), and in subset analysis, response rate trended
toward improvement (33% versus 7%, P = 0.08) in patients
who developed skin toxicity [35]. Single agent cetuximab
was shown to have modest activity (13% response rate) in
a phase II study evaluating cetuximab in 103 patients with
R/M SCCHN refractory to platinum therapy [36].

In the EXTREME study [37], 442 patients with R/M
SCCHN were randomized to receive platinum based
chemotherapy (cisplatin 100 mg/m2 or carboplatin AUC 5)
plus 5-fluorouracil (1000 mg/m2/day × 4 days) every three
weeks to a maximum of six cycles with or without cetuximab
(400 mg/m2 loading dose, then 250 mg/m2 weekly), with the
option for patients treated with cetuximab to continue main-
tenance cetuximab until disease progression or unacceptable
toxicity. The addition of cetuximab to chemotherapy signifi-
cantly improved median OS (primary endpoint) from 7.4 to
10.1 months (P = 0.04, HR death 0.80, 95% CI, 0.64–.99);
median PFS increased from 3.3 to 5.6 months (P < 0.001;
HR progression 0.54, 95% CI 0.43–0.67), and response rate
improved from 20% to 36% (P < 0.001). Treatment with
cetuximab was tolerable, though significantly more cases
of sepsis (9 versus 1 patient, P = 0.02), hypomagnesemia
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(11 versus 3 patients, P = 0.05), and grade 3 skin reactions
(P < 0.01) were seen with cetuximab. A retrospective
biomarker analysis of this trial (312 of 442 patients, 71%)
revealed 101 (32%) of tumors to have elevated EGFR
gene copy number by FISH, but there was no predictive
correlation between gene copy number and cetuximab
efficacy [38]. While the pivotal EXTREME trial supported the
integration of cetuximab into aggressive first-line treatment
of R/M SCCHN in patients with good performance status,
much room for improvement in patient survival exists. Given
survival improvement observed with cetuximab as a single
agent in colorectal cancer [39] and known modest activity of
cetuximab in platinum-refractory disease [36], the sequence
of incorporating cetuximab in treatment of R/M disease.
Additionally, further study into predictive biomarkers, novel
EGFR-targeting therapies, and strategies to combine these
targeted agents with chemotherapy and alternative pathway
inhibitors (e.g., FGF, PI3 K, mTOR, and others) warrant
continued investigation.

6. Novel EGFR-Directed Monoclonal Antibodies

6.1. Necitumumab (IMC-11F8). In contrast to cetuximab,
which is chimeric (mouse/human), necitumumab is a fully
human IgG1 MoAb-targeting EGFR that has the potential
advantage of fewer skin toxicities and severe hypersensitivity
reactions. Necitumumab blocks EGFR with high potency,
with an IC50 of 1-2 nM, and exhibits comparable antitumor
efficacy with that of cetuximab in preclinical models [40].
In a phase I trial of necitumumab in 60 patients (31 treated
with every other week dosing, 29 treated with weekly dosing)
with advanced solid malignancies, Kuenen et al. established
the MTD at 800 mg after 2 patients (both in the every other
week arm) experienced grade 3 headache after dosing. The
most common side effects among the two arms included
acneiform rash, dry skin, diarrhea, and hypokalemia. No
hypersensitivity infusion reactions occurred. The t1/2 was 7
days and was similar between arms. A partial response was
seen in 2 patients (melanoma and colorectal cancer), and
stable disease was seen in 16 patients (8 in each arm) [41].

6.2. Zalutumumab (HuMax-EGFR). Zalutumumab is a fully
human IgG1k MoAb-targeting EGFR. Preclinical work
demonstrates competitive ligand-binding inhibition by EGF
and TGF-α of EGFR that subsequently blocks receptor
dimerization and activation, as well as antitumor effect via
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) [42, 43].
In a phase I/II study of 28 patients with incurable SCCHN
treated with zalutumumab, Bastholt et al. found the most
frequent adverse events (AEs) to be rash (16 of 28 patients),
and no dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was reached at 8 mg/kg
with up to five doses being delivered. No anaphylaxis or
severe hypersensitivity reactions were noted. Among the
4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg dose levels, 7 of 11 patients had a
partial response (PR—1 patient) or stable disease (SD—6
patients), and for the entire group, the objective response
rate (ORR) on an intention-to-treat basis was 7.1% (2 of 28)
and SD rate was 32.1% (9 of 28). Pharmacokinetic studies
indicated both the 4 mg/kg and 8 mg/kg dose levels appeared

to saturate compartments, and both doses were associated
with rash indicating pharmacodynamic effect; therefore, a
maintenance dose of at least 4 mg/kg was recommended for
future trials [43].

Machiels et al. conducted a randomized phase 3 trial
of zalutumumab versus best supportive care (BSC) with
optional methotrexate in patients with incurable SCCHN
who progressed through platinum-based therapy within
six months of enrollment [44]. Zalutumumab doses were
individually titrated based on the appearance of skin rash.
All patients received an 8 mg/kg loading dose, followed by
two weekly doses of 4 mg/kg. Patients whose rash was ≤
grade I, increased their dose by 4 mg/kg every two weeks to
a maximum of 16 mg/kg. If the rash was grade 2, then the
same dose was continued. Treatment was held for grade 3
rash until return to ≤ grade 1. Weekly zalutumumab was
continued until progressive disease or unacceptable toxicity.
A total of 191 patients were enrolled into the zalutumumab
group and 95 patients into the BSC group. Most (72%) of
patients in the BSC arm received weekly methotrexate at the
initiation of the trial, and an additional 6% began use during
the trial. At a median followup of 6 months, 231 deaths had
occurred, and no significant difference in overall survival was
seen (5.2 versus 6.7 months in the zalutumumab and BSC
groups, resp.). Progression free survival (PFS) was longer
in the zalutumumab group compared with the BSC group
(9.9 versus 8.4 weeks), and the HR for progression or death
stratified by WHO performance status was 0.63. The most
common grade 3-4 AEs were rash (21% zalutumumab versus
0% BSC), anemia (6% versus 5%), and infections (15%
versus 9%). Serious adverse events (SAEs) included tumor
hemorrhage (15% versus 14%), pneumonia (7% versus 3%),
and dysphagia (6% versus 2%). The authors concluded
that dose titration based on rash is safe. The lack of OS
benefit may have been confounded by the widespread use
of methotrexate in the control population, and relatively
high median survival in the BSC arm. Additionally, upon
progression more patients in the BSC received chemotherapy
other than methotrexate compared with the zalutumumab
arm, and a large number of patients in both arms received
off-protocol therapy (14% in zalutumumab arm and 28% in
BSC arm), further confounding the overall survival efficacy
signal. The authors mention improved overall PFS benefit to
be higher in patients with high versus low EGFR expression,
though data was not shown. Zalutumumab is actively being
investigated in numerous clinical trials (Table 1).

6.3. Panitumumab (ABX-EGF). Panitumumab is a fully
human IgG2 MoAb directed against EGFR- and has been
extensively studied and FDA approved in treating metastatic
colorectal cancer. Panitumumab, being fully human, has less
potential for severe hypersensitivity reactions than cetux-
imab. Being an IgG2 antibody, rather than IgG1, may limit
panitumumab from inducing antitumor activity through
antibody dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) and NK cell
activation; however, the notion that IgG2 antibodies cannot
induce ADCC has recently been challenged, with Schneider-
Merck et al. showing panitumumab-mediated ADCC
through myeloid, rather than NK cells [45, 46]. The true
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Table 1: EGFR-targeting monoclonal antibodies (MoAb) in development for SCCHN treatment.

Agent (mechanism) Trial description Identifier number (status)

Necitumumab (fully human IgG1 MoAb)

Phase I trial of IMC-11F8 in patients with
advanced solid tumors

NCT01088464

Phase I trial of IMC-11F8 in patients with
tumors who have not responded to standard
therapy

NCT00801177

Zalutumumab (fully human IgG1k MoAb)

Phase I/II: Zalutumumab pharmacokinetics
(PK) in squamous cell carcinoma of the head
and neck (SCCHN)

NCT01054625

Phase 3: DAHANCA 19: The importance of the
EGFr-inhibitor zalutumumab for the outcome
after curative radiotherapy for HNSCC

NCT00496652

Phase I/II: An open, single-dose escalation
study followed by a multiple dose extension of
Anti-EGF receptor human MoAb
(zalutumumab) in patients with recurrent or
metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the
head and neck (SCCHN)

NCT00093041

Panitumumab (fully human IgG2 MoAb)

Phase II: PRISM (panitumumab regimen in
second-line monotherapy of head and neck
cancer)

Phase II: Radiotherapy plus panitumumab
compared to chemoradiotherapy with
unresected, locally advanced SCCHN

NCT00547157

Phase II: Study of addition of panitumumab to
chemoradiation therapy in subjects with locally
advanced head and neck cancer

NCT00500760

Phase I: Study panitumumab plus
chemotherapy and induction chemotherapy in
patients with locally advanced squamous cell
cancer of the head and neck

NCT00513383

Phase II: Trial of postoperative radiation,
cisplatin, and panitumumab in locally
advanced head and neck cancer

NCT00798655

Phase II: PARTNER: panitumumab added to
regimen for treatment of head and neck cancer
evaluation of response

NCT00454779

Phase III: Radiation therapy and cisplatin or
Panitumumab in treating patients with locally
advanced stage III or IV head and neck cancer

NCT00820248

Phase II: Randomized pharmacokinetic trial of
chemotherapy with or without panitumumab
in patients with R/M SCCHN

NCT00756444 (Active, not
recruiting)

Phase II: Identification of gene expression
signature for panitumumab sensitivity in
untreated locally advanced SCCHN (TOP
0901)

NCT01305772 (Recruiting)
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Table 1: Continued.

Agent (mechanism) Trial description Identifier number (status)

Nimotuzumab (humanized IgG1 MoAb)

Phase II: Nimotuzumab in combination with
TPF (cisplatin, fluorouracil, docetaxel) for
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma

NCT01425736 (Recruiting)

Phase III: nimotuzumab in combination with
chemoradiation for nasopharyngeal cancer

NCT01074021 (Recruiting)

Phase II: Induction chemotherapy with
nimotuzumab in locally advanced head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC)

NCT00910117 (Completed)

Phase II: Safety and efficacy of target therapy
combined with radiotherapy to treat senile
locally advanced SCCHN

NCT01393184 (Recruiting)

Phase II: Safety and efficacy of nimotuzumab
plus neoadjuvant and concurrent
chemoradiotherapy to treat oropharynx and
hypopharynx cancer

NCT01516996 (Recruiting)

Phase III: Study of Post-Op adjuvant
concurrent Chemo-RT with or without
nimotuzumab for head and neck cancer

NCT00957086 (Recruiting)

Phase II: Study comparing radiation therapy
alone and radiation therapy and nimotuzumab
for treatment of head and neck cancer

NCT01345084 (Not yet open
for recruitment)

clinical significance of myeloid versus NK-cell-mediated
ADCC is unknown.

Preclinical data using xenograft models show that pan-
itumumab has a high affinity for EGFR and blocks TGF-
α and EGF binding and subsequent downstream signaling
[47]. Kruser et al., using the SCC-1483 mouse xenograft
model, revealed increased apoptosis with panitumumab
monotherapy (measured by PARP expression), and the
inhibitory effect on tumor growth was augmented when
compared to EGFR inhibition or radiation alone [48]. This
combination effect was further evaluated by Wirth et al.,
who conducted a phase I trial of panitumumab, carboplatin,
and paclitaxel with radiation therapy (IMRT) in patients
with locally advanced SCCHN [49]. Nineteen patients were
enrolled in two paclitaxel dose levels (3 patients: 15 mg/m2,
16 patients: 30 mg/m2) given weekly with carboplatin (AUC
1.5). Panitumumab was dosed at 2.5 mg/kg weekly. Patients
were treated to 70 Gy at the primary and gross nodal
disease, and 60 and 64 Gy to low- and high-risk clinical
target volumes. All patients completed therapy. Frequent
toxicities included expected oral pain, xerostomia, mucositis,
dermatitis, weight loss, and acneiform rash. One DLT (febrile
neutropenia) occurred in the second dose level. The addition
of panitumumab did not seem to significantly increase
the toxicities of chemoradiation above those expected. All
patients had a partial response, and the overall complete
clinical response rate was 95%. At the time of publication,
the median followup was 21 months, and 95% of patients

remained disease free, leading the authors to conclude this is
a tolerable and active regimen in locally advanced SCCHN
that should be investigated further.

The recent SPECTRUM trial (NCT00460265) random-
ized 657 patients to receive cisplatin/5-fluorouracil ± pani-
tumumab [50]. The addition of panitumumab significantly
improved median PFS (5.8 versus 4.6 months) but not OS
(11 versus 9 months). As expected, skin toxicity was greater
with the addition of panitumumab. Only 377 (57%) of
patients had samples evaluable for HPV status, of which 22%
were positive. A subset analysis presented at the 2011 Euro-
pean Multidisciplinary Cancer Congress (ECCO, ESMO,
ESTRO) showed an improvement in median PFS (6.5 versus
5.1 months, P = 0.002) and OS (11.8 versus 8.6 months,
P = 0.02) in the HPV negative cohort of patients with the
addition of panitumumab to chemotherapy. The addition
of panitumumab to chemotherapy was not associated with
a significant improvement in OS or PFS in the HPV-
positive subset of patients. Panitumumab remains the focus
of investigation in numerous clinical trials for the treatment
of SCCHN (Table 1).

6.4. Nimotuzumab (h-R3). Nimotuzumab is a humanized
IgG1 MoAb-directed at EGFR that is currently approved for
use outside of the United States and has demonstrated less
skin toxicity than cetuximab or panitumumab. Preclinical
data have shown nimotuzumab to bind EGFR with high
affinity, inhibit cell proliferation, show antitumor activity in
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the mouse xenograft model, and enhance antitumor efficacy
of radiation [51]. Crombet et al. evaluated nimotuzumab
in a phase I monotherapy trial whereby 12 patients with
advanced epithelial cancers received therapy at four dose
levels. No evidence of severe toxicity was seen including
anaphylactic or skin reactions, and the MTD was not reached
[52]. They further evaluated nimotuzumab in combination
with radiation therapy in 24 patients with unresectable
SCCHN. Patients received six weekly doses of nimotuzumab,
at four dose levels (50 mg, 100 mg, 200 mg, 400 mg), com-
bined with RT. AEs were more frequent at higher doses with
grade 1 or 2 fever, hypotension, and tremors noted to be the
most common toxicities. No cases of skin rash were noted.
Preliminary efficacy was a primary endpoint of the trial, and
it was noted that median OS was significantly increased in
the 200 or 400 mg doses (44.3 months) versus the 50 and
100 mg doses (8.6 months, P = 0.03). Pharmacodynamic
effect was monitored with pre- and posttreatment tumor
biopsies and revealed antiproliferative and antiangiogenic
marker modulation by immunohistochemistry correlated
with antitumor response [53]. Rodriguez et al. recently
evaluated 106 treatment naı̈ve patients with locally advanced
SCCHN who were randomized to receive RT plus nimo-
tuzumab or RT with placebo. The median OS was not
significantly different (12.5 versus 9.5 months), but the CR
rate (59.5 versus 34.2%, P = 0.038 (Fisher), P = 0.028
(Chisquared)) was significantly higher in the nimotuzumab
plus radiotherapy group. Subgroup analysis showed a larger
survival benefit with nimotuzumab in patients whose tumors
expressed EGFR when compared to radiation alone (16.5
versus 7.2 months, P = 0.0038). Therapy was well tolerated
with treatment related AEs to include fever, headache, and
asthenia. No skin rash was reported [54].

The use of nimotuzumab with concurrent chemoradia-
tion, as well as in the adjuvant setting, is under investigation
(Table 1).

6.5. ch806. Decreased internalization and degradation of
EGFR, as well as EGFR variant 3 (EGFRvIII) caused by an
in-frame deletion of exons 2–7, have been associated with
cetuximab resistance [55, 56]. Sok et al. analyzed EGFRvIII
via IHC and quantitative PCR using 33 SCCHN tumors.
They found 42% of tumors expressed EGFRvIII, and using
cell lines found EGFRvIII to be associated with in vitro
proliferation, increased tumor volume in vivo, and resistance
to cetuximab (C225) therapy [56]. In a retrospective review
of a phase II trial evaluating docetaxel plus cetuximab
in the recurrent/metastatic SCCHN setting, Tinhofer et
al. evaluated tumor biopsies from 47 patients- and found
EGFRvIII expression in 17% of cases to be associated with
shorter PFS and worse disease control rate, but not correlated
with overall survival [57].

Preclinical studies indicate that mAb-806 binds both
EGFRvIII and a small proportion of wild-type EGFR, and
it has shown antitumor activity in human xenograft models
expressing EGFRvIII or amplified wild-type EGFR [58–61].
Scott et al. evaluated ch806 (chimeric form of mAb806)
in a phase I clinical trial of eight incurable patients whose
solid tumors overexpressed EGFRvIII (1 with squamous cell

carcinoma of the vocal cord) and found dosing up to
40 mg/m2 to be well tolerated without dose-limiting toxicity.
Transient pruritis, nausea, fatigue, and transaminitis were
toxicities attributable to ch806. Interestingly, in biodistribu-
tion assays, significant tumor uptake of 111In-ch806 was seen
in all patients at all dose levels, while no uptake was seen in
normal tissues. After the one-month study period, 5 patients
had stable disease and three had progressive disease [62].

7. Discussion

Worldwide, a large number of people is affected by SCCHN.
Most patients present with locoregionally advanced disease,
and ongoing clinical trials seek to improve outcomes and
reduce toxicity of chemoradiotherapy. Over the past decade,
the EGFR has been primary focus for biologically targeted
therapies in the treatment of SCCHN, with the most
active treatments being monoclonal antibodies. Cetuximab,
the most studied MoAb in SCCHN, is FDA approved
for use as a single agent in combination with radiation
therapy in the treatment of locally advanced SCCHN, and
also for recurrent or metastatic disease (either as a single
agent or in combination with cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil).
However, several questions regarding cetuximab in these
settings remain: (1) definitive randomized trials comparing
cetuximab versus cisplatin as a radiosensitizer are lacking,
(2) the sequencing of cetuximab with therapy (first-line with
chemotherapy versus second-line single-agent) in the setting
of recurrent or metastatic disease, and (3) lack of biomarker-
or subset-driven trials (e.g., HPV-associated tumors) which
will be critical for establishing standards of care in these
specific circumstances and in optimizing outcomes. The
recently presented negative results of RTOG 0522 (lack of
benefit of cetuximab in combination with cisplatin-based
chemoradiotherapy) are currently difficult to explain but
demonstrate the need for prospective trials to answer these
questions.

The integration of EGFR MoAbs into ICT is being
investigated, given their efficacy in SCCHN and lower
toxicity profile than standard induction chemotherapy. To
date, the efficacy data of smaller ICT trials utilizing EGFR
MoAbs shows promising efficacy and tolerability; however,
much larger prospective trials are needed to adopt this
therapy into routine clinical practice.

For recurrent and metastatic disease, the integration
of cetuximab with platinum plus 5-fluorouracil in the
EXTREME study significantly increased median PFS and
OS, while the addition of panitumumab to the same
chemotherapy backbone in the SPECTRUM study improved
median PFS, but not OS. Interestingly, in subset analysis of
the SPECTRUM study, the HPV negative patients derived
benefit with prolonged median PFS and OS with the addition
of panitumumab, while the PFS and OS benefit was lost
in the HPV positive cohort. Whether EGFR or HPV status
may account for the different results between EXTREME and
SPECTRUM trials remains to be answered. Currently, we do
not differentiate our treatment by HPV status in the locally
advanced or metastatic setting, though this is an active area
of investigation.
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The development of novel EGFR MoAbs with improved
efficacy and less toxicity, including hypersensitivity reactions,
could ultimately result in a positive impact on the overall
tolerability of therapy and potentially survival. Ongoing
investigations continue to identify multiple mechanisms of
resistance to EGFR inhibition, including increased expres-
sion of vascular endothelial growth factor [63], inhibited
EGFR receptor internalization and degradation [64], the
expression of the EGFR variant III mutation [56], and activa-
tion or upregulation of alternative signaling pathways (e.g.,
Met, fibroblast growth factor, Her3) [55, 65]. Overcoming
these mechanisms of resistance will be paramount to success
in maintaining a sustained response to EGFR inhibition.
Further studies are needed to determine the optimal use
of EGFR MoAbs in the treatment of both primary and
metastatic SCCHN.

Finally, two important factors must be considered when
designing clinical trials utilizing EGFR MoAbs: (1) the
negative impact on patients’ quality of life, including weekly
visits for treatment in many instances- and (2) the financial
cost of these medications in relation to their degree of efficacy
(i.e., cost per life year gained). While a cost-benefit analysis
of EGFR MoAbs is beyond the scope of this manuscript, it is
interesting to note the findings of an external review group
(ERG) analysis of the EXTREME study. The manufacturer
reported an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of
£121,367 per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained and
an incremental cost per life-year gained of £92,226, far
exceeding the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excel-
lence (organization providing treatment guidance in Eng-
land and Wales) range of £20,000–30,000 per QALY gained;
therefore, the ERG concluded the addition of cetuximab to
chemotherapy, as per the EXTREME study, was not cost-
effective in metastatic SCCHN [66]. As therapeutic regimens
are developed, and additional knowledge is gained about
these promising agents, including predictive biomarkers to
identify those who may have a high response rate and clinical
benefit from EGFR MoAbs, progress must be made not only
in improved patient outcomes but the proper selection of
patients who may benefit from these novel combinations.
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Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibition has now been well established as an effective treatment for various cancers.
The EGFR belongs to the ErbB family of tyrosine kinase receptors which regulate tumor cell differentiation, survival and
proliferation. Activation of EGFR drives tumorigenesis in lung, head and neck, colorectal and pancreatic cancers. Irrespective
of the type of cancer being treated and the mechanism by which tumor EGFR drives tumorigenesis, the major side effect of EGFR
inhibition is a papulopustular (also described as maculopapular or acneiform) rash which occurs in about two thirds of treated
patients. Interestingly, this rash has been commonly correlated with better clinical outcomes (objective tumor response and patient
survival). The pathophysiology of dermatological toxicity from EGFR inhibitors is an important area of clinical research, and the
proper management of the rash is essential to increase the therapeutic index from this class of drugs. In this paper, we review the
dermatologic toxicities associated with EGFR inhibitors with an emphasis on its pathophysiology and clinical management.

1. Introduction

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibition has
now been well established as an effective treatment for
various cancers. EGFR belongs to a family (ErbB) of tyrosine
kinase receptors which regulate tumor cell differentiation,
survival, and proliferation. EGFR drives tumorigenesis as
a result of activating mutations in adenocarcinoma of the
lung and by less defined mechanisms of pathway activation
(increased expression of receptors or ligands) in other
malignancies such as head and neck cancer, colorectal cancer,
squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, and pancreatic cancer
[1].Best responses and clinical benefit have been seen in
malignancies with EGFR activating mutations but clinical
benefit has also been observed in conditions where the
pathway is not activated as a result of EGFR mutations.

Irrespective of the type of cancer being treated and the
mechanism by which tumor EGFR drives tumorigenesis, the
major side effect of EGFR inhibition is a papulopustular

(also described as maculopapular or acneiform) rash which
occurs [1] in about two thirds of the patients. When severe
(grade 3, in about 10% of the patients), it often leads to
treatment discontinuation. In a larger number of patients,
it affects quality of life affecting compliance and often results
in treatment dose adjustments or temporary interruptions
[2–4]. Different reports suggest that dose modifications or
interruptions as a result of skin toxicity occur as often as
about 30% of patients [5, 6]. Understanding the patho-
physiology and management of dermatological toxicity from
EGFR inhibitors is an important area of clinical research, and
the proper management of the rash is essential to increase
the therapeutic index from this class of drugs. There is
no general consensus regarding the treatment of the rash.
Several recent trials have evaluated empiric interventions
and attempts have been made to establish guidelines [7–
10]. Interestingly, when the relationship has been studied,
the rash has been uniformly correlated with better clinical
outcomes (objective tumor response and patient survival)
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both when the anti-EGFR agents are used as single agents or
in combination with chemotherapy [11–16]. In this paper,
we will review the dermatologic toxicities associated with
EGFR inhibitors with emphasis on pathophysiology of the
rash and its management.

2. Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor and Pathway

The erbB oncogenes encode the HER family of tyrosine
kinase receptors, which namely consists of EGFR or HER1,
HER2, HER3, and HER4. All members of the HER family
consist of a receptor which comprises of an extracellular site
concerned with ligand binding, a hydrophobic transmem-
brane domain, and an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain.
Ligands binding to the EGFR are namely the epidermal
growth factor (EGF), amphiregulin, β-cellulin, epiregulin,
Heparin-binding EGF-like ligand (HB-EGF), transforming
growth factor alpha (TGFα), and others. Binding of the
ligand to the extracellular domain of the receptor results in
conformational change and subsequent dimerization of the
receptor with other HER family receptors. After dimeriza-
tion, the internal tyrosine kinase is activated resulting in a
downstream signaling cascade involving various pathways
such as the PI3K/AKT, Ras/Raf/MAPK, and so forth. These
activated signaling pathways result in interaction with essen-
tial cellular processes such as inhibition of apoptosis, gene
transcription/translation, cell cycle progression, prolifera-
tion, and even processes involved with glucose metabolism
[17, 18].

3. EGFR Inhibitors and Cancer

The EGFR is expressed in many different cell types in normal
tissues, such as epithelial tissue, skin, hair follicles, and the
gastrointestinal tract. In malignancy, however, dysregulation
or overexpression of the receptor can occur leading to
evasion from apoptosis, proliferation, invasion, metastases,
and tumor induced angiogenesis [19–21]. Treatment options
have become available over the years which inhibit the recep-
tor or the downstream pathway, either by using monoclonal
antibodies (MAbs) binding to the extracellular domain,
small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) which bind
to the intracellular domain, antisense oligonucleotides which
decrease the expression of EGFR, immunotoxins which
deliver toxins by targeting the receptor, and direct inhibitors
of downstream signaling. The first EGFR inhibitor (EGFRI)
to become widely available for clinical use was cetux-
imab (Erbitux), a chimeric human/murine immunoglobulin
(IgG1) monoclonal antibody which binds to EGFR which
higher affinity than EGF or TGFα [22]. Cetuximab was
first approved by the US FDA in 2004 in combination with
irinotecan or as a single agent in patients unable to tolerate
irinotecan for colorectal cancer. In 2006, cetuximab was
approved for the treatment of squamous cell carcinoma of
the head and neck in combination with radiation therapy
or as a single agent in patients who had received cisplatin
previously, while another monoclonal but fully humanized

antibody panitumumab was approved for colorectal cancer
in 2007 for metastatic disease. Available small molecule
EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors are gefitinib (Iressa) and
erlotinib (Tarceva) for patients with metastatic lung cancer.

4. EGFRI-Associated Rash and Pathophysiology

Dermatologic toxicities are the most common side effects
associated with anti-EGFR therapy. The most common
dermatologic toxicity resulting from EGFRI treatment is
papulopustular eruption, also called acneiform rash. Addi-
tional toxicities include nail changes, hair changes, ocular
changes, pruritis, xerosis, and photosensitivity or erythema.
EGFR inhibitor-related rash occurs very frequently in the
prescribed patients, usually starting within two to three days
following initiation of EGFRI treatment, and worsen within
one to three weeks. Although not life threatening, the rash
can be significant in causing impairment in quality of life.
Not only can the rash cause discomfort but also occur
in areas such as the face were it can be cosmetically and
emotionally detrimental for the patient.

EGFR protein is normally expressed in a wide variety
of tissues, including the normal epidermis and follicular
keratinocytes in the basal layer, the outer root sheath of hair
follicles, and various other cells of the dermal connective
tissue system. Approximately 40,000 to 100,000 receptors
are reported to be expressed on the cell surface of normal
tissues [23], while the number can reach around 2 million
receptors per cell in malignancy [24, 25]. EGFR takes part
in the various essential stages of epithelial maintenance by
causing epidermal growth, differentiation, taking part in
wound healing and keratinocyte migration. Hence, under
EGFR inhibition, there is abnormal upkeep of the epithelium
resulting in altered maturation and neutrophilic suppurative
infiltrate in the dermis, particularly involving the follicular
infundibula. The follicles are frequently enlarged in size and
sometimes obstructed by excess keratinocyte plugs, while
the sebaceous glands are usually not affected. No consistent
changes in the cutaneous microflora have been found [26].

In animal models, inhibition of EGFR blocks down-
streams signaling pathways and prevents keratinocytes from
maturing properly as they migrate to the outer stratum
corneum [27]. This results in the thinning of the outermost
layers of the epidermis and corneal layers, and the subsequent
loss of the skin’s protective barrier function results in
increased sensitivity to UV radiation damage.

The EGFRI-associated rash appears to be clinically more
severe with the use of monoclonal antibodies compared to
the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (Table 3) [28]. Of note,
the severity of rash has not always been directly correlated
with the degree of EGFR inhibition. In a set of studies
in patients treated with erlotinib, the skin inflammatory
reaction was found to be independent of the degree of
EGFR inhibition, and the cellular response was found to be
mediated by TRAIL-positive mononuclear cells initially, and
later by polymorphonuclear cells when superinfection from
the skin occurs [29]. There is very little information available
regarding the clinical or molecular predictors of rash severity
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from EGFRI. Although EGFR activating mutations in tumors
have been predictive for clinical benefit to EGFR targeting
agents (specifically TKIs) [30], these somatic mutations are
present in only the tumor and therefore cannot account
for the positive association of skin rash and clinical benefit
with these agents. Research attention has recently focused on
EGFR gene polymorphisms, present in both skin and tumor
tissues. Various pharmacodynamic and pharmacogenomics
models have been studied where EGFR polymorphisms have
positively correlated with appearance of skin rash in patients,
including downstream polymorphisms such as of the PI3
kinase pathway [31–34]. It has been postulated that these
polymorphisms play a role in the positive overall survival
correlation of the skin rash. The host susceptibility to
respond in the form of an inflammatory reaction to EGFR
inhibition may play an important role in the pathogenesis of
EGFRI-associated rash. The role of host immune system in
the pathogenesis of EGFRI-related dermatologic toxicities is
poorly understood.

The combination of these inflammatory events leads to
the eruption of varying degrees from mild to severe with
complicated superinfection since the innate barrier system
of the skin is compromised. The skin can become sensitive to
UV light, while pruritus, discomfort, irritation, skin flaking
and, associated hail and nail changes severely hamper patient
quality of life. Emotional distress and also body image issues
can also severely impact the patients’ day-to-day life and
compliance to therapy [35].

Interestingly, recent results from clinical trials involving
nimotuzumab, a new anti-EGFR monoclonal antibody, have
reported to have lesser or no skin toxicity which has been
postulated to be secondary to selective inhibition for tumor
cell EGFR phosphorylation only while sparing the skin [36–
38].

5. Grading of EGFRI-Associated Rash

It is important to follow the patient closely after initiation
of EGFR inhibitor therapy for the development of rash
which usually develops at the first 1-2 weeks, peaks at 3-4
weeks on therapy, and then most of the time diminishes in
intensity over the next couple of weeks but often persists in
mild form throughout the course of therapy. Several grading
criteria have been developed to judge the severity of rash.
The primary goals of these grading criteria have been to
develop a uniform, common terminology for assessment of
rash severity and to help clinicians tailor therapy depending
on the severity of the rash.

The National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria
for Adverse Events (CTCAE), version 4.0, allows for a quick
severity estimation of skin toxicity reactions. It provides
a clinical score with five grades of severity but heavily
relies on the body surface area distribution which is not
specific to EGFRI-associated rash, which is often limited
to the face, scalp, chest, and upper back. Similarly, the
sensitive dermatological skin score (WoMoScore) focuses
on the long-term assessment of acneiform skin rashes [39].
The WoMoScore is calculated from body involvement, facial

involvement, and clinical grading of erythema, papulation,
pustulation, scaling, and crusts, providing a clinical score
ranging from 0 to 100 (Table 4). Mild skin changes score
up to 20, moderate cases range between 20 and 40, whereas
severe acneiform eruptions exceed a WoMoScore of 40.
However, this scoring system also is not entirely specific to
EGFRI-associated rash and is not always practical for routine
use by clinicians and oncologists.

Two other EGFRI-relevant grading systems have been
proposed, the first by Pérez-Soler et al. in 2005 [40]
(Table 1) which accurately allows physicians to tailor EGFRI
therapy and to treat the rash proactively. Another class-
specific grading system has been adapted recently by the
Multinational Association of Supportive Care (MASCC
skin toxicity group; Table 2) which also is helpful to the
healthcare team in accurately grading the toxicity of EGFRI
[41].

6. Other Dermatologic Toxicities Observed
with EGFRI Therapy

In addition to the common side effect of rash, therapy
with EGFR inhibitors can also be associated with other
dermatologic toxicities. These include nail, hair, and ocular
changes, as well as xerosis, pruritis, and photosensitivity.
Recognizing these side effects and educating, monitoring,
and providing supportive care to patients will promote better
compliance with the treatment and will help the patients
with coping strategies for these toxicities.

6.1. Xerosis, Pruritis, and Photosensitivity. Patients on EGFRI
therapy can have a scaly, dry, pruritic skin in varying degrees
in any part of the body including ocular, perineal, and
vaginal areas. Xerosis is defined as dry, flaking skin and
is seen in about 35% of patients treated with EGFRIs.
Pruritis is defined as an unpleasant sensation that leads to
itching of the skin and occurs in response to the release
of histamine. Although the xerosis and pruritis tend to
occur together, some patients may experience dry skin only
without pruritus. Itching as a result of dry skin and pruritis
can often lead to superinfection, resulting in cellulitis and
folliculitis. Xerosis can also lead to swelling and cracking of
lips, mucosal irritation, erythema, and inflammation [42].
Patients treated with EGFRIs may also develop varying
degrees of photosensitivity for which the mechanism is
not currently understood. EGFRI-induced photosensitivity
is usually characterized by erythema from UV-induced
damage. Erythema may be painless or painful and associated
with mild to severe desquamation [41].

6.2. Hair Changes. Alopecia and hirsutism have been
reported with the use of EGFRI therapy. Usually, alopecia
develops 2–4 months after initiation of EGFRI therapy in
5-6% of the patients, while hirsutism can occur after 1-
2 months on EGFRI therapy. Hirsutism is usually charac-
terized by causing hair curling and rigidity, facial hypertri-
chosis, and trichomegaly. The latter involving the eyelashes
can lead to eye irritation and conjunctivitis [41, 43, 44].
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Table 1: Parmar et al. modified EGFRI rash grading system [31].

Grade 1 Macular or papular rash or erythema
but no other associated symptoms

Grade 2

Grade 2A
Grade 1 + pruritis or other
symptoms which are tolerable

Grade 2B
Grade + pruritis or other symptoms
which interfere with daily life

Grade 3 Severe, generalised erythroderma, or macular, popular, or vesicular eruption

Grade 4 Generalized exfoliative, ulcerative, or blistering skin toxicity

Table 2: MASCC skin toxicity group proposed rash staging
(papulopustular eruption, grading individually for face, scalp, chest,
or back).

Grade 1

Grade 1A: papules or pustules <5; OR 1 area of
erythema or edema <1 cm in size

Grade 1B: papules or pustules <5; OR 1 area of
erythema or edema <1 cm in size AND pain or
pruritis

Grade 2

Grade 2A: papules or pustules 6–20; OR 2–5 areas of
erythema or edema <1 cm in size

Grade 2B: papules or pustules 6–20; OR 2–5 areas of
erythema or edema <1 cm in size AND pain,
pruritus, or effect on emotions or functioning

Grade 3

Grade 3A: papules or pustules >20; OR more than 5
areas of erythema or edema <1 cm in size

Grade 3B: papules or pustules >20; OR more than 5
areas of erythema or edema <1 cm in size; AND
pain, pruritus, or effect on emotions or functioning

6.3. Nail Changes. EGFRI therapy is also associated with
paronychia which can occur in about 6–12% of patients
and most commonly affects the nail bed of the great toe
[45]. These nail changes lead to inflammation, tenderness,
formation of pyogenic granuloma-type lesions, and fissuring
of lateral nail folds or distal finger nail bed. When severe,
nail extraction could be required. The nail changes usually
develop after 2-3 months of therapy but can also be observed
as late as 6 months on therapy and can persist a long time
after the drug has been halted [42].

6.4. Ocular Changes. Corneal dryness and abrasions can
occur on EGFRI therapy. Most ocular changes can occur
early in the course of therapy, sometimes seen even in the first
week or two of therapy and can significantly impair patient
quality of life. The majority of ocular changes are secondary
to involvement of the eyelids and include squamous blephar-
itis, trichomegaly, meibomitis, dysfunctional tear syndrome,
and other miscellaneous changes such as iridocyclitis and
corneal epithelial defects [46, 47].

7. Management of EGFRI-Associated Rash
and Skin Changes

With increasing use of EGFR inhibitors in clinical practice,
we will notice an increasing need to recognize dermatologic
toxicities associated with these agents and understand their
management. The proper evidence-based management of
the dermatologic side effects will be of paramount impor-
tance to their optimal use across a variety of different cancers.
The majority of the literature on managing EGFRI-related
dermatologic toxicities includes descriptive and case studies
describing skin treatment regimens for managing toxicities
associated with EGFRI treatment. Several recent prospective
studies have addressed and evaluated different interventions
to mitigate or reduce the severity of EGFRI-associated skin
rash. Though there are many avenues in terms of treating
the side effects associated with EGFRI therapy they mainly
are employed in two ways, either reactionary to treat the
rash which has occurred or preemptive/prophylactically in
advance to avoid progression to a stage which interferes
with patients’ quality of life and compliance with therapy.
Attempts have also been made to develop a consensus on
treating the rash associated with EGFRI [8, 9, 40, 48–51].

7.1. General Patient Recommendations. The proper patient
education and understanding of the potential dermatological
side effects from EGFRI is the essential cornerstone of
its management. At the start of EGFRI treatment, the
clinicians should inform their patients of potential EGFRI-
related symptoms of dermatologic toxicities and possible
lifestyle changes that may enhance their comfort. Infor-
mation regarding a patient’s occupation and previous skin
conditions and sensitivities may help clinicians and providers
design treatment strategies for individual patients that
can help prevent or minimize EGFRI-related dermatologic
toxicities.

One such measure should be to advise avoidance of
prolonged sun exposure. If sun exposure is expected while
patient is on EGFRI therapy, then the use of sunscreen is
recommended with an at least 15 sun protection factor (SPF)
or higher cream which should be applied to exposed areas
1-2 hours prior to exposure and reapplied every 2 hours if
out in the sun for an extended period [52]. Other general
measures include use of moisturizing cream for dry skin,
antihistamines for pruritis and proper nail care. Patients
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Table 3: Dermatologic toxicity reported with single agent EGFR
inhibitor therapy.

Any grade (%) Grade 3 and 4 (%)

Cetuximab [54, 55] 80–86 5–18

Panitumumab [56] 90 14

Erlotinib [11, 57] 75–79 5–10

Gefitinib [58] 62–75 Up to 4

Lapatinib [59] 27 1

Table 4: Definition of the score items of the WoMoScore.

A = body involvement Extent of body lesions, 0–100%,
according to the rule of nines.

B = facial involvement Extent of lesions in the face, 0–100%

C = skin lesion score

Sum of:

erythema intensity (0–3)

erythema distribution (0–3)

papulation (0–3)

pustulation (0–3)

scaling/crusts (0–3)

Calculation formula for final WoMoScore: WoMoScore = 1/4A + 1/4B +
10/3C.

should be instructed to apply moisturizing cream at least
twice daily using a thick alcohol-free emollient. Patients
should avoid products that lead to drying of the skin such as
alcohol-based products, soaps, and long hot showers which
can also dry the skin [53]. Patients should be instructed
to avoid the common topical antiacne agents such benzoyl
peroxide, which has the potential to cause skin irritation and
excessive drying.

8. Reactive Treatment Strategies for Skin Rash

The majority of studies and interventions have evaluated
several treatment strategies for skin rash after it has devel-
oped from anti-EGFRI therapy. Guidelines established have
investigated various modes of treatment tailored to severity
of rash incorporating topical and systemic antibiotics, topical
and systemic steroids, and immunosuppressives.

8.1. Topical Treatment. Topical steroids and antibiotics have
shown benefit in treating rash and preventing superinfection.
Medium to high potency topical steroid preparations (e.g.,
hydrocortisone 1% or 2.5%) have been employed to treat
the rash after in vitro studies showed release of inflam-
matory cytokines following EGFRI therapy. The topical
antibiotics commonly used are clindamycin, erythromycin,
and metronidazole. European studies have suggested use of
topical metronidazole and oral minocycline 100 mg one to
two times daily as a treatment for acneiform rash [60, 61].

8.2. Oral Antibiotics. Several studies thus far have reported
benefit from the reactive use of oral tetracycline-based
antibiotics. Recent guidelines established by the MASCC skin
toxicity study group [62] have graded preparations to the

level of evidence available for their use in EGFRI-associated
rash. In these recommendations, doxycycline 100 mg BID
and minocycline 100 mg daily have been advised for systemic
use. Doxycycline is a preferred agent in patients with renal
insufficiency, while minocycline is less photosensitizing.

In another study reported by Scope et al. from the
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, patients with
metastatic colorectal cancer receiving cetuximab were ran-
domly assigned to either oral minocycline with topical
tazarotene (a retinoid that is part of the vitamin A family)
or oral placebo with topical tazarotene to reduce or prevent
cetuximab-related rash [7]. The primary endpoint was total
facial lesion count. Forty-eight patients were randomly
assigned to receive minocycline or oral placebo, along with
daily tazarotene cream at the start of treatment. Results from
the study indicated that during the first month of treatment,
total facial lesion counts were less in patients who received
minocycline, including less pruritus than the placebo arm
(20% versus 50%, resp.; P = 0.05). Administration of
tazarotene cream had no clinical benefit, and skin irritation
was reported in one-third of patients. Results from this
study have encouraged physicians and nurses to administer
oral minocycline when treating patients with papulopustular
eruptions associated with EGFRI treatment and to avoid use
of retinoids.

In another case study by Shu et al., treatment with
oral minocycline was effective in the treatment of nail
changes or paronychia elicited by EGFRI use. In summary,
studies indicate a reactionary role for tetracycline-based
oral antibiotics in the reactive management of skin rash
associated with EGFRI. These agents have proven their
efficacy in decreasing the number and extent of papulo-
pustular eruptions in randomized trials with the use of
oral minocycline [7], tetracycline [63], and doxycycline
[8]. General treatment recommendations are summarized
in Figure 1, which outlines the treatment protocol with
increasing rash severity.

9. Preemptive or Prophylactic
Rash Management

The skin toxicity evaluation protocol with panitumumab
study (STEPP) compared in a randomized prospective
manner the preemptive skin treatment protocol versus a
reactionary skin treatment protocol in patients who were
receiving panitumumab in combination with chemotherapy
in patients with advanced colorectal cancers [8]. Patients on
the reactive arm received treatment after the rash developed,
while the pre-emptive group was assigned to receive daily
skin therapy for a total of 6 weeks, starting 24 hours prior to
the first dose of the EGFR inhibitor, panitumumab. This pre-
emptive treatment protocol included sunscreen, moisturizer,
hydrocortisone 1% cream, and oral doxycycline at 100 mg
BID. When both arms were compared, the pre-emptive arm
had a reduced incidence of grade 2 or greater rash by more
than 50%, without any additional adverse effects of added
therapy. There was also a significant delay in grade 2 or
greater rash first occurrence in the pre-emptive arm. Also the
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Rash severity Intervention

Mild

grade 1

rash

Moderate

grade 2

rash

Severe

grade 3

rash

• Generally localized

•Minimally
symptomatic

• No impact on
activities of daily life
(ADL)
• No sign of

superinfection

• Generalized

•Mild symptoms (for
eg. pruritis, 
tenderness)

•Minimal impact on
ADL

• No sign of
superinfection

• Generalized

• Severe symptoms
(for example,
pruritis, tenderness)

• Potential for
superinfection

Continue EGFR inhibitor at current dose and monitor for change in

severity of rash

Topical hydrocortisone 1% or 2.5%

cream and/or clindamycin 1% gel

proceed to next step

Continue EGFRI at current dose and monitor for change in severity;

continue treatment of skin reaction with the following

Hydrocortisone 2.5% cream or clindamycin 1% gel or pimecrolimus 1%
cream plus doxycycline 100 mg PO BID or minocycline 100 mg POBID

Reduce EGFRI dose as per label and monitor for change in severity;

continue treatment of skin reaction with the following

Hydrocortisone 2.5% cream or clindamycin 1% gel or pimecrolimus 1%

cream plus doxycycline 100 mg PO BID or minocycline 100 mg PO
BID plus methylprednisolone dose pack

discontinuation may be necessary

No treatment Or

Reassess after 2 weeks; If reactions worsen or do not improve, proceed to next step

Reassess after 2 weeks; if reaction worsens, dose interruption or

Reassess after 2 weeks; if reactions worsen or do not improve,

Figure 1: Treatment recommendations for EGFRI-associated rash. Adapted from Lynch et al. 2007 [45].

Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) showed that patient
quality of life was less impaired in the pre-emptive arm.
The median overall and progression-free survival was similar
between the two groups, indicating that the preemptive
treatment of skin rash had no adverse impact on the outcome
from anti-EGFR therapy. This study makes a strong case of
pre-emptive treatment of the rash but the use of multiple
agents in the pre-emptive arm makes it difficult to assess
which one of the pre-emptive treatments was most effective
in creating this difference.

Although a study reported by the researchers from
the North Central Cancer Treatment Group, the role of
oral tetracycline was examined in reducing the incidence
of EGFRI-related rash [63, 64]. A total of 61 patients
who received various anti-EGFR therapies were randomly
assigned to receive either oral tetracycline (n = 31; 500 mg
orally twice per day for 28 days) or placebo (n = 30). Tetra-
cycline did not decrease the incidence of rash compared with
placebo (70% and 76% of patients in the tetracycline and
the placebo arm, respectively, developed papulo-pustular
eruption). However, the severity of rash was significantly
lower in patients receiving tetracycline. After four weeks of
treatment, 17% of patients treated with tetracycline reported
grade 2 papulopustular eruption compared to 55% in the
placebo arm. Patients treated with tetracycline reported

better quality of life scores (Skindex-16), including a decrease
in skin burning and skin irritation.

10. Novel Agents in the Management
of EGFRI-Associated Skin Rash

In addition to the preventive measures, topical and systemic
treatments as described above, novel agents are being
developed to reduce the severity and incidence of skin
rash associated with EGFRI. One such agent is menadione,
a synthetic prodrug of vitamin K [65]. When used topi-
cally/locally, menadione inhibits phosphatase and reduces
the degree of EGFR inhibition induced by EGFRI on the skin,
hence preventing the potential dermatological side effects
from EGFRI’s. It is currently undergoing phase I and II
studies.

As a motivating factor, there is a clear positive correlation
of efficacy and survival benefits with increasing severity of
EGFRI-associated rash [1, 66]. This strong association of
rash with survival has led to studies investigating a dose
escalation protocol titrated to rash such as the EVEREST
study involving cetuximab dose escalation in metastatic
colon cancer [67]. The rash and survival correlation also
makes one think of the possible immune mechanism behind
the rash and the tumor response, where a possible increase in
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systemic cytokines/chemokines results in immunomodula-
tion at the tumor level resulting in a better response. Various
biochemical compounds are under development to actually
augment this immune response to be used in conjunction
with the EGFRI therapy [68], most prominently Imprime
PGG (Biothera) has shown to improve survival even in
the KRAS mutant colorectal cancer patients when used in
combination with cetuximab (Erbitux) [69, 70].

11. Management of Radiation Dermatitis in
Patients Receiving Anti-EGFR
Monoclonal Antibodies

Monoclonal antibodies against EGFR are increasingly used
with external beam radiotherapy in the treatment of head
and neck cancer patients. By itself, radiation dermatitis is an
expected side effect of radiation therapy secondary to direct
injury to the skin tissue in the treatment field. Epidermal
basal cells and connective tissue damage can occur in the first
couple of weeks of radiotherapy which can be compounded
by the use of EGFR inhibitor therapy. It is important that
multidisciplinary approach is taken in treating this rash
planning and delivery of radiotherapy are important and if
rashes are severe then consideration should be made to adjust
the radiotherapy dose.

Cetuximab is the only targeted biological therapy
approved in conjunction with radiotherapy for head and
neck cancer. In the phase III trial that led to initial FDA
approval for this indication, the frequency of observed
radiation dermatitis (evaluated separately from acneiform
dermatitis) was high (85–90%) in both cetuximab-treated
and untreated patients [71]. However, high-grade radiation
dermatitis has been reported from the addition of cetuximab
to radiotherapy [72], and higher severe (grade 3-4) in-field
dermatitis has been observed when cetuximab has been
combined with cisplatin-based chemoradiotherapy [73].
Radiation dermatitis ranges from erythema and dry or wet
desquamation to skin necrosis or ulceration of full thickness
dermis with spontaneous bleeding from the involved site.
Current recommendations as established by the MASCC skin
toxicity study group [62] state that the irradiated area should
be kept clean and dry, even when ulcerated. Gentle washing
and drying of the skin within the radiation field have been
shown to reduce the acute radiation-induced skin reaction
[74, 75]. High-dose topical steroids have also been employed
to treat radiation-induced dermatitis (mometasone, methyl-
prednisolone, beclomethasone, and betamethasone topical
preparations) [76, 77]. It is imperative that the healthcare
team take a proactive approach in preventing this compli-
cation and prescribe appropriate therapy to treat the local
area either by topical or systemic therapy described above in
a timely manner.

12. Conclusion

The EGFR inhibitors have become a valid antitumor therapy
in many cancers and associated with their use is the com-
monly reported skin rash and other dermatologic toxicities.

The skin toxicity can impair quality of life and interfere
with patient’s compliance with therapy. With the advent
of such agents and future approvals of newer EGFRIs
in development, it is becoming exceedingly important for
the healthcare team to not only recognize and treat these
adverse effects to improve individual patient’s quality of
life and compliance but employ appropriate adjustment of
dose of medication when needed. With the exciting new
developments in the field, we do hope to uncover the best
mode of management of these adverse effects and at the same
time prevent attenuation of the immune response which
could benefit the patient in terms of treatment efficacy and
survival outcomes associated with EGFRI therapy.
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The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a well-characterized oncogene that is frequently activated by somatic kinase
domain mutations in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). EGFR TKIs are effective therapies for NSCLC patients whose tumors
harbor an EGFR activating mutation. However, EGFR TKI treatment is not curative in patients because of both primary and
secondary treatment resistance. Studies over the last decade have identified mechanisms that drive primary and secondary
resistance to EGFR TKI treatment. The elucidation of mechanisms of resistance to EGFR TKI treatment provides a basis for
the development of therapeutic strategies to overcome resistance and enhance outcomes in NSCLC patients. In this paper, we
summarize the mechanisms of resistance to EGFR TKIs that have been identified to date and discusses potential therapeutic
strategies to overcome EGFR TKI resistance in NSCLC patients.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in the
United States and worldwide, accounting for 28% of cancer-
related deaths in males and 26% of cancer-related deaths
in females [1, 2]. Most lung cancer patients present with
advanced stage disease, for which conventional chemother-
apies patients are only modestly effective. Thus, the 5-year-
survival rate of lung cancer patients with metastatic disease is
less than 15% [3]. In the last decade, the discovery of mutated
oncogenes that encode activated signaling molecules that
drive cellular proliferation and promote tumor growth has
led to the development of more effective and less toxic
targeted drugs for lung cancer patients. Systemic therapies
that act against specific activated oncogenes in lung cancers
have the potential for improving outcomes for lung cancer
patients in an unprecedented manner. Yet, a significant
challenge that must be overcome in order to realize the full
potential of targeted cancer therapy in lung cancer patients
is resistance to treatment with an oncogene inhibitor as
monotherapy.

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a well-
characterized mutated oncogene in non-small cell lung can-
cer (NSCLC) that is found in ∼10–20% of cases in western
countries and is associated predominantly with adenocar-
cinoma histology. EGFR-mutated tumors are dependent to
EGFR signaling for their proliferation and survival [4–
7]. In lung cancer patients, EGFR mutations are generally
exclusive with KRAS and BRAF mutations, and tumors
with either KRAS (15–25%) or BRAF (2-3%) mutations are
relatively insensitive to EGFR TKIs [8, 9]. The most common
activating mutations (∼90%) are in-frame deletions in exon
19 of EGFR and a missense mutation at 858 in exon 21
of EGFR resulting in an arginine to leucine substitution
(L858R) [10]. Therapeutic agents targeting the EGFR signal-
ing pathway, including two EGFR kinase inhibitors gefitinib
and erlotinib, are clinically effective in treating lung cancer
patients harboring these EGFR activating mutations [11–14].

Despite the dramatic efficacy of EGFR TKIs in NSCLC
patients with EGFR activating mutations, unfortunately, de
novo resistance to TKIs is observed and virtually all patients
who initially respond will ultimately develop acquired
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resistance. In this paper, we focus on the mechanisms of both
de novo resistance (lack of an initial response to therapy)
and acquired resistance (resistance that develops following
an initial response to therapy) to EGFR TKIs. We also
discuss potential strategies to overcome resistance in lung
cancer patients. It is currently not known whether acquired
resistance occurs through clonal selection of resistant tumor
cells present in the initial tumor or is induced during therapy.
Approaches such as lineage tracing or next generation deep
sequencing at the single-cell level could be used to address
this unresolved issue.

2. De Novo Resistance to EGFR TKIs

Non-small cell lung cancers harboring an EGFR activating
mutation can show primary resistance to EGFR TKI ther-
apy. Among patients with an EGFR activating mutation,
approximately 70% of them will experience significant tumor
regressions when treated with an EGFR TKI [15–17]. Thus,
approximately 30% of patients with an EGFR activating
mutation experience de novo resistance to EGFR TKIs.
Two general mechanisms of de novo resistance to EGFR
TKI treatment in EGFR mutant NSCLC patients have been
described to date: (1) secondary alterations in EGFR that
prevent inhibition of EGFR by an EGFR TKI (drug resistant
EGFR mutation), and (2) additional genetic alternations that
can co-occur with an EGFR activating mutation in EGFR
mutant NSCLC cells.

2.1. Drug Resistant EGFR Mutation. NSCLCs harboring a
small insertion or duplication in exon 20 observed in ∼5%
of NSCLCs are less sensitive to EGFR TKIs compared to the
exon 19 deletion mutants and L858R mutants in vitro [18],
as well as in patients [19]. Similarly, patients harboring an
EGFR T790M mutation in exon 20 are also resistant to EGFR
TKI treatment [20–22]. Interestingly, the EGFR T790M
mutation can also be found at low frequency (approximately
0.54% of never smokers with lung cancer) in the germ line of
patients. The presence of a germline EGFR T790M mutation
may be associated with increased risk of developing lung
cancer [23–25]. In pretreated patients harboring a T790M
mutation, low expression of BRCA1 mRNA is correlated with
a prolonged progression-free survival to erlotinib treatment.
The data suggest that low BRCA1 level may neutralize the
negative effects of the EGFR T790M mutation on erlotinib
sensitivity and that high BRCA1 expression may lead to
de novo EGFR TKI resistance potentially through increased
DNA damage repair capacity [26]. In addition to EGFR
T790M, primary EGFR TKI resistance may also be due to
other secondary mutations in EGFR (e.g., D761Y) that occur
in cis with an activating EGFR kinase domain mutation (e.g.,
L858R) [27].

2.2. Other Genetic Alternations with EGFR Mutations. The
presence of other genetic alterations together with EGFR
activating mutations in lung cancer cells could lead to EGFR
TKI resistance by promoting cell survival in the face of
EGFR inhibition. Additional genetic alterations that promote

EGFR TKI resistance that have been reported to date are
summarized in the following discussion.

2.2.1. Activation of Phosphoinositide-3-Kinase(PI3K)/AKT
Signaling. Loss of PTEN expression in EGFR mutant cells
has been associated with decreased sensitivity to EGFR TKIs
by activation of PI3K-AKT signaling, the impairment of the
ligand-induced ubiquitination, and degradation of activated
EGFR [28, 29]. Moreover, PIK3CA, the p110alpha catalytic
subunit of PI3K, was found to be mutated in approximately
1.3% of Japanese lung cancer patient with EGFR mutations
versus 2.1% in patients without EGFR mutations [30]. In
addition, the constitutively activated PI3K (E545K) has been
shown to confer resistance of EGFR TKI in vitro [31].

2.2.2. Involvement of IGF1R Signaling. The IGF1R signal-
ing pathway has been implicated in EGFR TKI resistance
through crosstalk with EGFR signaling in cell lines harboring
EGFR activating mutations. For example, cotreatment of
erlotinib and an IGF1R inhibitor induced both apoptosis and
cell cycle arrest, while single agent of either inhibitor alone
only induce cell cycle arrest in some EGFR mutant NSCLC
cells [32]. Moreover, Sharma et al. discovered that EGFR
mutant lung cancer cell lines persisting after EGFR TKI
treatment were enriched for a drug-tolerant subpopulation
that may have existed prior to treatment. This drug-tolerant
subpopulation of cells showed a distinct chromatin state that
is regulated by IGF1R signaling and histone demethylase [33]
(Figure 1).

2.2.3. Activation of NFκB Signaling. NFκB signaling has
been broadly associated with inflammation and cancer [34].
Recently, Bivona et al. identified activation of NFκB signaling
as a new mechanism of de novo resistance to erlotinib
treatment. This group used a high throughput unbiased
pooled shRNA screening approach in H1650 cells that harbor
an exon 19 deletion in EGFR and are insensitive to EGFR
TKI treatment to define genetic modifiers that contribute to
de novo EGFR TKI resistance. Of the 36 shRNAs recovered
from the pooled screen, 18 targeted genes that are involved in
NFκB signaling directly or indirectly. Interestingly, one of the
top hits in the pooled screen was CD95/FAS, the ligand of the
FAS death receptor. Prior work had shown that CD95/FAS
can, in some contexts, function upstream of NFκB to
promote cell survival and tumor growth. The authors found
that genetic or pharmacologic inhibition of NFκB signaling
increased sensitivity to erlotinib but not to chemotherapy in
several models of EGFR mutant lung cancer. Intriguingly,
low expression of the NFκB inhibitor IκB was predictive of
a poor clinical outcome in patients treated with erlotinib
without a T790M mutation. Importantly, IκB status was
not predictive of outcomes in EGFR mutant lung cancer
patients treated with surgery or chemotherapy, indicating
NFκB signaling is specific biomarker of EGFR TKI response
in this patient population [35, 36] (Figure 1). These results
suggest that hyperactivation of NFκB signaling may cause
de novo resistance to EGFR TKI treatment in EGFR mutant
lung cancer patients.
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Figure 1: Mechanisms of resistance to EGFR TKIs and multiple strategies to overcome resistance in EGFR mutant lung cancer. EGFR
signals through the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK and PI3K/AKT pathways to promote cellular proliferation and survival. Crosstalk of other receptor
tyrosine kinase confers resistance to EGFR TKIs by activation of both MAPK and AKT signaling. The FAS/NFκB signaling arm downstream
of FAS death receptor also contributes to resistance to EGFR TKIs. Available targeted agents that act against pathways that drive EGFR TKI
resistance and that may overcome resistance to EGFR TKIs in appropriately selected lung cancer patients are shown.

3. Acquired Resistance to EGFR TKIs

Among NSCLC patients with activating EGFR mutation,
approximately 70% will experience significant tumor regres-
sions when treated with an EGFR TKI [15–17]. However,
the vast majority of patients that initially respond to
EGFR TKI treatment develop acquired EGFR TKI resistance
after a median of 10–14 months on EGFR-TKI treatment
[11, 14, 37].

3.1. Second-Site Mutations. Approximately 50% of patients
with EGFR mutant lung cancers who develop acquired
resistance to EGFR TKIs have a second-site mutation T790M
in the threonine gatekeeper residue that coexists with a
primary EGFR activating mutation [38, 39]. The T790M

mutation occurs at a conserved threonine residue located
near the kinase active site that is found in many kinases
and is often referred to as the “gatekeeper mutation”.
Gatekeeper mutations have been found in many kinase-
driven tumors that develop resistance to kinase inhibitor
treatment (e.g., CML patients treated with imatinib that
develop the T315I resistance mutation in BCR-ABL). Two
potential mechanisms could explain how the EGFR T790M
mutation confers EGFR TKI resistance. One possibility is
that the T790M mutation could lead to altered drug binding
in the ATP pocket of EGFR in a manner analogous to the
effects of the T315I mutation in the ABL kinase in the
context of imatinib resistance [40]. The other possibility
is that the presence of the EGFR T790M mutation could
increase the affinity of the EGFR-L858R for ATP and thus
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reduce the potency of an ATP-competitive kinase inhibitor
[41]. Alternative pharmacological strategies targeting EGFR
T790M may be therapeutically efficacious to treat patients
with acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs and an EGFR T790M
secondary mutation.

The EGFR T790M mutant exhibits synergistic kinase
activity and transformation potential when coexisting with
an EGFR activating mutation in preclinical models [42, 43].
Interestingly, the subclonal populations of EGFR mutant
tumor cells with and without the EGFR T790M allele may
coexist in an EGFR mutant lung cancer with acquired
EGFR TKI resistance. This clonal heterogeneity may explain
both the “flare” phenomenon (rapid tumor regrowth upon
withdrawal of an EGFR TKI) observed in EGFR mutant lung
cancer patients upon discontinuation of an EGFR TKI and
also the finding that patients may respond to subsequent
EGFR TKI treatment after initial discontinuation of therapy.
[44–47]. The detailed biological mechanisms underlying
these clinical phenomena are unknown.

In addition to the EGFR T790M mutation, there are
three other second-site mutations in EGFR that have been
associated with acquired EGFR TKI resistance: T854A in
exon21 [48], L747S [49], and D761Y [27], both in the
exon19. Similar to the EGFR T790M mutation, alteration
of the drug contact residue T854 to a smaller hydrophobic
alanine may increase the size of the selectivity pocket and
negatively impact erlotinib binding. L747S is thought to
shift the equilibrium towards the active conformation of the
receptor, while D761Y may affect the catalytic cleft of the
receptor. Both T854 and D761 were identified in laboratory
models of erlotinib resistance in addition to clinical samples
[50].

3.2. MET Amplification. Amplification of MET, a receptor
tyrosine kinase, was detected in up to 20% of lung cancer
specimens that developed acquired resistance to gefitinib
or erlotinib. Although MET amplification can coexist with
the EGFR T790M mutation, approximately 60% of MET
amplification is independent of T790M mutation [51, 52].
MET amplification was originally identified in a laboratory-
model of gefitinib resistance using HCC827 human EGFR
mutant NSCLC cells. In this model, cells with EGFR TKI
resistance relied on MET signaling to activate AKT through
ERBB3-mediated activation of PI3K in the presence of EGFR
TKIs [52]. In addition, the MET ligand hepatocyte growth
factor (HGF) induced gefitinib resistance through activation
of MET-PI3K signaling [53]. MET amplification was also
observed at a low frequency in EGFR mutant lung cancers
in patients prior to treatment and was associated with the
development of acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs [54].
Together the data suggest that EGFR TKI treatment may
select for preexisting cells with MET amplification during the
acquisition of EGFR TKI resistance (Figure 1).

3.3. Other Potential Mechanisms. EGFR T790M and MET
amplification account for ∼60% of acquired resistance
to EGFR TKIs. Other mechanisms of resistance that are

operative in the remaining ∼40% of tumors with acquired
resistance to EGFR TKIs are under active investigation.

3.3.1. PI3KCA Mutation. Recently, mutations in PIK3CA
were identified in ∼5% of EGFR mutant lung cancers that
developed acquired EGFR TKI resistance. These clinical
data were consistent with earlier data demonstrating that
introduction of an activated PIK3CA mutant into the EGFR
mutant cell line HCC827 confers resistance to gefitinib [31,
55]. These findings suggest that lung cancer patients with
both EGFR and PIK3CA mutations could be considered
for combination therapy with an EGFR TKI and a PI3K
inhibitor.

3.3.2. EMT and Histological Transformation. The epithelial
to mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been considered as
a general biological switch rendering NSCLC sensitive or
insensitive to EGFR inhibition [56, 57]. Increased expression
of E-cadherin, an epithelial marker, has been associated with
clinical activity of EGFR inhibitors in NSCLC patients [58,
59]. EMT has been also associated with acquired resistance
of EGFR TKIs in laboratory models [60, 61]. Recently, several
studies showed that EMT was observed in EGFR mutant lung
cancers with acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs (2 of 37) [55].
It is not known if mesenchymal-like cells in the acquired
resistant tumors are exist prior to therapy or are induced
upon drug treatment.

Sequist et al. unexpectedly found a histological transfor-
mation from NSCLC into small cell lung cancer (SCLC) in
14% of EGFR mutant lung cancer patients (5 of 37) with
acquired EGFR TKI resistance. Importantly, transformation
to SCLC was associated with a response to treatment with
standard SCLC chemotherapy. Three independent studies
have identified three cases of SCLC harboring an EGFR
mutation [62–64]. Further investigation is necessary to clar-
ify the role and genesis of these histological transformations
in EGFR inhibitor resistance in lung cancer patients.

3.3.3. Activation of AXL. Recently, three groups indepen-
dently discovered that activation of the AXL receptor tyrosine
kinase confers acquired resistance to erlotinib in both cell
culture and tumor xenograft models of EGFR mutant lung
cancer. Activation of AXL occurred through overexpression
as well as through upregulation of its ligand GAS6 in the
setting of EGFR TKI resistance in EGFR-mutant NSCLCs.
Genetically or pharmacologically inhibiting AXL restored
erlotinib sensitivity both in vitro and in vivo. Moreover,
forced expression of AXL in EGFR mutant lung cancer
cell lines that are sensitive to erlotinib induced erlotinib
resistance through the kinase activity of AXL. Interestingly,
upregulation of AXL was associated with the development
of an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) in EGFR
mutant tumors with acquired erlotinib resistance. By com-
paring expression of AXL in pre- and posterlotinib treatment
patients, approximately 20% of the EGFR TKI resistance
cases showed increased AXL expression. This observation
provides strong rationale for the development and testing
of AXL kinase inhibitors for clinical use in EGFR-mutant
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NSCLC patients to either prevent or overcome acquired
EGFR TKI resistance [65] (Figure 1).

3.3.4. Other Mechanisms: IGF1R and PTEN Pathways.
Increased IGF1R signaling through the loss of inhibitory
IGF-binding proteins has also been associated with acquired
EGFR TKI resistance in a laboratory model using a lung
squamous cell line expressing high-level of wild-type EGFR
[66]. Loss or reduction of the tumor suppressor PTEN
has been associated with acquired EGFR TKI resistance in
laboratory models [67, 68]. However, hyperactive IGF1R and
PTEN loss have not been yet validated as mechanisms of
acquired EGFR TKI resistance in clinical specimens.

EGFR-Directed Antibody Therapy. In addition to EGFR TKIs,
the EGFR-directed antibody cetuximab is also an effective
clinical therapy for patients with NSCLC, colorectal, and
head and neck cancers. Some NSCLC cells that are sensitive
to EGFR TKIs are sensitive to cetuximab as well. EGFR
mutant HCC827 cells with acquired resistance to cetuximab
were generated and shown to harbor amplification of ERBB2
as a mechanism of EGFR TKI resistance. Inhibition of ERBB2
or disruption of ERBB2/ERBB3 heterodimerization restored
cetuximab sensitivity in vitro and in vivo in these models
[69].

To date, the biological basis underlying acquired EGFR
TKI resistance is unknown in ∼30% of patients. Some
mechanisms of resistance that have been identified using
laboratory models have not been validated in patients with
acquired resistance, indicating the limitation of these labo-
ratory models of acquired EGFR TKI resistance. Integrated
approaches to study acquired EGFR TKI resistance using
genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) of EGFR
mutant lung cancer combined with patient derived cell lines
and the analysis of clinical specimens hold promise for
deciphering the remaining unknown mechanisms of EGFR
TKI resistance [70].

4. Overcoming Resistance to EGFR TKIs

4.1. De Novo Resistance

4.1.1. Novel EGFR TKIs. For lung cancer patients harboring
a secondary mutation in EGFR that abrogates EGFR TKI
affinity or binding, such as exon 20 insertion, duplication
and the T790M substitution, the development of novel EGFR
TKIs are needed to more effectively target mutant EGFR.
The second-generation EGFR TKI PF00299804 (Pfizer) has
been shown to induce partial response in one patient with
an EGFR exon 20 insertion [71]. Moreover, the second-
generation irreversible EGFR inhibitors were shown in
preclinical models to be more potent targeting T790M
mutation than gefitinib or erlotinib [72]. Emerging EGFR
TKIs that exhibit increased potency against an activated
EGFR mutant oncoprotein may open a therapeutic window
for patient with rare mutations of EGFR.

4.1.2. Polytherapies. For patients harboring other genetic
alterations along with an EGFR activating mutation, poly-
therapies could be pursued. For example, NFκB signaling
can decrease erlotinib sensitivity in NSCLC cells with EGFR
activating mutation, leading to de novo resistance to EGFR
TKI treatment [35]. Compounds such as MLN0415 and
BMS345541 that target IKK and IKK-related kinases (e.g.,
IKKβ) that activate NFκB [73] may overcome de novo resis-
tance to EGFR TKI treatment. Similarly, compounds such as
Nedd8 activating enzyme (NAE) inhibitor MLN4924 or the
proteasome inhibitor bortezomib that lead to increased levels
of the NFκB inhibitor IκB [74, 75] may increase responses to
EGFR TKI treatment.

EGFR mutant lung cancers with genetic alterations that
activate the PI3K-AKT signaling pathway or IGF1R signaling
may benefit from treatment with PI3K or AKT inhibitors
or an IGF1R antibody, respectively, in combination with an
EGFR TKI (Figure 1). Three independent studies have shown
that induction of the proapoptotic protein Bim is essential
for apoptosis triggered by EGFR TKI treatment. Moreover,
a polymorphism in BIM that generates a dysfunctional
form of the protein that leads to intrinsic EGFR TKI
resistance in EGFR mutant NSCLC cell lines was recently
described. Together, the data suggest that adding a BCL-2
inhibitor (ABT-737) to EGFR TKI therapy could enhance
responses in patients, particularly those patients with a BIM
polymorphism. [76–79].

4.2. Acquired Resistance

4.2.1. Irreversible EGFR TKIs. Approximately 50% of
patients with acquired EGFR TKI resistance harbor a
secondary T790M mutation in EGFR. Second-generation
irreversible EGFR inhibitors, which bind irreversibly in
the ATP-binding pocket of EGFR through a covalent bond
at C797, were shown to be more potent inhibitors of the
second-site T790M mutation than erlotinib or gefitinib in
pre-clinical models [72, 80] (Figure 1). These inhibitors
are currently under clinical trials in patients with acquired
resistance. One of these agents, BIBW2992 (afatinib),
is able to target both EGFR and ERBB2 and overcome
T790M-driven acquired resistance [81]. However, in clinical
studies, BIBW2992 did not prolong survival compared to
placebo in NSCLC patients who have developed acquired
resistance to gefitinib or erlotinib [82]. Another agent in
this class of next generation EGFR TKIs, PF-002999804,
inhibits all ERBB family members and has been shown
to be effective against tumors harboring T790M [83, 84].
Unfortunately, resistance of EGFR T790M positive tumors
to PF00299804 was developed rapidly through amplification
of the EGFR T790M containing allele. This observation
has hampered further clinical development of this agent.
Chemical-genomic profiling studies indicate that the clinical
utility of these irreversible EGFR TKIs is likely to be limited
by the increased potency of these agents against both WT
and mutant EGFR and, thus, the narrow therapeutic window
of these irreversible inhibitors in the clinic [85].
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4.2.2. T790M Specific Inhibitors. Recently WZ4002, a new
inhibitor specifically targeting T790M gatekeeper mutation
was developed and found to induce greater growth inhibition
in vitro and in vivo against T790M than against wild-
type EGFR [86] (Figure 1). These findings indicate that
the specificity of this class of inhibitors against the EGFR
T790M oncoprotein may provide the ability to achieve
clinical concentrations sufficient to effectively target tumor
cells that express EGFR T790M and spare cells that express
WT EGFR. Several agents in this promising class of EGFR
TKIs are currently under clinical development.

4.2.3. Polytherapies. In selected cases, polytherapies targeting
compensatory pathways that lead to acquired EGFR TKI
resistance may overcome resistance. For example, adding
a MET inhibitor may be beneficial to EGFR mutant lung
cancer patients whose tumors harbor MET amplification as
a mechanism of EGFR TKI resistance. Antibodies targeting
the MET ligand HGF (AMG102), MET itself (MetMAb),
and small molecule inhibitors against MET are currently
in clinical development (Figure 1). Moreover, due to the
importance of AXL signaling in acquired resistance to EGFR
TKI, the combination of small molecule kinase inhibitors
targeting AXL (XL880 or MP-470) or an AXL neutralizing
antibody with an EGFR TKI is also a potential approach to
overcome resistance (Figure 1). Furthermore, several biologi-
cal mechanisms of acquired resistance converge on activation
of the PI3K/AKT and also MAPK signaling pathways. These
observations provide rational to combine EGFR inhibitors
with inhibitors of these pathways. For example, combination
therapy with an irreversible EGFR inhibitor and an inhibitor
of mTOR (rapamycin) lead to significant regression of
tumors in genetic engineered lung tumor model driven by an
EGFR T790M/L858R mutant oncoprotein [87]. Moreover,
dual inhibition of EGFR with an irreversible EGFR inhibitor
(afatinib) and the EGFR neutralizing antibody cetuximab
has recently shown promising activity in EGFR mutant lung
cancers with acquired EGFR TKI resistance that harbor an
EGFR T790M mutation [88].

Recently, a clinical trial was conducted to investigate
whether there would be any additional clinical benefit with
the addition of systemic chemotherapy to an EGFR TKI
in lung cancer patients. In the subgroup of 66 patients
with an EGFR mutation who received either single-agent
erlotinib or concurrent combination of chemotherapy and
erlotinib, progression free survival was 15.7 and 17.2 months,
respectively, in this trial. The data indicate that the addition
of chemotherapy to erlotinib did not appear to improve
treatment outcomes in patients with EGFR mutation [89].

4.2.4. Alternative EGFR TKI Dosing and Continuation Ther-
apy. A recent study incorporating mathematical modeling
suggested that different dosing schedules of EGFR TKIs could
significantly prolong the time to relapse without compro-
mising efficacy [90]. Furthermore, continuation therapy that
incorporates cycling EGFR TKI treatment may suppress the
outgrowth of aggressive drug resistant clones that can be
associated with the clinical phenomenon of tumor flare upon

discontinuation of EGFR TKI therapy [44]. Based in part on
these data, there is biological rationale for the continuation
of EGFR TKI treatment upon tumor progression in patients.
Thus, continuation and alternative EGFR TKIs dosing sched-
ules and rational combination therapies are under active
investigation to determine if different dosing regiments can
significantly prolong the duration of response to EGFR TKI
treatment in patients.

5. Summary

The ultimate goal of investigations that aim to understand
the mechanisms of de novo and acquired EGFR TKI
resistance is to allow us to design rational strategies to
overcome resistance or to prevent resistance from developing
altogether in patients. The characterization of the biological
basis of EGFR TKI resistance will hopefully pave the way for
novel therapeutic strategies to optimize responses to EGFR
inhibition in EGFR mutant lung cancer patients by delaying
or preventing the emergence of dominant drug resistant
subclones that exist or are induced in an EGFR mutant
lung cancer. Systematic and comprehensive interrogation of
the genetic, epigenetic, and genomic alterations that drive
the development of resistance to EGFR TKI treatment are
underway and should yield rapid and substantial advances
that lead to improved therapeutic strategies and survival
outcomes for lung cancer patients.
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Resistance to the HER2-targeted antibody trastuzumab is a major clinical concern in the treatment of HER2-overexpressing
metastatic breast cancer. Increased expression or signaling of the insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR) has been reported
in a subset of cell lines and clinical samples derived from trastuzumab-resistant breast cancers. Genetic and pharmacologic
inhibition of IGF-IR signaling has been shown to improve response to trastuzumab in trastuzumab-naı̈ve and trastuzumab-
resistant models. In this paper, we will discuss the role of IGF-IR signaling in trastuzumab resistance. Further, we will discuss
cotargeting IGF-IR and HER2 as a potential therapeutic strategy for HER2-over-expressing breast cancers that have progressed on
trastuzumab treatment.

1. Introduction

Trastuzumab (Herceptin; Genentech, San Francisco, CA) is
a humanized monoclonal antibody against an epitope in the
extracellular domain of the HER2 receptor tyrosine kinase
protein [1]. HER2 is overexpressed, generally due to amplifi-
cation of the her2 gene, in approximately 20–30% of human
metastatic breast cancers (MBC), and is associated with
reduced disease-free survival [2]. Trastuzumab effectively
elicits pathologic complete responses in a large percentage
of patients with HER2-positive MBC [3, 4], particularly
when combined with chemotherapy [5–7]. However, some
patients do not respond to trastuzumab [3–7], displaying so-
called primary, de novo, or intrinsic resistance. In addition,
median duration of response to trastuzumab-based therapy
was reported to be less than one year in initial trials [3–
7], indicating that acquired resistance is a common clinical
concern. A clearer understanding of the mechanisms that
contribute to trastuzumab resistance is needed in order
to develop new therapeutic strategies, and, ultimately, to
improve survival outcomes for patients with HER2-over-
expressing breast cancer.

2. Preclinical Studies Examining IGF-IR
and Trastuzumab Resistance

Multiple molecular mechanisms driving trastuzumab resis-
tance have been proposed. These mechanisms and potential
treatment strategies to overcome resistance are discussed
in detail in several recent and outstanding reviews [8–
12]. In this paper, we will focus on one of the proposed
mechanisms of trastuzumab resistance: increased signaling
from the insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR).

Lu et al. [13] first provided data to support a possible
role for IGF-IR in trastuzumab resistance. The authors [13]
showed that trastuzumab effectively activated a G1 arrest
response in the HER2-over-expressing breast cancer cell
line SKBR3, which expresses a relatively low level of IGF-
IR. However, stable over-expression of IGF-IR prevented
the trastuzumab-mediated growth arrest response in SKBR3
cells. A separate report [14] confirmed these findings by
showing that 10 µg/mL trastuzumab reduced proliferation of
SKBR3 cells by 25%, while proliferation of SKBR3/IGF-IR
stable transfectants was unaffected by as much as 60 µg/mL
of trastuzumab. Under anchorage-independent conditions,
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trastuzumab inhibited colony growth of SKBR3 empty vector
control cells by 62% versus only 12% inhibition in SKBR3
IGF-IR stable transfectants [13]. In addition, MDA231 breast
cancer cells transfected with HER2 showed downregula-
tion of IGF-IR and increased sensitivity to trastuzumab
[15]. When these MDA231/HER2 cells were chronically
exposed to trastuzumab, resistant clones developed. These
MDA231/HER2 trastuzumab-resistant cells showed 3-fold
higher expression of IGF-IR versus the MDA231/HER2 cells
[15]. In addition, imaging studies showed that radiolabeled
IGF-I could identify HER2-positive breast cancer cells that
were resistant to trastuzumab and overexpressed IGF-IR
[15], suggesting that IGF-IR expression may be used as a
proxy to identify resistant cancers.

These preclinical studies led to the concept that IGF-IR
over-expression may be associated with reduced response to
trastuzumab. In support of this concept, Jerome et al. [16]
examined IGF-IR levels in a cell line that had acquired resis-
tance to trastuzumab. IGF-IR expression was up-regulated
by approximately 3-fold in BT474 trastuzumab-resistant cells
relative to the trastuzumab-sensitive parental BT474 line.
Thus, chronic exposure to trastuzumab may result in upreg-
ulation of IGF-IR in association with resistance. In addition
to acquired resistance, IGF-IR expression may be linked
to intrinsic resistance to trastuzumab. Phospho-proteomic
analysis was performed on the JIMT-1 HER2-positive cell
line, which shows primary resistance to trastuzumab [17].
This analysis established that IGF-IR was constitutively
activated in this cell line. Activated IGF-IR was localized
primarily at focal adhesion structures within the cells.

We have also analyzed our models of acquired trastuz-
umab resistance to determine if IGF-IR was overexpressed.
Resistant cells were developed by chronically culturing
SKBR3 cells in trastuzumab and isolating resistant cells [18,
19]. In comparison to the parental SKBR3 cells, acquired
trastuzumab-resistant SKBR3 cells did not show increased
IGF-IR expression [20]. However, we identified a novel
complex formation between IGF-IR and HER2 in resistant
cells, which was not detected in trastuzumab-sensitive
parental cells. Huang et al. [21] confirmed this IGF-IR/HER2
interaction and showed that HER3 is also found in this
receptor complex. Thus, unique protein-protein interactions
occur between HER2 and other receptors, including IGF-
IR and HER3, in cells with trastuzumab resistance. Our
work showed that this unique interaction facilitates crosstalk
from IGF-IR to HER2, such that IGF-I stimulation not
only induces phosphorylation of IGF-IR, but also activates
phosphorylation of HER2 [20]. IGF-I stimulation in the
presence of an IGF-IR kinase inhibitor blocked this crosstalk
[20], confirming that the crosstalk occurs from IGF-IR
to HER2 and not through another mechanism. Further
support for the concept of IGF-IR/HER2 crosstalk in
trastuzumab-resistant cells was obtained by blocking IGF-
IR with monoclonal antibody alpha IR3 (Figure 1). When
resistant cells were treated with alpha IR3 for 1 hour,
total IGF-IR levels were unaffected [20]. However, IGF-IR
expression was down-regulated when resistant cells were
cultured with alpha IR3 overnight (Figure 1). In association
with reduced IGF-IR, phosphorylation of HER2 was also

p-Y1248-HER-2

Total HER-2

Actin

0      IR3

Total IGF-IR

p-Y1163-IGF-IR

Figure 1: IGF-IR blockade reduces phosphorylation of HER2 in
trastuzumab-resistant cells. SKBR3 cells with acquired resistance to
trastuzumab were untreated or treated with 0.25 µg/mL alpha IR3
IGF-IR monoclonal antibody overnight. Total protein lysates were
western blotted for phosphorylated and total HER2 and IGF-IR.
Actin served as a loading control.

suppressed, although total HER2 levels were unaltered. Thus,
stimulation or inhibition of IGF-IR resulted in an induction
or suppression of HER2 phosphorylation, respectively, in
cells with acquired trastuzumab resistance. These data are in
direct support of IGF-IR crosstalk to HER2 in the context of
trastuzumab resistance.

3. Clinical Studies Examining IGF-IR
and Trastuzumab Resistance

Despite intriguing preclinical results suggesting a role for
IGF-IR in trastuzumab resistance, the translational signif-
icance of IGF-IR over-expression or crosstalk to HER2
remains unclear. In two clinical correlative studies, no
association was found between IGF-IR expression alone and
trastuzumab response [22, 23]. However, increased IGF-IR
expression plus increased downstream mTOR signaling cor-
related significantly with reduced response to trastuzumab
[23]. Further, in a recent multivariate analysis [24], high IGF-
IR expression was associated with poor prognosis specifically
in the HER2-positive subtype of breast cancers. Harris et al.
[25] found a correlation between high IGF-IR expression and
poor response to preoperative trastuzumab plus chemother-
apy. Increased IGF-IR membrane staining, measured by
IHC, was associated with lower response to preoperative
trastuzumab plus vinorelbine, with a 50% median response
rate in the high IGF-IR group versus 97% in the low IGF-
IR group [25]. Gallardo et al. [26] performed IHC for
several proteins on tumor tissues obtained from patients
with early stage or metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer
treated with trastuzumab. Amongst 67 patients with early
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Figure 2: IGF-IR signaling pathway. Increased expression of IGF-IR, or IGF-IR interaction and crosstalk with HER2 have been reported
in models of Herceptin resistance. PI3K signaling has been implicated as a potential mechanism of IGF-IR-mediated Herceptin resistance.
Inhibition of IGF-IR has been shown to increase sensitivity to Herceptin in preclinical studies.

stage disease, IGF-IR over-expression or phosphorylation
(inactivation) of the pro-apoptotic protein Bad correlated
significantly with shorter progression-free survival (PFS).
Amongst 75 patients with metastatic disease, decreased PFS
correlated with increased PI3K signaling, and overall survival
correlated with vascular invasion and EGFR over-expression.
For all samples, staining of IGF-IR was high in 25% of
tumors (34/138), which was significantly associated (P-value
less than or equal to 0.005) with high grade, high mitotic
index, and vascular invasion [26]. Thus, a role for IGF-IR
in trastuzumab resistance appears to be supported by several
clinical correlative studies and should be further studied in
this context.

4. Potential Mechanisms of IGF-IR-Mediated
Trastuzumab Resistance

IGF-IR consists of two alpha and two beta subunits syn-
thesized from a single mRNA precursor. The subunits
are cross-linked by cysteine bonds. The alpha chains are
extracellular and form the ligand-binding domain, while
the transmembrane beta regions possess intrinsic tyrosine
kinase activity. IGF-IR tyrosine kinase is activated upon
binding IGF-I, inducing autophosphorylation of the receptor
(Figure 2). The insulin receptor substrate (IRS) and Shc
adaptor proteins, which are bound to the IGF-IR beta
subunits, will then become phosphorylated. These proteins
couple to and activate downstream signaling through Ras-
Raf-MEK-Erk, resulting in increased proliferation. IRS pro-
teins also couple to PI3K, activation of which converts PIP2
to PIP3, and recruits Akt to the plasma membrane where it
is activated by PDK. Activated Akt promotes proliferation,
cell survival, and migration [27], in part due to activation of
mTOR signaling, which increases protein translation.

The mechanisms by which IGF-IR promotes trastuzum-
ab resistance remain largely unknown, although some studies
have implicated a role for PI3K signaling. Increased PI3K
signaling has been shown to reduce response to trastuzumab

in multiple preclinical models [28–31], and was shown to
be correlated with clinical trastuzumab resistance [28, 30,
32]. Mechanisms resulting in increased PI3K signaling have
primarily focused on downregulation of the phosphatase
PTEN and hyper-activating mutations in PIK3CA; however,
increased growth factor signaling, such as through IGF-
IR, will also result in increased PI3K signaling. IGF-I
stimulation of cells with acquired trastuzumab resistance
induced phosphorylation of IRS-1, HER2, Akt, and Erk1/2
with reduced expression of p27kip1 [20]. Tyrosine kinase
inhibition or antibody blockade of IGF-IR blocked phos-
phorylation of HER2, Akt, and Erk1/2. In MCF7/HER2
and SKBR3/IGF-IR stably transfected cells, IGF-I stimula-
tion blocked trastuzumab-mediated inhibition of Akt and
Erk1/2 phosphorylation [16]. A pharmacological inhibitor
of phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK-1), OSU-
03012 increased trastuzumab-mediated growth inhibition
in SKBR3/IGF-IR cells through downregulation of PDK-
1/Akt signaling [14]. In addition to PI3K signaling, IGF-
IR is likely to promote resistance via activation of mTOR.
Inhibition of mTOR has been effective in restoring sensitivity
to trastuzumab in a variety of settings [33–35]. Combination
trastuzumab plus rapamycin reduced colony formation and
invasion in multiple HER2-positive breast cancer cell lines
including those with high endogenous IGF-IR expression
[36]. Interestingly, a recent clinical correlative study showed
that mTOR was overexpressed by IHC in 23% of tumors
from patients treated with trastuzumab, in association
with IGF-IR over-expression in 47% of the tumors, p110
subunit of PIK3CA in 64% of tumors, and phosphorylation
(inactivation) of proapoptotic Bad in 65% of tumors [26].
Thus, in almost half of the tumors that overexpressed mTOR,
there was also a potential role for upregulation of IGF-IR-
Akt-Bad phosphorylation.

Downstream events resulting in altered expression and
function of cell cycle regulators appear to mediate the
ultimate increase in proliferation and cell survival propa-
gated by increased IGF-IR signaling. Stable over-expression
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of IGF-IR resulted in reduced expression of the cyclin-
dependent kinase inhibitors p27kip1 and p21cip1 and
increased expression of cyclin E [13]. Similarly, trastuzumab-
resistant cells have been reported to show reduced p27kip1
[19] and increased cyclin E expression [37]. We showed
that cells with acquired resistance to trastuzumab expressed
reduced levels of p27kip1 protein [19] but not transcript
[38]. Thus, downregulation of p27kip1 appears to occur
through posttranslational mechanisms. P27kip1 is known
to be largely regulated by phosphorylation and ubiquiti-
nation events. IGF-I stimulation in SKBR3/IGF-IR stable
transfectants resulted in increased expression of a p27kip1
ubiquitin ligase, Skp2 [39]. We showed that the proteasome
inhibitor MG132 induces p27kip1 expression in cells with
acquired trastuzumab resistance back to parental levels
[19]. Further, resistant cells showed increased sensitivity to
MG132 versus parental cells. IGF-I was shown to increase
ubiquitination of p27kip1 protein in SKBR3/IGF-IR cells
[39]. These results suggest that a potential mechanism
by which IGF-IR promotes trastuzumab resistance is via
increased ubiquitination and downregulation of p27kip1
protein, resulting in reduced growth arrest and increased
proliferation. In fact, reduced p27kip1 expression in resistant
cells was associated with increased cdk2 activity and an
increased fraction of cells in S phase (proliferation) [19].
Transfection of p27kip1 increased sensitivity to trastuzumab
[19], suggesting that downregulation of this downstream
protein is an important mechanism of resistance.

Scaltriti et al. [37] showed that amongst 34 patients
with HER2-positive breast cancer, cyclin E amplification and
over-expression was associated with poor clinical benefit
to trastuzumab (33.3% compared with 87.5% in those
without amplification) and lower progression-free survival
(6 months versus 14 months). Over-expression of cyclin E
was associated with higher cdk2 activity, and cdk2 inhibition
reduced growth of trastuzumab-resistant cell xenografts
[37]. Thus, mechanisms downstream of increased IGF-IR
signaling, including reduced p27kip1 and increased cyclin E
expression, both of which result in increased cdk2 activity,
have been reported in trastuzumab-resistant cells.

5. Role of Insulin-Like Growth
Factor-I-Binding Proteins (IGFBPS)
in Trastuzumab Resistance

The IGF-I signaling family includes at least 6 human IGF-
binding proteins (IGFBPs). Some IGFBPs bind and sequester
IGF-I such that the ligand is unable to bind and activate
its receptor. Studies suggest that increased circulating IGFBP
levels (particularly IGFBP3) may be used as a marker of in-
creased IGF-IR signaling and trastuzumab resistance; others
show that increased expression of IGFBP3 abrogates IGF-IR
signaling and increases sensitivity to trastuzumab.

Increased expression of recombinant human IGFBP3
improved response to trastuzumab in multiple models of
resistance [13, 16]. In one study [13], MCF7/HER2 stable
transfectants, which express high levels of IGF-IR, were not
inhibited by trastuzumab in soft agar conditions. IGFBP3

alone inhibited growth by 29%, whereas the combination
of trastuzumab plus IGFBP3 inhibited growth by 82%.
Similarly, SKBR3/IGF-IR stable transfectants, which were
resistant to trastuzumab, showed growth inhibition when
cotreated with trastuzumab plus IGFBP3 [13]. Synergy be-
tween IGFBP3 and trastuzumab was confirmed by statistical
analysis of drug combination dose-effects in SKBR3/IGF-IR,
MCF7/HER2, and BT474 acquired resistant cells, but not
in parental cells [16]. IGFBP3 suppressed IGF-I signaling
in these cell line and xenograft models of resistance [13,
16, 40]. Tumor growth of MCF7/HER2 xenografts was not
inhibited by single-agent trastuzumab, whereas single-agent
IGFBP3 showed a trend toward growth inhibition [16].
Combined IGFBP3 and trastuzumab treatment resulted in
a statistically significant reduction in MCF7/HER2 xenograft
tumor volume. IHC analysis of tumor samples showed that
Akt and Erk1/2 phosphorylation was maintained at control
levels in the trastuzumab-treated group, whereas IGFBP3
(alone or in combination with trastuzumab) reduced Akt
and MAPK signaling.

Dokmanovic et al. [41] further suggested that elevated
levels of IGFBP3 may reduce IGF-IR/HER2 crosstalk. They
showed that trastuzumab induced expression and secretion
of IGFBP3 and IGFBP2 in SKBR3 cells in association
with growth inhibition. Increased IGFBP3 levels resulted in
reduced IGF-I-mediated phosphorylation of IGF-IR, HER2,
Akt, and Erk1/2. Further, cells with acquired or intrinsic
resistance showed reduced levels of IGFBP3. In contrast,
IGFBP2 stimulated phosphorylation of HER2, which was
reduced by trastuzumab treatment. Transient transfection
of an IGFBP3 expression plasmid into SKBR3 parental or
acquired trastuzumab-resistant cells resulted in reduced cell
viability [41].

These studies indicate that reduced expression of an
endogenous negative regulator of IGF-I activity, IGFBP3,
may serve as an indicator of IGF-I signaling and trastuzumab
resistance. Strategies that deliver IGFBP3 as a therapy may
benefit breast cancers that are resistant to trastuzumab and
show elevated IGF-IR signaling.

6. IGF-IR Inhibition as a Strategy to
Improve Response to Trastuzumab

Due to preclinical and clinical data suggesting that IGF-
IR signaling reduces response to trastuzumab, therapeu-
tic strategies that co-target IGF-IR and HER2 have been
studied in models of HER2-over-expressing breast cancer.
We showed that the IGF-IR monoclonal antibody (mAb)
alpha IR3 restored sensitivity to trastuzumab in models
of acquired trastuzumab resistance, in association with
disruption of IGF-IR/HER2 dimerization [20]. IGF-IR tyro-
sine kinase inhibitor (TKI) AG538 also produced dose-
dependent reductions in survival of resistant cells [20]. In
contrast, trastuzumab-sensitive BT474 cells showed little
response to single-agent alpha IR3 or IGF-IR TKI AG1024
[42]. However, combining these IGF-IR inhibitors with
trastuzumab or HER2 kinase inhibitor AG825 resulted in
synergistic growth inhibition, increased G1 arrest, reduced
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proliferation and increased apoptosis [42]. Interestingly,
interaction and crosstalk between IGF-IR and HER2 were
noted in BT474 cells, with IGF-IR inhibition reducing HER2
phosphorylation [42, 43]. Cornelissen et al. [15] showed that
resistance of HER2-overexpressing breast tumor xenografts
to trastuzumab correlated with IGF-IR density, and that this
resistance was reversed by addition of IGFBP3 or IGF-IR
TKI AG1024. The IGF-IR kinase inhibitor NVP-AEW541
also achieved synergistic inhibition of proliferation when
combined with trastuzumab in BT474 cells, with reduced p-
Akt and increased p27kip1 expression [44]. NVP-AEW541
reduced proliferation of trastuzumab-resistant BT474 and
SKBR3 cells when combined with trastuzumab [43]. The
phenolic compound nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA)
suppressed IGF-IR and HER2 signaling [45, 46], and induced
cell death of trastuzumab-naive and trastuzumab-refractory
HER2-over-expressing breast cancer cells [45].

Several IGF-IR-targeted agents are currently in early
phases of clinical development for various types of cancer.
IGF-IR mAb ganitumab (AMG 479; Amgen) has elicited
responses in treatment-refractory Ewing’s sarcoma [47] and
is currently being studied in combination with trastuzumab
in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer.
Cixutumumab (IMC-A12; ImClone Systems Incorporated)
treatment showed a trend toward improved progression-
free survival in patients with refractory nonsmall lung
cancer who had high baseline IGF-I levels [48]. How-
ever, the combination of cixutumumab and EGFR TKI
erlotinib that were tested in that study was not tolerable.
Cixutumumab is now being tested in combination with
lapatinib in patients with metastatic breast cancer. Assessing
the dose-limiting toxicity of this combination and careful
biomarker analysis will be keys to determining whether
dual IGF-IR/HER2 targeting is achievable and what molec-
ular predictors should be measured to rationally select
patients to receive this combination. Dalotuzumab (MK-
0646, h7C10; Merck) is another IGF-IR mAb being tested
in various clinical settings. Previous work showed that
dalotuzumab and the EGFR mAb 225 elicited synergistic
tumor regression in a xenograft model of the MCF7 breast
cancer line [49]. In the context of HER2-positive breast
cancer, dalotuzumab is being tested in combination with
trastuzumab in xenograft models of trastuzumab resistance.
Dual IGF-IR/insulin receptor TKIs BMS-754807 and BMS-
754807 (Bristol Myers Squibb) are also being tested in combi-
nation with trastuzumab in HER2-positive metastatic breast
cancer.

7. Conclusions

In summary, IGF-IR expression and signaling are elevated in
a subset of trastuzumab-resistant breast cancers. Inhibition
of IGF-IR using genetic or pharmacologic approaches shows
antitumor activity in cell lines and xenograft models derived
from trastuzumab-naı̈ve and trastuzumab-resistant HER2-
positive breast cancers. Further in vivo analysis of combi-
nation IGF-IR and HER2 targeting is required, as only a
few studies have shown that pharmacologic inhibition of

IGF-IR restores sensitivity to trastuzumab in animal models.
In addition, the mechanism of IGF-IR-mediated trastuzum-
ab resistance remains largely unknown. While PI3K signaling
appears to play a role, IGF-IR activates multiple downstream
pathways that are likely to also be involved in drug resistance.
Identification of the signaling molecules that contribute
to IGF-I-dependent trastuzumab resistance may provide
biomarkers or additional therapeutic targets.

Several IGF-IR antibodies and kinase inhibitors are now
being tested clinically. Based on the preclinical and clinical
correlative data presented in this paper, there is ratio-
nale for conducting trials that combine IGF-IR inhibitors
with trastuzumab in the context of HER2-over-expressing
breast cancer that has progressed on prior trastuzumab-
containing regimens. Careful biomarker analysis will be an
important part of these trials. Therapeutic strategies that
co-target IGF-IR and HER2 are likely to achieve benefit
in only a subset of trastuzumab-refractory disease, since
IGF-independent mechanisms of resistance are also known
to occur. In the absence of rational patient selection for
trials of IGF-IR-directed agents, a clinical benefit in a
subpopulation may be missed. Thus, trastuzumab-refractory
breast cancer tissue or patient serum should be examined
for possible predictors of response to IGF-IR therapy,
such as increased IGF-I levels, reduced IGFBP3 levels, or
increased expression or phosphorylation of IGF-IR. Serum
markers such as IGF-I or IGFBPs would be easier to obtain,
as most patients with metastatic, trastuzumab-refractory
disease do not return for biopsy. Validation of these serum
markers as true indicators of response will help achieve
this important step of rationally selecting which patients
should be treated with combination IGF-IR inhibitors plus
trastuzumab.

Strong preclinical data implicating increased IGF-IR
signaling as a mechanism of trastuzumab resistance has
been collected over the past decade. The next 3–5 years will
help to establish whether IGF-IR signaling is a valid clinical
predictor of trastuzumab resistance, and/or if IGF-IR is a
molecular target whose inhibition can improve response to
trastuzumab in patients with HER2-overexpressing meta-
static breast cancer.
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